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"l wonder what's keeping Duncan so long?" said Carter to Miss Leslie . . The words were hardly out

of his mouth when the double entrance doors were suddenly banged open and
Duncan dashed out, hatless and in a state of great excitement.
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BOUND TO MAKE HIS MARK
-OR--

I

RUNNING . A MOVING PICTURE SHOW
By A SELF-MADE MAN
CHAPTER I.
A CURIOUS STATE OF AFFAIRS.

" The Savoy has gone out of business again," said DuIJ,can
Scott to Sam Hickey, manager of the United Film Corporation.
"The dickens it has," .e jaculated Hickey, evidently surprised
by the information.
"I found it closed at two o'clock with a sign displayed r eading, 'For Salo. Apply to William Jackson, No - Prospect
Avenue.' There wasn't a soul' on the premises, so I went
around to Jackson's flat, on Prospect avenue, to learn what the
trouble was, but I couldn't get in. I rang the bell three times
without r esult."
"That place mus t be hoodooed, for Jackson is the fifth man
who has tried to make it go ·in the last six months."
"That's all rot. There's no such thing as a hoodoo."
"Then h ew do you account for five people, one rigl:Jt after
the other, failing to keep it open with our films, which are the
best in the market? We put out t he product of a dozen of
the best companie3, and there's hardly one that isn't a hummer, whether it's a one, two or three reel subject."
"I can't account for it, tor the neighborhood is well populated and the people are not slow in patronizing the movies.
The Criterion in the block below is always crowded, I've heard,
and judging from the announcements are running many inferior films-that is, inferior to anything we supply, and have
supplied to' the Savoy at any stage of its existence. The same
conditions obtain at the Crescent, two block above. That
is all the opposition the Savoy had to contend with. With
our line of films I see no r eason why Jackson shouldn't have
done a land office business."
"What did he do before he bought out the Savoy?"
"1 think he was in the real estate business."
"Just so. It swms to be the impression that anybody can
run a moving picture show saccessfully. I know of a butcher,
who would hardly have thought of embarking in the grocery
or stationery business, who took to the movies like a duck to
water. He fitted up a place in a new neighborhood, and expected to make money from the jump. After running for
several weeks, and losing money after the second, he sold out
to a man who answered his advertisement. In a month the
new proprietor was doing first rate, and the last I heard of
him he was putting money away every week. He had the instincts of the showman, whlle the ex-butcher hadn't."
'"I don't believe that Jackson was handicapped on account
of having been in real estate. I've se~m and talked with him
a couple of til!les a week since he took hold of the Savoy, and

he struck me as a man adapted to the movies. I dropped in
several times when the show was on, and I found a paying
crowd there. I hung around and heard the comments on the
films, and they were generally favorable. I figured that the
show was striking Its gait under Jackson, so you can imagine
what a surprise it was to me when I saw that sign this a!ternoon. I nearly dropped."
"As ·I'm not a mind reader, I can't surmise what the trouble
is. You say you called at' his fiat and couldn't get in?"
"Yes."
"Maybe there's been a mix-up between him and his wife.
Many a man has found himself in unexpected difficulties for
that reason."
"Admitting such to be the fact, I don't see why it should
cause him to close up a business that gave every prospect
of proving successful."
"I don't know that it should. I merely advanced the suggestion without knowing whether there's anything in it or
not."
"The unexpected closing of the Savoy shuts our films out
of that neighborhood, so I got after Spencer of the Criterion
again, and tried to induce him to come over to us, but he
wouldn't h ear to it. He says he's doing all right with the
line he is using. In any case, he says his contract holds him
to the Vitrtx people."
"When does it expire?"
"He wouldn't say."
"How about the Crescent?"
"They take from the ·trust, too."
"Well, _keep your eye on the Savoy, and don't let the new
man get a way from you."
"I won't if I can help it."
That closed the interview, and after hanging' around the
office a little while, Duncan Scott left.
Duncan was a smart boy who, after losing an~ffice position
downtown, through no fault of his own, was nired by the
United Film Corporation as one of its business solicitors, and
had made good.
.
He had been with this company several months, and was
well up in that particular branch of the moving picture busi·
ness.
He had also had opportunities, through occasional visits to
the studios of the :(Um producers, to familiarize himself in a
general way with the methods by which moving pictures were
made.
He had made the acquaintance of the leading professional
people, male and female, who, by their artistic efforts, had
contributed to the success of the films handled by the corporation that employed llim.
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"Dear me, those men. can't know much about the show
Among these he counted Richard Carter, leading man, and
Miss Norma Leslie, leading engenue and character artist, as business," she' said. "I never heard of an amusement place
going under so ·often in such a short time under different man·
h is particular friends.
agers."
As he was walking up the street he met Carter.
"Well, Benson, the man who fitted the place up, struck me
"Hello, Duncan; off duty?" said Carter.
as a capable man. I secured his custom for the United Film
"Yes, for the present."
Company. When he sold out, without giving any reason that
"Anything new?"
"The Savoy movie I told you about which changed hands so I heard of, his succes'sor continued with us. I had no difficulty
often, and I thought was coming out all right under the new In holding his successor, the man after him, and finally Jack·
son, the present proprietor, in line. It Is very singular what
owner, Jackson, has closed again."
"You don't say. Gone under again, eh? It seems to be an the trouble is with the show. It certainly wasn't the films,
for we never put out a poor one; nor did it appear to be t.ie
unl ucky house."
lack of patronage, for that neighborhood is able to suppor t
"I can't see why it should be nlucky."
"I t hink the facts speak for themselves. How many times three movies. Some of the people go every night. The boy
who works In the drug store in the same block with the Savoy
has it failed?"
told me that Jackson turned people away Saturday and Sun"Five."
day nights from both shows, and yet the place was closed at
" And all Inside of a year?"
two this afternoon, and bore the sign 'For Sale.' I am satisfied
"Inside of less than six months."
"Worse and worse. If\ I were looking for a motion picture there Is something very odd back of It, and I am going to .find
plant, and was offered that place cheap, I wouldn't touch It It out If I can. The house closed just as suddenly. each time,
without the least indication beforehand of what was going to
with a ten-foot pole."
happen," said Duncan.
"Think It isn't lucky?"
"Almost mysterious, Isn't it?" laughed Miss Leslie.
"Lucky! I should say not. There's a good healthy hoodoo
"It Is kind of mysterious when you come to think of it. I'm
in full possession. The only thing that place is good for Is
to be turned Into a shop. What was It before It was made Into going to call on Jackson to-night and ask him what the trouble
is-if I can see him."
a movie?"
"If you fi.nd there is anything unusual in the case you must
"It was a large grocery store."
tell me, for I dearly love mysteries. "
"Did the grocer fail?"
"I wish I were a mystery, then," said Duncan, nervily.
"No. He's got another store In the next block."
"Dear me, why so?" exclaimed Miss Leslie, not catching on.
"Why did he change his quarters? Do you know?"
"Why, you said you dear- I mean you remarked that you
"His lease ran out, and Benson, the man who originally
fitted up the place as a motion picture house, and named it were interested in mysteries, and so--that is--"
The young lady saw the point now and she blushed vividly.
the Savoy, offered more money for the store than he was will·
At that moment something happened.
ing to give, so he had to move."
"I guess he didn't want to move If b.e was getting on all
r ight. Naturally, it hurts a man's business to have to change
his quarters. I'll bet he laid a sort of curse on the place to
CHAPTER II.
get square, and that's the cause of all the trouble."
"Pooh! I don't take any stock in that sort of thing."
DUNCAN DISTINGUISHES HDISELF.
"·Well, I do, for I've seen it work."
"You imagine you have."
Around the corher swung a motor car.
"No imagination about it. Two years ago I had a room with
A pretty and stylishly-dressed child of eight, holding on to
a family in an apartment house. The family underneath were
had just left the curb to cross the street.
English. The lady got into a scrap with the physician who the hand of a maid,
The chauffeur of the car saw their peril, shut off power and
occupied the first floor over a pet dog she had. The result blew
his horn.
of the tangle was a notice was served on them by the landlord
The maid uttered . a scream, let go the hand of t e little
to move. They moved, but the landlord never could rent that girl,
and 'jumped out of the way.
fiat-at least not as long as I kept track of the house. Before
child, paralyzed with fright, made no move to follow
that he never had an apartment idle two days. In fact, he had herThe
.
.a waiting list. A few months later another apartment volun·
The machine swooped down on h er In spite of the brake, and
tar lly became vacant; and it was taken right off the reel, but
have been knocked down and run over but for quick
though dozens of persons looked at the apartment over the she would the
part of Duncan Scott.
doctor, nobody took it. Everybody thought it was awfully action on
He. sprang forward, 's eized the child in his arms, and as
funny, for it was really the best apartment in the house
machine, was struck
and worth the rent asked. It finally became the talk of the he was In the act of trying to clear the
house and the neighborhood that the English woman had and thrown a dozen feet away.
Miss Leslie uttered a scream, thinking he was killed, and
cursed the place pecause she was dispossessed, and the opin·
ion so grew that a tenant never could be found to take it," Carter rushed to pick him up.
A crowd began to gather in a twinkling, and the machine
said Car ter .
"Then you think the grocer did the same thing when the came to a stop.
To the surprise and relief of the beholders, Duncan, after
landlord raised his rent, and, as he wouldn't pay it, he was
r'oll1ng over two or three times, with the child closely held in
obliged to move his store?"
"I have an idea he might have done something like that to his arms, sat up ind then rose to h is feet, apparently uninjured by the shock.
get square with the landlord."
At that moment a gentleman pushed his way through the
"The landlord hasn't suffered any. He gets !}is rent right
along wh ether the moving picture business is in operation or crowd and rushed up to Duncan as he was placing the fright·
not. The lease has been passed along the line, and Jackson is ened child on her feet.
He grabbed the child in his arms in a convulsive way.
the r esponsible party now."
"Effie, Effie, my darling, ar e you hurt? " he cried, in a tone
"If he hasnJt any money his responsibility won't amount to
that expressed his feeling.
·much. Hello, see who we have here," said Carter.
"Papa," cried the girl, throwing her arms around his neck.
Coming toward them, Duncan saw Norma Leslie and a pro"Are you hurt, tell me?" he repeated.
fessio nal frien d.
"I'm so frightened," was all he could get out of her.
The four came together and expressed the pleasure they felt
However, It was soon found that she was not hurt in the
at the unexpected meeting.
Duncan was introduced to Norma's friend, Miss Maud Fu!· least.
Then the gentleman turned to Duncan.
!er.
"MY brave lad, you saved her life. I can never thanlt you
"Where are you folks bound?" asked Carter.
"Nowhere in particular. We're just taking a stroll before enough. Tell' me your name, that I may know to whom I am
•under such a great obligation."
dinner," said Miss Leslie.
"Duncan Scott," said the lad, whl,le Carter was brushing
... Then turn back and accompany us," said Carter, pairing off
·with Miss F uller and leaving Miss Leslie to Duncan, which the dirt and dust off his clothes.
"You are a splendid fellow, young man, and I won't forget
just suited that lad, and maybe the young lady as well, for he
what you have done for my little daughter. Here is my card.
wati a bit llmltten with the young and pretty actress.
In the course of the walk Duncan to ld Norma about the Call on me to-morrow."
Duncan took the card and looked at It.
pontinued 1II·luck attending the Savoy moving picture house;
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"Arthur Westbrook,," it read, "No. - Wall Street, New York suspense until sb.e finally capitulated to "the sweetest story
ever told. "
City. West brook Motor Company, Findlay,. In d."
But with Scott showing a polite interest in Miss Fu\ler, and
" Now don't fail to call on me to-morrow any time between
t en and four, " said Mr. Westbrook, shaking Duncan by the her dear friend using the full batt ery of her charms upon
hand ·again and starting a cross the street with Effie in his him, Norma scented danger, and the "green-eyed monster"
that sleeps somewhere in everybody's heart began to arouse
arms to meet the maid, who looked anything but happy .
."I)y George, old man!" said Carter. "You got out of that itself and take notice.
"Come, Maud, we must hurry, or we shall be late for ·din·
by an eyelash. Ye gods, what a scene for a moving picture
machine ! ,The director would have had a senarlo written ner, " she said. "Good-by, M:r. Scott, I am awfully glad to have
around it, and a corking good number would have been turned met you this afternoon, and f hope we shall--"
out. You are the hero of a lost opportunity."
" Oh, don't mind, Norma," interrupted Miss Fuller. "We.
The crowd, which ,was still growing bigger, regarded Dun- have lots of time, Mr. Scott. We don't have dinner till half·
past six, and even th.en there is no certainty that it will
can with great interest .
Only a few of them had seen the sensational incident, but materialize on the minute. The old dragon we are boarding
an idea of it was passing from mouth to mouth.
· with is growing more careless about meal hours every day.
The chauffeur, findin g that the young fellow was not hurt, She's had a grouch on ever since Bill)' Day, the comedian,
took a dvantage of the conversation between Duncan and Mr. vanished with his suit-case by way of the fire-escape, leaving
Westbrook, to return to the machine and get away, hoping a t wo weeks' board bill unsettled. She watches the rest of us
now like a hawk, though I am sure Norma and I owe her noth·
to avoid arrest.
After the car was gone a policemtn came along and, forcing ing. I suppose it ls because she suspects Tessie Stewart is
his 'Way into the crowd, r eached the spot where Duncan and going to skip if she can get her trunk out. I know Tessie
hasn't paid up this week. Tessie is in hard luck. After restCarter j!to·od.
ing three weeks she caught on at Zammerstein's this week.
He learned all the facts from them, t ook them down in his But,
poor thing, her turn was a frost at the matinee on Mon·
notebook, together with their names, the little girl's and her day and
she was cut out of the bill."
fat her's.
Miss Leslie, however, was determined to get her friend away
Then Duncan and the actor rejoined their ladies on the from
Duncan, and as Carter sided with her, the party broke,
sidewalk.
'
up and Duncan and the actor crossed the street and turned
Afte r Norma Leslie r ecovered from her scare at seeing the down.
accident, and perceiving that Duncan was not hurt to all apblocks further on they separated, each going toward
pearances, she was filled with admiration for his plucky act. hisThree
own boarding-house.
.
" Oh, I am so glad you escaped! " she exclaimed, seizing him
Duncan lived with a Mrs. Jenkins, a professional boardin:gby t he a rm, and flashing a look of intense interest in his face. house
lady, whose establishment was generally always full of
"You are a r eal hero, Mr. Scott."
people, consisting of three Sixth avenue clerks-, two
" Thank you for thinking so, Miss Leslie. Such commenda- steady
lady stenographers who roomed together, and were both
tion fr om your lips fully r epays me for the risk I took," re- young
with Duncan, though he was not at all interested in
plied the young feltow, giving her a look that brought a whole smitten
them, two married couple, and two or three widows living O!J.
bunch of roses into her cheeks.
their Incomes.
" Are you quite sure you are not hurt in the least?n she
Everybody knew that Duncan was connected with the movsaid, with some anxiety in her voice and eyes.
.
ing picture Industry, and the three clerks regarded him with
"As far as I know I'm not," he answered. "I regard myself enYY because they believed he was i;naking good money and
as very fortunate in not being a candidate for a ' hospital. had easy hours compared with their own.
When the car hit and hurled me ahead I hardly knew a-n.ydidn't know that the boy was more or less always on
t hing fo r some moments. It was an awful shocij:. Just as if a 1theThey
for he was ambitious to make his mark in the world,'
house fell on you. I say that without knowi:d.g just how it and job,
he had to rely wholly on his own exertions.
feels to have a house to fall on you, for I have never experiThere is no more sentiment in the moving picture industry
enced the sensation. On t he whole, I have no overwhelming than
there is In any other kind of business, and he had to
desire to repeat my perfor mance even for the benefit of the earn his
money to get it.
moving picture business In which I naturally feel a great
His father and mother were alive, but they lived in a small
interest ."
the State which did not offer inducements sufficient to
"Allow me to congratulate you on your fortunate escape, Mr. city up
the boy at home.
Scott," now put in Mias Fuller, who had been itching for a keep
New York has always been the Mecca of his hopes, and he
cha.nee to expre s~ herself.
·
All women love a real hero, and actresses are no exception had now been in the metropolis a year and a half.
to t he rule, even if accustomed to being in continual touch
wit£i. stage heroes.
" You are cer tainly a brave young man," continued Miss
CHAPTER III.
, I
Fuller, gushingly. "I do love anything sensationally heroic
in real life. I am sure I shall see you in my dreams to-night
DUNCAN Il'!TEBVIEWS JACKSON.
r epeating your r escue of the little gfi'l. Such a thriller could
never be introduced Into a moving picture without a dummy. "
After dinner that evening Duncan started uptown to call
" The du mmy would have my sympathy," laughed Duncan. on Jackson, proprietor of the Savoy.
Miss Fuller was showing so much interest in Duncan that'
The Criterion was in the block below and was brilliantly
Norma began to (experieuce a fe eling of jealousy, and, tugging lighted up when he reached it.
t he lad by the arm, suggested that they had better go on.
Spencer, the owner, was outside, looking at his display of
Miss Fuller , however, wasn't to be shaken off.
paper.
She hung on the other side of Duncan, which put Carter on
He knew Duncan well, as the boy had tried to secure . Ms
the cutside of the four, and they proceeded in that way for custom for the United Film Corporation and failed.
a block when Carter, feeling that he was being slighted b~
He also knew that Duncan had kept the trust out of the
the lady in whom he felt a special interest, remarked that he Savoy.
guessed he and Scott wouldn't go a,ny further, unless the ladies
He grinned at the boy this evening.
particularly desired their comp;my.
"The Savoy has gone up the spout again," he said.
Miss Leslie hailed this as a chance to get her friend awa.y
"I know it."
.
.
fr om Duncan, though she would have tried to hang on to the
"That's pretty good evidence tP,at your fUms don't· take in
young hero had she had him all to herself.
this neighborhood. The people are discriminating and want
She and Maud Fuller were dear friends or chums, it is true, the best.n
"Well, the Independent films are the best In the· country."
but there was d!!,nger at that moment that Duncan Scott might
prove the rock on which their friendship would split.
"Looks like it, doesn't it, when the one house that runs
Norma had suddenly awakened to the fact that Duncan was them up here goes under five times running, while my shOJY,
a whole lot more to her than was Maud Fuller.
and the Crescent above here, who take from your rivals, are
She had admired him in a general way before, but now she' turning people away almost every night."
' ·
wanted to assert a proprietorship in him to the exclusion of
"It isn't" on account of inferior films that the Savoy closed
anybody else.
up."
At the same time she was perverse enough to desire to be
"What then?"
.
.
won by a regular siege, holding the object of her interest in
"That's what I came up~ tind out.n
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laughed derisively.
"Do you want me to tell you?" he said.
"Yes, if you know."
"It's because the' Crescent and this pla ce fill the bill. A
third show is not wanted. We two pull the people. There
aren't enough left over to fill a third show. "
"That's funny. I heard from a party who knows that the
Savoy turned people away from both shows last night."
"All nonsense!" Spencer said. "If Jackson was doing so
well he wouldn't have a sign up to-day offering h is place for
sale."
"He told me on Monday that· he has been doing well from
the start."
•
''. And to-day he's trying to sell out. Say, did you ever hear
of any one who was anxious to get out of a paying busine11s?"
"I can't say that I have."
"Jackson is either trying to do it or he isn't making the
place go. Common sense indicates that- the last is the true
reason."
"I admit the inference is in line with your statement, but I
dqn't believe it is the true reason why Jackson has thrown
up his hands. I have a suspicion that some kind of a jinx is
r esponsible for the singular sudden closing of the Savoy. I'm
going to see if it can't be caught and put out of business."
"The place is a Jonah. It's what the French call de tropthat is, in the way. My show and the Crescent cover the
ground. The Savoy will never go as a moving picture theater."
'"If I had the money I'd open the place myself and prove to
you that your statement is false."
"You'd be the sixth unfortunate."
" Would I? I'll bet I'd make your show and the Crescent
hustle to keep your doors open."
"You're talking rag-time, young man."
" All right. Maybe the next owner will catch the jinx and
prove my statement. Good-night."
Duncan walked on.
He found a number of people in front of the Savoy, which
was dark, reading the " For Sale" sign and commenting on it.
He tried the two doors and found them locked.
H e had hoped to find Jackson on the premises, but he
wasn't.
He passed the Crescent and found the public flocking into it.
He turned up the n ext street, and in ten minu~s reached
Jackson's fiat.
This time when he rang he got admission, and walked up to
the third floor.
" Is Mr. Jackson at home?" he asked t he servant.
"Yes; come in."
Jackson had evidently not been home long, for he was eating
his supper.
"Hello, Scott," he said. "Take a seat. Have a glass of
lager?"
"No, I don't drink. I came to learn why the Savoy isn't
open, and also why it is for sale. I thought you were doing
well."
"Well, I have been running to good business. Last night the
house was jammed to the doors at both shows; but at noon
to-day I decided thl\t I was needed more in Chicago than I
was here, henco the sign. Know anybody who wants to buy?
I'll sell out cheap."
"Say, Mr. Jackson, what's the r eal reason why you want to
get out of the Savoy?"
" I've told you-I have to go to Chicago."
"I never heard you speak of Chicago as an attraction before."
,
"It ls a better show town than New York."
"That's new to me."
"And it's my old stamping grounds."
"Why did you buy the Savoy, then?"
"I expected to remain here, but matte ~ s over which I have
no control alter ed things."
"The four previous owners of the house all gave reasons on
a line with yours in explaining why they wanted to cut loose
from the Savoy. The five of you have each run the place
something less than a month. This rapid succession of managers is a mighty singular thing in the face of the prospects
the house held out. Are you sure you haven't some other reason for giving up?"
"Of course not," said Jackson, but Duncan didn't believe
him.
" I'm afraid you won't find a p,urchaser as easy as the others
did."
I
"Why not? The Savoy Is bound to make money under the
direction of the right man."
"But you're not a blacksmith at the business."

"No, I flatter myself that I understand the show business."
"And yet you are letting a good thing get away from you."
"I can't help it. My luck, I suppose."
" What do you want for the place?"
" I'll take $3,000, or even less, from a quick buyer."
"If I had $2,500, I'd make you an offer. "
"Can't you raise half among your fri ends and advertise for
a partner?"
" I'm afraid not, " replied Duncan.
"Get me a man who will put up $3,000 for the Savoy as it
stands, and I'll give you ten per cent. of that .amount," said
Jackson. "There's a chance for you, but you've got to move
lively."
"I'll see what I can do for you. There was a man in our
office the other day who is looking for a moving picture
theater."
F ind him a nd bring him up here to-morrow at one."
" Will you be at the theater?"
"No-here."
"If I found you a purchaser it would be better for you to.
meet him at the Savoy. It would save time, for you'd have to
take him there, anyway."
,
"I'll be there from noon till half-past, and from one till
half-past."
"All right."
"You remarked that I wouldn't be able to find a purchaser
as easy as the other owners did. What makes you think I
won't?"
"Because the house is getting the reputation of being a
Jonah. That's what Spencer, of the Criterion called it tonight. If intending purchasers learn that, you won't be able
to sell at any price."
"Spencer had better keep his opinion to himself if he knows
when he's well off," growled Jackson.
"When a theater is opened and closed by five differ ent proprietors inside of six months, you can't blame anybody calling
it a Jonah."
"You said if you could raise $2,500 you'd take it over. That
doesn't look as if you thought it was a Jonah."
"I don't. I believe it has a jinx, though, and the first thing
I'd do would be to find it and send it to the morgue."
A sickly grin spread over Jackson's face for a moment.
"Some jinxes can't be got rid of so easily," he said.
Duncan gave him a sharp look.
"Then you admit it has a jinx? " said Scott.
"I admit nothing."
" Your manner intimates it."
"You only imagine that."
"Come now, own up. What kind of a jinx is it that's got
control of the Savoy?"
"No jinx at all," answered Jackson, hastily. "All the place
needs to make a success is a man who knows how to run it
right, and has a little money behind him."
"Benson, the man who fitted the place up, filled the bill in
that respect, yet be seemed glad to sell out in a month. Smith,
who bought him out, had money and moving picture experience. He told me after he was there four days that the Savoy
was going to prove a gold mine. Ten days later .the house' was
closed and Smith was looking for a buyer. I don't know much
about his two successors, but I did think you'd make it pan
out. You haven't kept it open a day longer than Smith. You
can talk as you like, Jackson, but there's some mystery behind all this. You don't want to admit it because you're
afraid you'd queer your chances for selling out. Well, I don't
blame you, if you're determined to sell, but no mystery would
frighten me off from the Savoy if I could find the cash to
buy you out."
"You think you could smother the jinx, eh?" said Jackson,
with another sickly grin.
"I've got a level head and don't believe in jinxes in the way
some persons do. Sailors and theatrical people seem to shy
at the least thing in that line. The stories of stage hoodooes
I've heard would make a book, and most of them would make
a horse laugh. Even baseball players can see a jinx in the
bat-bag if the team encounters a sudden batting slump and
can't explain it away. Why, I was hit by an automobile to-day
and knocked ten feet or more. I suppose some jinx was responsible for that."
"You were hit by an automobile and knocked ten feet?" said
Jackson, incredulously. "You don't show it."
"Because I escaped without a scratch."
"You were lucky, Where did it happen?"
"Corner of Broadway and Thirty-eighth street. I saved a
lit tie girl from getting run over."
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• "I called as you asked me to, Mr. Westbrook," began Duncan. "I hope your little daughter suffered no material shock
after the accident."
"None at all," replied Westbrook, cheerfully. "She feels as 1
grateful to you as a child of her years can be expected to do.
So also does my wife, who was much upset when she learned
of the occurrence. We had to discharge the maid, for we cannot afford to keep a girl in charge of our little one who is:
liable to lose her presence of mind in any emergency. Of
course, we understand that the maid didn't mean to expose
our Effie to peril, but we relied on her to protect the child,
which she failed to do, and but for you our little one wouldi
probably have been killed. I hope you will understand that
words cannot express our gratitude to you; It would therefore
greatly please me if you mention some way that I could be of1
service to you. I would like to testify my appreciation In
some substantial way."
"I can understand your feelings, Mr. Westbrook, but there
ls no occasion for you to feel bound to do me any favor. 11
have a fair position with the United Film Corporation, in the
motion picture trade, and I am getting along all right."
"But .you saved my daughter at the risk of your life. In
fact, you were hlt by th e m:ichine, which I un(lerstand , the'
police are looking for in order to arrest the chauffeur, and you
must have suffered somewhat from the shock."
"I am thankful to say that the shock was only a momentary,
one, though it was not a sensation I would care to have repeated. When I saw your little daughter in such imminent
peril I acted on the spur of the moment, for I hadn't a mo-,
ment to consider the risk. I believed it was my duty to act as
CHAPTER IV.
I did, and it is repugnant to me to accept anything that savors
of recomp·e nse for risking my life for another. Th.a t is one
BUYING A HOODOO.
thing I regard as above price."
"Your sentiments do you credit, Scott, but still I thinlc y<lu
As Duncan had business which took him down to the ·vicinity of the post-office, he found time to go to Wall Street ought to allow me to do something for you."
"No, sir, not a thing. Your grateful thanks are all I ask of
about eleven and call on Arthur Westbrook.
you."
He sent his name in and was immediately admitted.
The gentleman tapped the letter reflectively.
"Glad to see you, Scott. Take a seat," said the gentleman,
"You say you are connected with the motion picture busiwho was acting as Eastern representative for the motor comness?.''
pany his father was president of and chief stockholder in.
"Yes, sir." •
As Duncan entered he pulled a letter out of a pigeon-hole
"In what capacity?"
and laid it before him.
Duncan explained the duties of his position.
rt bore the signature of Jackson, owner of the Savoy.
"Have you ever thought of running a moving picture theater
That astute individual had seen the account of Duncan's
exploit in the morning paper, and decided that he would put yourself?"
"Yes, sir. I hope to some day."
the boy in the way of getting the money necessary to buy him
"Are you capable of managing such an establishment now?"
(Jackson) out.
"As I have been constantly visiting such sh,_ows in the line
The particular reason he did this was because he feared that
the Savoy would he hard to sell under existing circumstances, of my business, and have taken note of the methods followed'
and he was anxious to get it off his hands at the earliest pos- by the different managers, and have talked with these men a
sible moment before the newspapers made comment on its hundred times, I think I am competent to manage a show. I
have had opportunities to see motion pictures developed from
.Jonullesque properties.
how they are pro·
It was a nervy and impudent thing to do, but then Jackson the first stage upward, and know exactly
knowledge would not necessarily
was equal to anything except continuing the management of duced. Of course, all this
make one a successful exhibitor. A man must have the in·
the Savoy.
successfully to the pubHe put a special delivery stamp on, the envelope, and Mr. stincts of a showman in order to cater
lic. He must be able to judge what will take in his particular
Westbrook received it shortly before Duncah called.
knack of pleasing all
He was a bit surprised at the nature of its contents, which neighborhood. He has got to havenothe
easy job when you eonthe people all the time. This is
ran as follows:
slder the diversity of tastes a moving picture manager is up
out the films1
"Mn. ARTHUR WESTBROOK-DEAR SIB: Excuse the liberty I against. Fortunately the companies that turn
The motion pictures of to-day
am taking in the interest of a young man who I see by the aim to reach the same result.
what they were a year or two ago,
morning paper has rendered you a very great service. This are a vast improvement on
put it all over the machine
young man is, as you know, Duncan Scott, of the United Film just as the phonographs of to-daytake
up your time, Mr. WestBut I mustn't
Corporation. He would like to buy out a moving picture thea- of ten years ago. doubtless
a busy man, and I, too, have my
ter I am about to dispose of, but he has no money. The place brook. You are
Is easily worth $3,600, for it is in a crowded neighborhood, and work to look after."
"One moment, if you please. Have you a motion picture
_everybody goes to the movies two or three times a week, nowadays, but I ;will let it go to Scott for $2,600, because I take house in your mind that you would like to buy out?"
"I admit that If I hail the price and a little over, I would
• an interest in his success. He ought to have $2,600 to hold as
a reserve. fund, though I hardly think he will need tQ draw buy the Savoy movie way uptown."
"What is the price the owner wants?"
on more than enough to get things moving. Now if you will
"He wants $3,000, but he offered it to me for $2,500. He
force a, loan of $5,000 on him for six months at six per cent.
interest, you will do him a business favor without costing you has promised me a ten per cent. rake·off if I can find him a
a dollar. When I say force I mean it, for he won't ask YQU buyer at the form er p,rice."
"I presume you are tamlliar with the theater and the neighfor it under any circumstances. He told me he wouldn't accept money for doing his duty. Some people are built that borhood, and what profit there is in. the place under favorab!e
way. As I have several offers under consideration, I trust If conditions?"
"Yes, sir. I wouldn't thiJl,k of buying a pig in a poke."
you can see your way to giving Scott a lift that you will lose
"You consider that the Savoy is worth $2,600 as an amuseno time about It. I want to see him get the theater, as I
know he wants it, but I can't allow sentiment to interfere with ment venture?"
"It couldn't be duplicated for that money anywhere. The
my business, for I am due in Chicago next Monday.
decorations are unusually good, much superior to its nearest
"Respectfully yours,
competitors. Its seating capacity Is 400, with standing room l
"WILLIAM JACKSON,
at the back and sides for approximately 100 more. AltoProspect Ave."
"
"Played the hero, eh? How came the little girl to get in
the way of the machln~?"
Duncan told him all the particulars.
"Her father's name ls Arthur Westbrook. I've got his calf
....
in my pocket."
He pulled it out and showed it to Jackson.
"Westbrook Motor Company," read the owner of the Savoy.
" That's a big automobile company. I've seen their plant out
in Findlay. It covers a city block. Look here, Scott, if you
saved that gent's daughter from gett ng run over he is surely
grateful to YDU. It ought to be a cinch for you to negotiate
a loan with him to set you up in the motion picture business.
If I were you I'd strike him at once for $6,000. I'll sell you
the Savoy for half of that, and you'll have the balance to fall
·
back on and fight the jinx."
"I wouldn't ask him for a cent. I don't want to be paid for
doing my duty," said Duncan.
"A loan ain't taking the money outright. You will pay him
back in a few months, with interest. Why, this is the chance
·
of your life, young man."
.
Duncan shook his head.
"I couldn't ask him for a loan even. to buy out the Savoy,"
,
he said, getting up to go.
Five minutes later he was on the street, but somehow or
another Jackson's suggestion followed him all the way downtown to his boarding-house.
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gether It ls a good example of a first-class motion picture
"I have nothing to t ell you except this-the house ls
house."
hoodooed."
"It ls doing gopd business, I suppose?"
• "Hoodooed!" said Duncan, incredulously. "In what way?'
"It was until Jackson cloaed it for some unexpla!n~ble rea" You'll have to find t;iat out for yourself. T.here ls someson."
thing wrong with the place, that's all I know."
" Then It ls not running now?"
"When did you find that out?"
"No, sir, but I don't mind that. It will draw the moment it
'Yesterday at noon," said Jackson, with a shifty look.
opens its doors again."
"It must be something mighty serious to cause you to close
"Will you accept the loan from me of a sum sufficient for up right away on top oJthe fine business yo v showed to last
you to buy this theater and start it?" al:lked Mr. Westbrook. nigh t."
_Duncan r egard ed him with some.surprise.
Jacksdn shrugged his shoulders.
"I haven't any security to offer yo u for it," he said.
"I don't think it ~air on your part to leave me in the dark
"Your note of hand is enough. It can run for six months, when you can enlighten me. Forewarned ls forearmed, and it
without interest, and should it not be convenient for you to would be a friendly act on your part, now that I have relieved
pay It then, I will renew it for as long as you . wish ."
you of what seems to have unexpectedly become a burden to
"Your offer rather astonishes me, Mr. West)Jrook, but I sup- yo u, to forewarn me so that I may know what to expect and
pose you wish to pay your obligation in that form ."
take precautions toward protecting myself."
"I wish to help you to realize yoµ r ambition of owning a
"When I bought my predecessor out he did not forewarn
motion picture house, which doubtless will prove profitable me. H unloaded the show on me and never breathed a word
under your management. Shall I make the note out for about the hoodoo. I have told you more than he told me$5,000? That w1ll give you a sum to hold in9 reserve."
that the place is hoodooed. I need not have told you, but I
"I will accept $3,600. If I can't make the house pay from have. I threw up my hands the moment I saw how things
the start I shall be very much surprised."
were going. If you can lift the jinx you will have a gold mine
. "Very well; but if you should need n+ore money, I hope you in the Savoy. That's all. I wish you luck, but I'm afraid
will ask me for It. "
you'll close as suddenly as the r est of us have been obliged to
T-li.e note was made out by Mr. Westbrook and signed by do, in which event lose no time in finding some sucker with
Duncan.
·
$2,500 and get out from und er."
The gentleman then drew his checlt, payable to the order of
Thus speaking, Jackson walked away like a man r elieved
William Jackson, for $2,500, at Duncan's r equest, and a second of a load, leaving Duncan Scott with plenty of food fo r
check for $1,000, payable to ·Duncan. Scott or bearer.
thought.
Duncan then took his leave, promising to keep his patron
advised of 'ills• h eadway as manager of the m,o~ion picture
CHARTER V.
th~~
,
•
TRYING TO }'!:ND ou·r '£HE JINX.
;, He cashed the .$1,000 check at Wflstbrook's banK, and took
the money uptown with him.
"Well," said the bqy, looking after Jackson, "I'm fore·
Promptly at one o'clock he appeared at the Savoy and fo und warned in one r espect-that I'm up against a mystery of conJackson outside.
siderable proportions. So the Savoy is hoodooed. It will have
"Well," said the proprietor, " have you don·e anything to· to be a mighty healthy hoodoo that will get my goat," he mut·
tered, squaring his jaws aggressively.
ward getting me a customer?"
He walked down to the theater, unlocked one of the doors
"Yes. I have raised the money to buy y u QUt."
1
and went in.
"You got It of Westbrook.'
The big room looked dark and lonesome with its double row
"''How do you know I did?"
of seats and the aisle between, facing the square white canvas
"I expected you would."
on which the films were projected .
. "Didn't I tell ycm I wouldn't ask him for a loan? "
Two double doors opened off the side aisles, with red electric
"Yes; but he offer ed it to you of his own accord."
globes above them, denoting that they were emergency exits.
"You seem to be a pretty good guesser."
They were secured by heavy bolts that could be drawn in a
"I am," chuckled Jackson.
"It's too bad you didn't guess what was going to happen moment, and they opened outward.
There were two windows in the rear, tlut these were closed
when you bought this place out."
• "That's right, but I didn't. You want to go inside and in· in by shutters and hidden from sight by the. screen . . Underspect the house, of course. Come pn, then we'll go to a lawyer neath which was a raised platfcrm about a foot deep.
At one side was a closed upright piano with a chair for the
and have the transfer effected In legal form."
Donald went all over fhe establishment, and found that it performer.
Above the box-office, which curled outward into the entrance
\Vas In full working, order, ready to be reopened at any moeorridoi-, and llarl a glass front "'here the ticket seller sat. was
ment.
"If you want to hire my ticket seller, the machine oper ator, the loft where the picture machine stood with its accessories.
It was fairly roomy up there, and was r eached by a narrow
pianist and other pe.ople, I will give you their addresi:;es," said
Jackson as they stepped into the little box office. "I owe no- flight of stairs connecting with a door.
body anything. I will transfer my lease to you and you Cal'\
The lights were controlled by a kind of "governor" insid
pay the landlord his rent when he comes around next week. the box office, and easily · reaclred by one standing just outside
The rent is--" here Jackson named the amount. "Here are the door.
my books. Sit down and run over them. They contain a com·
Benson, the original proprietor, had installed the lighting
plete record of the receipts and expenses of the show since arrangements on a somewhat different plan than usually folI've had the house. You will notice as you go over the books lowed, as he had his own ideas on the subject, and he could
that the balance is in favor of the theater."
produce special effects.
"That only emphasizes the fact that you had some r emark·
Some of these effects were necessary, and though he had
able reason for closing up in a hurry."
explained them to his successor, that 1ndividual bad never
"'Well, never mind my reason. You may have better luck." µsed them, and when he sold out in his turn had not called his
"1 hope so," said Duncan, lookin g over the r ecord of daily successor's attention to them.
recelpts. They began low and gradually increased in volume. ' Jackson had noticed the small levers. at the back, wondered
"You have brought the purchase price-$2,500?" asked Jack· wha~ they were there for, but did not investigate their utility.
son, after Duncan finishe<j. his Inspection.
Duncan had merely glanced at the "governor" in going over
' · the place.
~ "Yes."
"Then we will hunt up a lawyer and put the · matter
He was familiar with the ordinary lighting of motion -picture houses, and he did not consider it necessary to inspect It. ,
through."
,
t A la-wyer was found and the den! C'onsumma ted . . Donnlcl
Duncan found writing materials in the office, and he adhand ing Jackson Mr. 'Yestbtook's cbeclt, which he had bad dressed a postal card to each of .Tackson's late employees, and
certified.
· . . asked them to call on the following day at noon.
When the transfer was completed and Duncan had the key
This done, he considered his plan , of operations.
of the Savoy in his pocket, he turned to Jackson as they came
He was afraid that the several closings of the house had
out on the sidewalk, and said:
given the place "a black eye" in the estimation of the public,
" No w that you are out of the Savoy, and have your money, though he didn't believe that would amount to much, since
ther e is no further reason for you to conceal any mystery that the Savoy was a very comfortable and attractive theater, much
you have found out in connection with the theater. I exI!ect superior to either the Criterion or the Crescent, and he did
you will enlighten me 01r the subject."
uot doubt with the line of films furnished by the United Film

....
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Corporation but the public would flock in right from the start. places enough to be able to judge what one is worth after
As he reflected over t he situation it suddenly struck him you've looked it over."
•
that the appearance of the jl.nx had, In each case, occurreli
"I value a motion picture house by the neighborhood it's In.
just as the Savoy was striking a prosperous gait.
If you can count on four good-sized audiences a day, there's
Benson's car eer had been the shortest of the five, and the money In it even If It costs you every cent it's worth to ac·
singular ity of it was it had been t he most prosperous, accord· quire It. If you can't depend on filling your house it's dear at
ing t o his books.
,
any price, for the rent and other ,standing expenses go on just
The new house was not viewed with favor by the proprie- the same."
tors of the other t wo theaters that were enjoying a monopoly
" Was Jackson glad to sell?"
of the pat ronage.
"Yes."
"Have you found out the rock on which he spl!t?"
Natura lly, t hey scented a dangerous rival in the field.
" No. He wouldn't tell me, even after he had the money in
When Benson suddenly closed down, the owners of the two
his pocket."
rival houses shook hands and congratulated each other.
"What did his books show?"
Duncan t hought he saw the wool of a nigger in the wood·
"Good and increasing business. He showed to the full ca·
pile, so to speak.
pacity of the house, Including standing-room, the last three
And yet his suspicions could hardly cover the case.
If any crooked business had been attempted against the nights, and the house was fairly crowded at the afternoon
Savoy t he proprietor would most certainly have put up a shows."
" I don't believe it. He must have doctored his books."
fight agains t it.
"I have the evidence of at least t wo disinter ested e-Ye·
No man is going to tamely submit to be buncoed out of a witnesses."
good thing.
.
" Are you sure they were disinterested? "
Whatever this mysterious jinx was, it ap eared to have the
" I believe they were. I have no reason to suspect that they
power to close t he house whenever it chose to do so, and with·
'
out encounter ing any opposition from the manager, who, in were in collusion with Jackson."
"But, my dear fe llow, it isn't reasonable for t he proprieto.r
five separate instances, ba d meekly folded up his tent and
of a successful show to shut down in the midst of his· prosgiven up a promising proposition.
y and look around .f or a successor."
·
Duncan was a lad who, when •his rights were attacked, perit
" Not as a rule, but Jackson, after the sale was completed,
would fight to the last ditch.
that he was forced to contend with an unusual ob·
As he sat there in the little box office and went over the admi ttedHe
wouldn't tell me what the obstacle was. He said
extraordinary record of. t he motion picture house, he gritted stacle.
his teeth and once more breat hed the defiance that it would I'd find it out in due time myself. "
"That's cheerful. You may have been .buncoed."
" have to be a mighty healthy hoodoo that would get his goat,"
"I'll risk tliat. The theater is all right, the best of the three
and he meant it.
·
His watch pointed at half-past two when he recollected he in the neighbor.hood. The prospect of getting full houses is· as
good as any one could ask
The license is all right. The
had bad no l ~ n ch .
· obstacle Jackson referred tofor.
is simply a jinx."
He bad a healt hy stomach, and that organ notified him of
"A jinx! "
t he omission.
" Anything mysterious and unaccountable may be regarded
There being nothing t o detain him longer at the theater, as a jinx>. Jackson's quick exit from a fl.ow of prosperity
he locked up and went to a r estaurant in the next block close shows that he has been Intimidated by something, an·d he's
to the Cr iteri on.
afraid even to r eveal what it ls. The record of his four
There he saw Manager Spencer of the Criterion taking a predecessors so closely resembles his that It ls quite clear
light lunch with an acquaintance.
to me that the same Influence, whatever it is, has been exerted
He grinned at Duncan.
on them with equal success. I haven't the least doubt but it
"Has J ackson sold out yet ?" he asked.
will be worked on me just as soon as I- show to extra good
" You'll ba ve to ask him," r eplied the lad.
business."
" I hope the next man will have better luck," he chuckled.
"And you expect to survive the ordeal, I suppose?" grlnned
"If he has the Cri terion will suffer ."
"Don't you believe it. The people know where to get · the Hickey.
"I may or T may not. No one is invincible over for es that
best fo r · their nickels."
"I agree with you. They found t he Savoy that place, and if exceed his powers of resistance. All I will say now is that
J ackson hadn't got cold feet for some reason, the people in there will be something doing when that jinx tackles me. If
this neighborhood would have ha d him putting out a 'S. R. O.' I win out you can take it from me that the Savoy wil run
that neighborhood. "
sign ever y night."
"What kl,nd of jinx do you think it ls?"
"We don't put t hose signs out. We let the people find that
" I haven't the r emotest idea. "
out when they get inside."
" Maybe It's an effort on the part of the trust to run the
"Yes, I guess you do. You've been running something over independent films out of that
district."
a year , and Stacey nearly as long. I should think you had
If It was the trust would have had a purchaser ready to
made mo ney enough t o retire on. "
buy Benson out, and then the Savoy would have put on its
" I haven't made a million yet ."
films."
"Expect to make that much out of your show?"
"Maybe It's a CQncerted
on the part of the owners of
"Not out of one house. I'm negotiating for another down- the Criterion and Crescentmove
to drive a dangerous competitor
to wn."
out of their neighborhood."
"You'd better sell t he Criterion before the Savoy opens up
"That occurred to me, but In that case they would have
again. "
bought the theater out as soon as It was offered for sale and
" I should worry," grinned Spencer, and the conversation run it conjointly."
ended t here.
"Well, I give it up."
.. I have come to tender my resignation, Mr. Hickey," said
"You might as well, for 'I'm satisfied you couldn't guess the
Duncan an hour later when he walked into the office of the riddle. I have come as near to It; I Imagine, as one can who
United F ilm Corporation.
·
is In the dark. It is clear ly a case · of personal intimidation,
"What's the matter? Tired of the business?" said the man- so artfully worked that none of the five managers have been
age r .
able to find a way to protect themselves. "
.
" No; but I have more important business matters to look
" Admitting that it is, there must be a motive behind It.
after ."
What is It? Let us go back to Benson, the first owner. We
"What's t hat? "
will say he was Intimidated lnto selling a good thing owing
" I've bought out the Savoy motion picture house."
to causes over which he had no control. Very good. If there
" You've done what ?"
had been an obj ect in forcing him out it would have shown
Duncan r epeated his statement.
Itself then and there, wouldn't it? As soon as he was intiml·
" Pick up an angel somewher e?"
dated the object of the intlmldators would have been accom"Yes. I've got all t he backing I want."
plished. That should have ended the whole business. Instead
" I hope you'll have better luck than the other owners." of which he was allowed to sell out to a man who, according
" I trust I may have. It won' t be my fault if it doesn't go." to your S\lrmise, was in his turn intimidated in the same way,
"Got it cheap, I suppose ?"
and so it's gone on five times, and you ha e been allowed to
" It's easily worth what I paid for it."
take undisputed possession of the house. Common sen~e Is
"You ought to know. You've been around among those common sense, my dear fellow. There is no sense whatever '.
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in the successive intimidation of five men, when there seems
to be no motive wh;l.tever in the business. You may think
your reasoning all right, but in my opinion it is simply a case
of failure to draw business, and the books juggled afterward
to catch a buyer," said Hickey.
"All right. We'll let it go at that," said Duncan, getting
,up and bringing the argun;i.ent to an end.
CHAPTEJR VI.
DUNCAN MEETS SOME PROFESS:):ONAL PEOPLE.

That evening Duncan called at Carter's boarding-house to
see his actor friend.
•
"He's not in," said the servant, much to Duncan's disappointment.
"Do you know where he went?" he asked. ·
"No, I do not."
"So Duncan had to go away.
He was sorry Carter was not at home, for he wanted to tell
him about his acquisiiton of the Savoy motion picture house.
He knew that the news would greatly surprise the moving
'picture actor, and would undoubtedly interest him.
· Then it occurred to him to call on Miss Leslie and tell her.
He believed she would be pleased to learn that fortune had
befriended him.
He had the address of her boarding-house, an.d, moreover,
had been invited to visit her, so he proceeded to do so.
He reached the house, asked for the young actress, and was
again disappointed.
She had gone visiting herself that evening.
"Kindly tell her ,that Duncan Scott called, wlll you?" he
said.
"Certainly. I'll tell per as soon as she comes back," said the
maid.
Duncan strolled to Forty-second street, and along that brilliantly lighted thoroughfare where half a dozen or more theaters were in full blast, hoping to meet Carter, whose stamping ground was in that neighborhood.
.
A moving picture actor named' Tom Shirley, with whom
Duncan was slightly acquainted, came out of a cafe, saw him
and stopped him.
·
"Glad to see :/ou, Scott. Where bound?"
"Nowhere in particular. I was looking for Richard Carter,"
said Duncan.
"He went over to call on Miss Maud Fuller, the leading
lady of the Atlas Studio. He's kind of sweet on her."
"She rooms with Miss Norma Leslie, on Thirty-ninth
street," said Duncan.
"She did until to-day. She and Miss Leslie had a scrap
about something-a man, guess, and Miss Fuller pulled up
stakes and lit out. She's gone to live with Miss Mamie Mulligan, professionally known as Mignon French, who is 1n vaudeville, when the stars are propitious. Miss Mulligan and Mabel
Joyce are keeping house in a Thirty-eighth stretit 11.at. If
you're anxious to see Carter, we'll go over there."
"But I'm not acquainted with either Miss Mulligan or ;Miss
Joyce," said Duncan.
"Well, I am, and I'll introduce you. We'll be as welcome
as the roses in June."
"I d(\n't want to intrude on Carter and Miss Fuller."
"I should worry about them. Come, let's get a wiggle o'n.
Mamie Mulligan will be delighted to know you. She keeps
open house to all her friends, and they are legion. Not to
know Miss Mulligan is like being in a bu's h league."
Tom Shirley caught Duncan by the arm, and the young proprietor of the Savoy simply had to go with him whether he
wanted to or not.
They walked down Broadway to Thirty-eighth street, Shirley nodding to several professional friends of the male persuasion they passed, turned eastward, crossed Sixth avenue,
and finally came to the Nottingham, a cheap-looking apartment house, whose highly ornamental vestibule brought into
strong relief its general tone of shabbiness.
Shirley had evidently been there before, for without the
least hesitation his finger punctuated an electric button below which were stencilled the following two names: French,
Joyce.
Underneath the latter a narrow slip of card had been inserted which bore the name of Maud Fuller.
A clicking sound indicated that the door was open for them
to walk in.
,
Shirley took the lead, and Duncan followed him to the third
landing, where a vision in bleachet1 hair and a pink wrapper
11tood awaiting their coming.
"This is an unexpected pleasure, Tom Shirley," said the

vision, effusively. "Who's your fri end? I don't recognize
him."
"Miss Mulligan, Mr. Scott, of the United Film Corporation,''
said Shirley.
"Delighted to make your acquaintance, Mr. Scott. Come
right in and make yourselves at home," said Miss Mulligan.
"There's no one here except Mabel, " meaning Miss Joyce,
"Maud Fuller, who's come to stay with us, as she's tired of
boarding, and Dick Carter. I'll do the honors for your friend."
Before she could say another word Maud Fuller, who was
occupying a lounge with Carter, bounced up with a little cry
of surprise and rushed at Duncan.
' "Why, Mr. Scott, this is a delightful surprise. I'm awfully
glad to see you. I didn't know you were acquainted with
Mamie. I suppose you heard I was here. Move over, Dick,"
and she squeezed Carter over to make room for Duncan.
Carter nodded to the boy, but he didn't look pleased at his
enthusiastic reception by Miss Fuller .
"One moment, please, Maud," interposed Miss Mulligan. "I
must introduce Mr. Scott to Mabel," and she proceeded to
do SQ.
Miss Joyce was a statuesque blonde, and she expressed the
plea.sure she felt at making Duncan's acquaintance.
Tom Shirley, after nodding all around and depositing his
hat on top of a pile of theatrical magazines, had subsided
into a seat beside Miss Joyce, while Miss Mulligan took possession of a cane rocker, pqrchased at a bargain sale in a depart,ment store.
"Isn't it warm?" she remarked, fanning herself with a cover less copy of a motion picture magazine.
Then she recollected she had left the gas burning at full
swing in the little kitchen and flew in there to correct the
error.
Miss Fuller, like a rose betwen two leaves, was endeavoring
to hold the attention of both Duncan and Carter, and monopolized all the talk.
When her breath gave out, Duncan ventured to explain how
he happened to come to the flat.
"I was looking for you, Carter," he said. "I called at your
boarding-house and was told you were not there. Then I went
up to Forty-second street, thinking to find you in that neighborhood. There I met Mr. Shirley, who told me I would find
you here, and he insisted on bringing me around, so here I
am."
"What did you want to see me about?" asked Carter.
"I wanted to tell you the news."
"What news?" asked the actor, showing no particular curiosity.
"I've bought the Savoy motion picture house."
"You have ?" cried Carter, incredulously.
"Yes. I am now the owner of the est'ablishment and the
jinx attached to it."
"You're joking, aren't you?"
"No. I got the money-borrowed it-from the gentleman
whose little daughter I saved yesterday afternoon."
"Upon my word, this Is a surprise. When are you gl'\lllg to
open up?"
"Saturday afternoon."
Miss Fuller listened with surprised Interest.
Then she wanted to know all about the Savoy, and J:iow
Duncan came to buJr it, and much more to the same effect, all
of which the boy endeavored to answer to her satisfaction.
"Say, girls," she exclaimed to her two friends. "What do
you think? Mr. Scott has bought a motion picture house uptown-the Savoy, and is going to open on Saturday afternoon."
Duncan's importance rose several notches.
As proprietor of a moving picture theater, his financial stability seemed assured, and that was a comfortable reflection
J:or those acquaintances who might find it necessary to touch
li.im for a loan.
.
He 'll'as congratulated by all hands, ani:I then Miss Mulligan
pressed Tom Shirley into the service of helping her transport
several bottles of lager from the ice-chest to the ·dining-room
where the Party were seated.
"Thank you, I don't drink," said Duncan, when he was presented with the first glass.
"Eh? What's that? You don't drink?" ejaculated Shirley,
apparently paralyzed by the announcement. "Oh, yes; I see,
ha, ha, ha! You don't drink beer, you mean?"
"I don't drink anything-except water," said the boy, decidedly.
Miss Mulligan had a fit, but recovered herself with an effort.
Fifteen minutes later Duncan suddenly recollected that he
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" I remember you said there was some mystery attached to
it, or seemed to be."
. "And I promised to let you know all about it when I found
out. Well, I called on Jackson next day, but he was as mute
on the subject as a mopstick. All I could get out of him was
he was looking for a pur chaser, and 'he offered it to me for
$2,500. If he had offered it for half of that I couldn't have
taken it, but yesterday morning the money unexpectedly
came my way, and I thougb,t it a good chance to get into the
game at a fai r outlay-the place is really worth more than
the price I paid-why, I closed with "Jackson, and the show is
now mine. After the deal had been put through Jackson ad·
mitted there was something , wrong with the establishment,
but he wouldn't say what it was, other than it was hoodooed."
"Hoodooed!" ejaculated Miss Leslie, looking serious.
"That's what he said, but it's my opinion there is an under·
lying conspiracy on the part of interested persons to put the
theater entirely out of business. I have my suspicions on the
subject, but if such be the case it is strange that not one of
the five previous owners was able to buck against it. That's
where the mystery comes in, I guess."
.
"It would be awfully disappointing if you didn't make a
success of it."
"I'm no.t worrying about that-yet," smiled Duncan ..
At a quarter to twelve the pianist 'appeared.
"I shall root hard for you to succeed."
He was an experienced performer in his line.
"Tlj.ank you, Miss Leslie. I knew I could count on your
"Are you Mr. Scott?'' he said to Duncan.
moral support."
"Yes."
"You certainly can," she said, earnestly.
"My name is MacDonald. I got a postal card from you ask·
"By the way, you have lost your room-mate, Miss Fuller."
ing me to call arou)ld and see you. What's the matter with
Mr. Jackson?"
"Yes," said the girl, with a frown. "We had our first tiff,
"I bought him out."
and she decided to make a quick change to apartment life with
"That so? I suppose you want to engage me for the show?" two professional friends of hers."
"Yes, I know. She's gone to live with Miss Mulligan and
"You have the first chance at the job. I suppose you've been
Miss Joyce."
here since Jackson opE?Jled up?"
"No. I've only worked two days-last Saturday and Sun"How did you learn that?" said Norma, evidently not
day. When I dropped around on Monday morning for my pay, pleased that Duncan was so well infor med.
"I was around to the fiat last evening."
Mr. Jackson told me the house would be closed till next Satur" You were !" flashed the girl, looking a bit angry.
day on account of some alterations that had to be made, and I
was t o r epor t then."
"Yes, quite by accident. I was looking for Carter to tell
"Indeed, " said Duncan, much surprised, for he knew that no him about my acquisition of the Savoy, when I ran across
alterat ions had been made, and he saw no need of any. "Then Tom Shirley, of the Castle Studio, and he told me I'd be
you don' t know much about the house?"
likely to find my friend at the Mulligan-Joyce apartments.
"Not much."
As I wasn't acquainted with either of the ladies, I had no
"I understand Jackson had big houses on Saturday and intention of going there, but Shirley said he'd take me there,
Sunday?"
as he was acquainted, and so we went."
" Packed . to the doors in the evening, and every seat occu"P,..nd you met Miss Fuller there, of course," ' said Norma,
pied in the aft ernoon," said MacDonald.
with a jealous ring to her tones.
This appeared, to be confirmatory evidence that Jackson
"Yes, she was there, seated on the lounge with Carter."
had been doing good business, and backed up the book entries
"You were both awfully glad to see each other so soon
for the two days in qu estion.
again, I dare say?"
·
After some furth er conve rsation with the young mah, Dun" Of course, in a polite way. I did not remain long, how·
can engaged him and told him to report for duty on Saturday ever."
afternoon.
..I suppose you r eceived a cordial inyitation to call soon
None of the other .lat e attaches of the house turned up, and again, especially from Maud?"
Duncan went to lunch, leaving a slip on the door stating that
"Why from Miss Fuller?" asked Duncan, in some surprise.
h e would be back in half an hour.
"She has no particular int~rest in me, Y'Or have I in her.
On his retu r n from the r estaurant h e remained on the prem- There is only one girl I care anything for, and she's about
ises for an h our, but had no visitors, so he locked up and your size."
went downtown to attend to n ecessary business in connection
It was impossible for Miss Leslie to mistake Duncan's meanwith the opening of his show.
ing, and she blushed rosily under his ardent look.
Her jealous fancies took flight for the time being, and her
heart beat faster than usual.
CHAPTER VII.
"Who is the lady?" she said, after a momentary pause.
GETTING READY FOR BUSINESS.
"I thought you knew her," Eai..t Duncan.
•
That afternoon he met Norma Leslie on the street.
"How could I? You have so many lady acquaintances
The encounter was a pleasure to both.
that--"
"You called. to see me last evening, Mr. Scott," said Norma.
"You are wrong. I have very few, and none of them inter" I am so sorry I was out. I hope you will r epeat the visit est me but--"
soon. Can't you call on Sunday evening?" '
Miss Leslie saw what ~as coming, and though the word and
_ " Yes, I guess I can."
its meaning was quite in accord with her feelings, still she
"Then I will expect you. The story of your rescue df the was coquettish enough to block further talk on the subject.
little girl was in the paper yesterday· morning."
"Dear me, I didn't know it was so late," she interrupted.
"I know it. By the way, I want to tell you a bit of n.ews. "I will have to run along. I'll expect to see you on Sun1day--"
It will probably surprise you. "
.
"I am listening."
"I'm afraid I can't call on Sunday, after all," he said, re"You remember I told you that the Savoy motion pictute gretfully.
house went out of business for the fifth time In six months?"
"Why not?" she asked, blankly. "You said you would
"Yes."
1come."
"It will reopen Saturday afternoon u'nder my management.'!, "I know I did, and I meant to do so, but I forgot about my
"That is news," she said, with a smile. "Have iou been moving picture show. It will be open Sunday night. I will
hired to run it?"
have to be on hand to look after it. Can't you come up some
afternoon with Carter, or a lady friend?"
"No. I have bought the place out." \
"Is it possible! I hope you will be able to make it go."
"My time is pretty well taken up every day at the studio,
• "I shall try mighty hard to do so, The only trouble I ap- except on Sunday."
1
prehend is from the jinx."
"Make it Sunday, then. I ~ant you to see the theater. It

had an engagement and hoped the company would excuse his
tearing himself away.
Miss Fuller appeared disappointed because he couldn't stay
longer.
While Mamie Mulligan was hunting for his hat, which she
hl!-d relieved him of when he entered the room, the door-bell
rang, indicating more visitors.
The new arrivals proved to be two young men, known in
vaudeville as. the "Spinning Whirligigs;" but to their friends
as Murphy and Fogg.
Duncan was introduced to them and then beat a hasty retreat.
Next day he was at 'his moving picture show early.
One of the first things )le did was to leave an order with a
neighboring sign painter for a large canvas sign to fill up the
greater part of the entrance. .
He furnish ed the following copy to be inscribed in big lett ers:
THE SAVOY
Reopens on
·
SATURDAY AF'l'ERNOON, THE llTH,
With an Attractive Bill.
1
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Is an uncommonly fine little house. Besides, your presence money good-by. I doubt if you'll be able to ftnd a purchaser
there might cross the hoodoo."
when you realize that you've been buncoed. The people up
"If I thought it would I certainly would make It a point here look on the Savoy as a good joke."
t-0 go there. "
"I don't care how they look at it as long as they come up
"Thank you. You said that as if you meant it."
with their nickels."
"I do mean it. There is nothing I wouldn't do for--"
"You won't take in enough nickels to pay your light bill.
Miss Leslie suddenly recollected what she was about to say, Say, what are those small brown squares doing on your bills?"
and stopped quite abruptly in some confusion.
"Those are pieces of pitch plaster I bought at the drug store
"For who, Miss Leslie?" said Duncan, grabbing her gloved across the street."
·
hand.
"What have you got them on the bills for?"
·· "Now really, Mr. Scott, you mustn't ask ridiculous ques"For their drawing property-to help me draw a full
tions," said the girl, with blazing ~heeks. "I was thinking house."
about something that happened this morning. It was really
Spencer grinned.
too funny for anything. If I had time I'd tell you."
"If you got in a poker game you might stand a show of
"I beg your pardon," said Duncan, releasing· her hand. "I drawing a full house," he said.
th.o ught we were speaking about the hoodoo, and that you"If I passed around free .drinks during the show I might
well, never mind. You will come and see me at the Savoy, also have a full house. That's the only way you and Stacey I
won't you?"
will ever get a full house after the Savoy hits its stride."
There was a pleading earnestness in his tone that went
"The Savoy will never hit anything but the junk heap. I
etraight to her heart.
expect to see the sheriff's flag out inside of two weeks unless
Could she r efuse anything wl'thin reason that he asked of you have more money to lose than I think you have. A fool
her?
there was with money to burn. He put It into a movie conAnd was she not intensely Interested In his venture, as well cern. In a week he went broke; had his clothes up in soak;
as curious to inspect the little theater in spite of its uncanny and that Is the lesson that you have to learn, Scottie, old boy.
atmosphere ?
Ta, ta," and Spencer walked off highly pleased with himself
"Yes; I w!ll come at the very first chance I have," she re- and what he saw ahead of the Savoy.
plied, with a look that encouraged his hopes, "I should be
very happy indeed if my presence put the jinx to flight for
CHAPTER VIII.
good."
DUNO.AN IN THE LIMELIGHT AGAIN.
"She said there was nothing she would do for-who? I
wonder if she really meant me? She would make no admisWith the exception of the pianist, none of Jackson's em·
sion, though she looked guilty when I tried to force her into a ployees answered his postals, and so Duncan procured new
corner. You can't get anything on a woman to save your life. ones, and they were on hand Saturday when their services
I'd give a whole lot to know just how I stand with her. I were required.
sometimes think I have a chance, and then again she
The first afternoon show began at one and the second at
doesn't-- Oh, fudge! there are probably other men who three.
interest her more than I do. And yet she does treat me
The evening shows began at seven and nine, respectively.
awfully nice. I almost wish I had never met her, for I shall
The colored bills, prominently displayed, announced for
be on the rack till I learn the truth."
that day a powerful and gripping story, in three reels, of ruin
Next morning when he reached the ' theater the big sign caused by a Wall Streej; speculator risking trust funds in the
was in its temporary place, an object of considerable atten- game of chance to save himself when caught in a slump of the
tion in the neighborhood.
market; a thrilling two-reel story of the wild and woolly
· The little house had had such a checkered career during its West, and a couple of one-reel subjects.
short existence that it had become an object of some wonder.
The Criterion and Crescent presented bills on a similar
There was no indication in the sign that the place had scale.
changed hands this time, but It was taken that way on aoThere was no great rush on the part of the public to get
c,ount of the For Sale sign which had been up Monday after· into the Savoy, but the house gradually filled up, and Duncan
nqon and a part of Tuesday.
was satisfied with the outlook.
The owners of the ,Criterion and Crescent saw the sign, and
He noticed that many persons did not go to the box-office,
they wondered who the sixth victim was.
but walked right in, deposited their tickets In the box and
That he would go the way of the others they did not doubt. went to their seats.
At any rate, they so expressed themselves to each other
As tickets were not sold In advance, Duncan began to take
when they met, as they did every day, for there was no pro- special notice of this circumstance.
fessional jealousy between them-they were united against
He saw that three out of every fol.Ir people had tickets
the common enemy . .
which they did not purchase at the window.
They had viewed the establishment of the Savoy as an en·
He got hold of some of these tickets and compared them
croachment on their business, and its final extinguishmenf with the strip tickets sold by the box girl.
was their daily prayer.
He suspected forgery, found they were genuine, but that
They might have bought it out through a third pa.rtf had the numbers did not agree with the numerical order in which
they been so minded, and then run it conjointly, but there they were being issued.
were reasons why they balked at this, and so th-a Savoy was
In some cases they were over 1,000 back.
left to run itself out of its own accord, as it seemed likely
He subsequently found that they were further back than
to do.
that.
Duncan was placing his posters of Saturday's bill on exhi·
He stqpped two boys who had not bought at the window
b!tlon when Spencer came along.
and asked them where they got their tickets.
. "Hello, what are you up to, Scott? Trying to help a wobbly
"Me mother gave them to me," replied one of the lads .
joint on Its feet? The United Flltns have made a corpse of "Dey're all right, ain't dey?"
this place already. Had Benson used the right kind of stuff
"Yes," said Duncan, taking them, marking them and dropStacey and I might have had a slight scare thrown Into us, ping them Into the box. "I wonder," he thought, "If Jackson
bu.t as his successors have stuck by you, the results have held out a bunch of tickets and then sold them to somebody
b'een extremely satisfactory to us. I guess the Savoy is now to peddle around . the neighborhood? Mor~ than half of the
ma}{ing its last kick."
tickets presented so ~ar represent no money for me. I can't
"I think it is myself, but it will be strong enough to make afford to hold up my patrons at the very start. It would cresome people sit up and take notice," replied the boy.
ate a bunch of trouble, and maybe get the neighborhood
"Meaning Stacey and me, I suppose?" grinned Spencer.
down on me and cause the house to be boycotted. I'll have to
"If the cap fits, wear it."
.
stand for the loss, but I'd like to know w~o is responsible
Spencer laugher and looked the announcements over.
for it."
~You ought to have bought this place out yourself, you
There were about 400 people in the theater when the show
seem to take such a lot of interest In it," he said.
began, every seat being occupied as -Jar as Duncan could make
"That's what I have done. You don't suppose I'd fool away out.
my time up here f.or somebody else, do you?"
He went into the box office again and continued his inves·
"Is that a fact, Scott?" said Spencer, In some surprise.
t!gatlon.
"That's a fact. Now run up to the Crescent and tell the
The box girl should have taken In about $20, instead of
news to Stacey."
which her cash only footed up $8.75.
1
"It will keep till to•morrow. I hope :vou have kissed your
Duncan figured that he was over $12 out.
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man?" the wounded politician was
"Do you know this
The second show was fairly crowded, ~ut only $11.25 had
1
asked.
1
·been taken in.
The politician said he did, and mentioned his ne.me.
•1 Tb.is looked serious, if it was going to keep on.
The policemen having secured· all the facts they wanted,
The house was jammed at both evening shows, fully 1,000
which included Duncan's name and address, departed with
people being present altogether.
This represented $50, but the box girl had only $40 to show their prisoner.
"Young mart, you probably saved my life," said the poll·
for it.
· The discrepancy was not so bad as the afternoon, but it was tician, whose name was John Mason. "Step into the cab with
bad enough, and Duncan could only account for it on the pre· 1 me."
The driver received his direct!.ons and drove to the nearest
sumption that Jackson had sold a big block of tickets at cut
drug store, ·at which Mason, his friend and Duncan alighted
rates to somebody to dispose of at a profit.
It was a dirty trick, and Duncan determined to call on J ack- and entered the store.
All three were taken into the back room, where the politi·
son and demand an explanation.
On his way home Duncan left the subway at Times Square cian removed his bullet-perforated dress coat, then his vest,
and showed a blood-stained shirt.
and started across Forty-second street.
On examination the wound was fo und not to be serious.
It was then close to midnight, but the vicinity was alive
:r'he bullet had grazed the shoulder blade and made an
with _people.
,
The theaters had been closed some time before, but the ugly-looking furrow.
It was soon scientifically treated and bound up.
restaurants were ablaze with light and in full swing.
"You w!ll find · your shoulder stiff and painful for a few
Broadway, Times Square and Forty-second street were
bright enough with electric lights for one to read a newspaper. days, but with daily ' treatment at the hands of a doctor the
The cafes or gilded saloons were full of customers, an!l wouncl will soon heal, though It will leave a permanent scar,"
everywh er e night life in New York was running at high pres- said the druggist.
"I'm lucky to have got off so easy," said Mason. '"That fel·
sure.
Two- men in evening dress came out of a restaurant and low ineant to kill me, and I dare say he would have done f!O
but Jor the prompt action of this young man. Let me i;ee,
headed for a waiting t axi-cab.
One of them was a well-known politician, the other was the your name is--" looking at his preserver.
"Duncan Scott."
head of an important business concern.
"Well, lllY name Is John Mason, and I won't forget the serAs Duncan stepped on the sidewalk another man, In ordinary clothes, stepped out of a doorway where he had been vice you have rendered me. No man relishes the idea of be·
ing made a target for a disgruntled rascal. You showed
standing for more than an hour in the shadow.
He walked toward the party of two, and as the politician commendable presence of mind In a sudden emergency. That
was in the act of ·following his friend into the vehicle, he proves you to be something more than an ordinary person.
suddenly raised his arm, and Duncan saw the glitter of a re- Not one in five hundred would have acted as you did, and
I appreciate the obligation you have placed me under."
_
volver barrel.
"You are welcome, sir. By good luck my hat went true anc1
It was aimed point blank at the politician, and there was
disconcerted' the man's aim. ~ad It missed him my effort
no doubt of the fellow's intention.
Duncan saw he couldn't reach the man In time to prevent would have gone for nothing, " said the boy.
"True, but he might have taken a second shot at me had
him from executing his purpose, so he Instinctively snatched
off his soft crowned hat and flung it at him like a pitcher I you not followed up your good work. I see there are powder
marks on your forehead, and your hair Is singed. The second
delivering a swift lnsJioot.
There was a flash and a whip-like report as the hat struck shot I heard was meant for you, or the revolver went. off by
the man in the face, and the politician staggered and gripped accident during the struggle with him. In either case you·
yourself had a narrow escape, so you Incurred quite a risk in
the door of the cab.
In another . moment Duncan cleared the Intervening space my behalf."
" That's one of the chances a person takes In a case 6f 'this
and threw himself on the fellow he had momentarily blinded.
The two went down on the sidewalk and a. desperate kind."
Mason then shook hands with Duncan, said he would see,
struggle took place between them.
The revolver, which was a hammerless self-cocker, went him In the police court next morning, and the boy went on
to his boarding-house.
off again, and the powder singed the boy's face and hair.
Of course, the incident appeared in all the Sunday news"Blame you, let me go!" cried the man. "Let me go or I'll
papers, and for tl:le second time within a few days Duncan got
kill you."
·
"You've done all the shooting you're going to do," said Into the li:rijellght.
Mason, being prominent in local politics, and a man whose
Duncan, holding down the hant! that grasped the weapon and
name often figured in the daily press, the story was regari;led
smashing the fellow in the face with his ri ght fist.
The revolver slipped out of his fingers, as the blow dazed as more than an ordinary shooting scrape, and considerable
space given to it.
him for the moment.
The facts leading up to the near-tragedy were duly set forth,
Duncan snatched it up and shoved It against his temple.
"Lie quiet, now, or I'll blow your roof off," he said in a de- and the shooter shown to be a disappointed place seeker who
laid his Ill luck at Mason's door, and sought revenge to get
termined tone.
1
·
It was a bluff, of course, for the boy had no Intention of square.
Doubtl e8s he h::td counted on making his escape In the exshooting him, since he fe~t able to master him as he lay under him, but it was a bluff that no one cares to call under the citement atte nding the affair, and both his purposes had failed
owing to the rapid action of Duncan.
circumstances.
The papers did ont overlook the fact that the boy was the
The man muttE:r !)d several threats aad then subsided, as
several passers-by closed around them, re!ldY to aid the plucky hero of the auto fescue of a few days previous, and the Incl·
dent was recalled, demonstrating his nerve and presence of
lad.
Another crowd surrounded the taxi and the politician, who , mind in sudden emergencies.
Norma Leslie read the story after eating her breakfast, and
was wounded in the shoulder, and people were running toward
it was a surprise to her.
·
the t;lCene of the shooting from all quarters.
She went over It tw.o or three times to make sure she had
Much excitement naturally prevailed at that prominent part
missed nothing, and she was much impressed by this second
of the Great White Way.
I exhibition of Duncan's courage and rapid-fire action under
Very few knew exactly what had happened.
.,
· These few were the eyewitnesses of the occurrence, and they tlu'llling conditions.
Dick Carter read If later, so also did Tom Shirley, Sam:
were three men about town and a newspaper reporter.
A policeman came hurrying up and he relieved Duncan of Hickey, manager of the United Film Corporation, and other
acquaintances of the hero of the occasion.
his prisoner.
Mamie Mulligan was the first to spot it in her fiat, and· she
"This Is the fellow who did the shooting, and here Is the
was soo11 reading the story to Maud Fuller and Mabel Joyce,
gun I took away from him," said the boy to the officer.
A second policeman soon appeared, by which time the crowd and the three wer e enthus ~d over Duncan's feat.
"Say, girls, he's a peach," said Mamie. "You wouldn't think
has assumed the proportions of a small mob.
Duncan, who had recover ed his hat, told what he had seen to look at him that he was capable of doing such great
.
things. "
and explained how he had acted.
"What do you mean by that, Mamie MulUgan?" fiashed
A pa~h was cleared to the cab and the prisoner was marched
Maud. "I call him a fine looking young fellow."
, there, accompanied by Duncan.
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"I didn't say he wasn't; but he's only a boy yet, and boys
don't usually distinguish themselves as he has . done."
"A boy! I'll bet he's twenty-one. He's got a young look.
What do you think, Mabel?"
"I haven't the least idea how old he is," answered Miss
'Joyce, "but I think he's a very nice young man. Somewhat
diffident in company, but probably that was due to the fact
it was the first time he had met Mamie and me."
At eleven o'clock Duncan appeared at the police court.
Mason, his friend and other witnesses of the shooting were
present.
When the prisoner was called to the bar a cheap lawyer
g9t up and said he had been retained by the accused, and
would waive examination.
That cut the proceedings short, and the prisoner was remanded by the magistrate and bail fixed.
This not being forthcoming, he was sent back to the Tombs.
The politician came up to Duncan, shook hands with him
and introduced him to several of his friends who were presie nt. He asked the boy what his business was, and Duncan
told him that he was the owner of the Savoy Motion Picture
'/heater uptown.
Mason took note of the fact in his memorandum book, told
the boy that ·he was head of the - - - Department, and in,vited him to drop in at his office in the County Court-house
!Jiuilding any time he was down in that neighborhood.
Duncan then bade him good-day and started uptown.
·CHAPTER IX.
TRYING TO BOOST HIS SHOW.

As Sunday was regarded as the best day at motion picture
houses of the class which embraced the Savoy, Duncan felt
he would be fully justified in refusing all tickets presented at
the door which had not been sold directly at the box office.
It was his opinion that few managers would ha"te stood for
them the day before as he had done.
His count after the last show showed he had been done to
the tune of $25, and he felt it was time to call a halt.
It was not the custom for tickets to be sold In advance,
either singly or in blocks, even at the full price.
A manager could do it if he wanted to, but Duncan did not
know of any of them doing it.
Tickets were always sold from an endless roll right at the
Window, and that prevented all chance of bogus tickets bell).g
worked off on the management.
There was no way of his kn,owing how many tickets had
been disposed of on the outside by Jackson, either as a sharp
practice dodge when he knew he was going out of business, or
at cut rates to bolster up poor attendance.
In any case, Duncan saw no reason why he should accept
them.
· He was not responsible for anything in that line Jackson
had done.
In selling out, the ex-proprietor had said nothing to him
about a bunch of admissions being out, and consequently their
agreement did not cover them.
The difficulty of the case was that the people who held these
tickets, 1and had doubtless paid for them in some way, would
put up a stiff kick when they were turned down at the door.
As they couldn't get back at Jackson, they would jump on
the new manager.
They would probably show their displeasure by staying away
from the show altogether, and patronizing the Criterion and
Crescent instead.
Since the easiest way is always the best, Duncan decided
to accept the tickets. at all afternoon shows, and decline to
take them on evenings, or on Saturday or Sunday at all.
After leaving the court he hurried up to his theater, got two
pieces of cardboard and printed on them in duplicate the
~ign that covered the ground in his opinion.
By that time his attendants had arrived, and he instructed
one of them to hang the signs in conspicuous places in front.
This young man, who presided a"t the ticket-box, was dir ected to look at all tickets presented, and refuse those bearing any number which had been issued prior to the reopening
of the house.
Duncan then went to dinner at the nearby restaurant.
Fully 300 tickets were turned down during the afternoon.
Many kicks wwere put up, but when their attention was
called to tbe sign, they subsided, went to the window and
paid their money.
Duncan took in $80 that day, and fe lt encouraged by the
outlook.
Next day the attendance was poor at the afternoon shows,

and half of it was represented by the free tickets that meant
no money to Duncan.
The eveuing shows were not a whole lot better attended, and
the total receipts amounted to less than $20.
Things were just as unsatisfactory on Tuesday.
Investigation showed that the Criterion and Crescent had
good audiences on both days-good for the fore part of the
week.
Comparing the attendance with Jackson's records, as well
as his immediate predecessor, the difference waa very noticeable.
A closer inspection of the record showed many erasures and
corrections, then Duncan began to suspect that Manager
Hickey, of the United Film Corporation, had not made a bad
guess when he intimated that the books might have been
doctored to cover up the real facts.
"If that is the jinx, it doesn't worry me much," thought the
boy manager, "for I'll get busy and try to whoop things up.
It seems to me, though, that my predecessors might have done
that themselves, and it doesn't account for the sudden closing
of the show by each of them. If a theater isn't paying, and
the owner wants to get out of it as easy as he can, he would
naturally try to find a buyer while it was running, for then
his doctored books might1deceive an intending purchaser; but
when a house shuts right down, with a record of apparent
good attendance, it wears a suspicious look. If I've been buncoed, it was because my thoughts were centered on the mysterious jinx, that maybe does not exist, and I did not investigl\te in the right direction."
Whether he had been buncoed or not, he was in up to his
neck, and had to swim out to avoid going ,n over his head.
Fortunately, he knew he could fall back on Mr. Westbrook
if the matter came to a crisis with him, but to a lad of his
progressive and ambitious ideas such a refiection carried little
comfort.
He had embarked in the enterprise to make his mark
through his own exertions alone, and · the idea of having to
rely on the aid of a friend after getting a start was decidedly
repugnant to him.
He expected to repay the money he had accepted as a loan
and thus wipe out to a great extent the o~iginal obligation.
He was standing outside the theater on Wednesday noon
wondering what kind of .attendance he would have that afternoon, when he was approached by a man who looked like a
prosperous retail merchant.
"Is Mr. Jackson around?" inquired the man in a brisk tone.
"No. That gentleman is no longer connected with this establishment. If you want to see him you may learn something
concerning his movements at his . fiat on Prospect avenue. I
understand, however, that he has gone to Chicago. I have
the number of the fiat, and if you want it I will get It for
you."
"Never mind. If he is out or the Savoy I have no business
to transact with him. Do you represent the place now?"
"Yes, sir. I am running the house."
"Very good. I have been getting admission tickets to the
Savoy from Mr. Jackson in blocks of 250 at two cents each,
good for any show, except Sunday. Can I continue the arrangement with you?"
"I should say not, sir," replied Duncan, beginning to see a
light in the back ticket business. "May I ask what use you
put those tickets to? A lot of them are coming in to me, for
which I have received no cash equivalent, and I would be
justified in refusing them, but rather than create a troublesome discussion, I am accepting them under the conditions
set forth in that notice," and the young manager pointed
to it.
The man read it.
"Those conditions are reasonable," he said. "As business
has been very poor a.t this house, Jackson resorted to the
scheme of disposing of tickets in blocks to a number of us
store-keepers. We give them way to people purchasing
twenty-five cents' worth of merchandise and upward. Indeed,
one man has been giving out a ticket for every twenty-five
cents' worth of goods bought for cash in his store.
"That's a great scheme for you store-keepers if it brings you
in trade, but I can't see where it benefits the motion picture
house," said Duncan.
"Why, if you are showing to empty seats, it fills them."
"l't does-at two cents each, and there is no money in it.
When attendance gets so bad that one has to sell seats at two
cents, it's time for him to quit, unless he Is running a show
for philanthropic reasons only."
"Then you don't care to continue the Jackson arrangement?" asked the man.
II
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" No, sir, I do not. I am running this house on legitimate
The minutes slipped by and he came not.
llnes. If I can't make it pay t h at way, I won't paper sixty
"I wonder who is keeping Duncan so long?" said Carter t o
per cent. of my house, for that is what the Jackson scheme Miss Leslie.
amount s t o. I don't think you'd care to conduct your own
The words were hardly out of his mouth when the double
business on such a plan. It cheapens a business in the eyes entrance doors . wer e suddenly panged open and Duncan dashed
of the public. I am giving a good show-better, I believe, out, hatless, and in a state of great excitement.
.
t han my two rivals-and it costs money to do that. When the
Carter and the pretty a ctress were not a little startled by
people in this neighborhood wake up to what th~ Savoy is the young manager's precipitate exit from the theater.
offering them for a nickel, they will not let it get by them."
Their first impression was that the house was on fire. ·
"What's the matter, old man?" cried Carter, grabbing the
Th at closed the interview, and the store-keeper went off.
" Now I understand how those tickets have got around. I boy by the arm.
tlon't k tiow h ow many store-keepers are dispensing them, but
"Carter! Miss Leslie! " ejaculated Duncan, stopping and
one of them has reached the end of his supply, and the others staring at them.
are boun d t o soon. That will finish the game, and from the
"Sure. The t wo of us have com e up to see you and your
size of the crowd rve had Monday and yesterday I guess motion picture house. But what 's wrong, my dear 'f ellow?
I'm n ot losing much through them. I've got to get up some What has happened? It must be something out of the ordischeme to boom the theater. At ptesent I'm only getting nary to start a chap of you_r caliber on the run. You haven't
t he overflow from the Criterion and Cre,scent. I must reverse unexpectedly run up against that jinx you bel~eved was in
possession here, have you?"
t hat ," said Duncan.
" Jinx! Oh, my, it's worse than that," cried Duncan.
The Savoy did a little better that day, as it ought to have
"Worse than the jinx? Explain yourself."
done.
"There are three corpses in the cellar. "
It was the middle of the week and the time for it to pick up.
..
Miss Leslie uttered a suppressed scream.
The attendance as a whole, however, was far from satis"Three corpses!" cried Carter . " How came they to be
factory.
.
Thursday showed improved results, but attendance dropped there ? Has a murder been committed on your premises?"
" I don't know how they got there, but they're ghastly lookaway ba dly on Friday.
The two-cent tickets were still coming in and Duncan's ing objects. The sight of th em under matchlight gave me an
awful turn; and to think I lanaed right on top of them ."
balance was on the wrong side.
"Landed on top of them! What do you mean?"
A second store-keeper called to get 250 tickets, at two cents,
"A section of the floor gave way and I fell through."
but he didn't get them.
"The :ll.oor of the theater?"
Duncan put on a corkjng good bill on .Saturday, and had cir"Yee."
culars distributed all around the district.
"How much of the floor has fallen in? It's a good thing this
The r es ult was fQur big houses, and everybody satisfied
didn't happen with an audience in the house, or there' d have
they had got their money's worth and something over.
,
More circulars wer e distributed in the Sunday papers, Dun- been a panic."
can arranging wit h the newsdealers having the largest trade.
"Only a small part of the floor-a trap-door, I guess, that I
This method of publicity was not cheap, but it proved effect- never noticed was ther e. I must have shook the fastenings
ive, and the Savoy was jammed at the four shows, the young out of place when I slipped and fell while reaching up to turn
manager taking in a little over $100.
on one of the electrtc lights. At any rate, I went through
Duncan learned that for once he had put it over his rivals. in~o the cellar so quick that I didn't know )Vhat had happened
The opposition encounter ed the worst Sunday business for to me. I alighted on something elevated above the floor that
many weeks.
broke my fall, or I might have knocked my brains out. There
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, with few free admis- was a crash and the whole business went down with me.
sions t o accept, the attendance was much better than for the Some object fell across me, and it smelt anything but sweet.
corresponding days of the first week.
I pushed it off, scrambled on my feet and struck a match ..
" I hope the tide has turned, " thought Duncan, after send- · Then I saw the three corpses lying in a confused heap, and
ing out a bunch of boys ·with circulars to distribute broadcast. it was evident that one of them was the object which had
He was up to the theater early, as usual, on Thursday, and fallen over me. They had been laid out on a light table, as
was out in t h e narrow ba.c;k yard, building a framework on the wreck .of that article t estified. I thought I had a pretty ·
which a painted sign was to be stretched, having r eceived good nerve, but that sight seemed to take the st arch all out
perIT1ission, fo r a small consideration, to place it in a vacant of me. I guess the shaking up I had been treated to unlot fo r a short time while excavation for a new building was nerved me. You can't imagine what an awful sensation it Is
going on, when one of the boys who helped distribute his to feel yourself falling through space. It was all over in a
circulars came t hrough and told him that a lady and gentle- couple of seconds, but those seconds were the longest I ever
man wanted to see him outside.
put in. Well, I didn't take a second look at those bodies, for
"All right, " said Duncan, not dreaming who his visitors seeing an iron ladder running straight upward, I made for it,
rushed up as if Old Nick was at my heels, and tumbled out
were, "tell them I will be right out."
T he boy went back and gave his message to the callers, into the theater. Then I put for the sidewalk."
"Upon my word, Duncan, this yarn is something of a
who were Richard Carter and Norma Leslie.
Duncan drove the last nail and entered the theater through thriller," said Carter. "One corpse is bad enough to find on
one's premises, but three-how in the name of wonder could
t he back door.
they have got in your cellar? The cellar goes with the theaShutting the door he stepped toward the side aisle.
It was a gloomy morning and the room was unusually dark. ter, doesn't it?"
"Yes, but I have no use for it. I never was in it till I .fell
H e collided with the end seat on the front row and dropped
in just now."
·
a lead pencil he was carrying in his fingers.
"There must be an entrance to it from the sidewalk."
One of his shins was barked by the iron framework of the
"Ther e is-a pair of flat iron doors, covering, I suppose, a
seat.
"Hang it , why didn't I turn this bulb here on? It's as dark fli ght of steps; but they are secured on the· under side, and
as solid as a rock-braced, I judge. There is another en.as a dungeon in here this morning," he said.
He reached for the bulb, throwing his weight on one leg. trance of the same kind in the yard, but the doors are set in a
slanting position and secuted by a padlock, the key of which
H is foot happened to rest on the round pencil.
As though fastened to a roller skate, his foot glided for- is hanging in the box office. The trap-door was probably put
ward and t he young manager hit the floor with a whack that there by the grocer, who originally occupied the place befor!J
it was turned Into a movie, but I never heard of a trap-door
shook the r oom.
The next instant a trap-door communicating with the cellar, opening downward, except on a gallows. They always open
wh ich Duncan had never noticed there, dropped, like the trap upward, otherwise they would be too dangerous to haveof a gallows, and Duncan shot through into the depths with a around. This one is an exception to the rule, and take It from
me I'm going to nail it up solid with boards as soon as those
suddenness that took away his breath.
bodies have been taken away."
"But If you have the k ey to the only practicable entrance to
CHAPTER X.
the cellar, how could t hose bodies have got there without your
A GRUESOME DISCOVERY.
knowledge ? Ar e you sure the k ey is hanging in your boxIn t he meantime the two visitor s wer e standing in the vesti- omce? "
"Yes, I saw it awhile ago when I was in ther e."
bule entrance of the thQat er waiting for the young manager
"And you are positive the back entrance is locked?"
to appear.
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"The staple Is held by a padlock."
thing would be to put the bodies somewhere else In t he eel·
"Have you tried the padlock to see If 1t ls locked?"
lar. I'll help you do It. As far as the effect this thing will
"No. I took It for granted that It was from the looks of It." have on t he fortunes of your show I can't say, but the noto"We'll go out there and Investigate, a.nd then you had better rlety might have the contrary effect you Imagine. The public
telephone the police."
is inclined toward morbid curiosity. The fact that t hr ee
"Will you step into the box oflice, Miss Leslie?" said Dun- corpses wer e in your cellar under most mysterious clrcumean.
stances may draw tremendous crowds here to your gr eat
The actress glanced Into the dark theater and hesitated.
oflt. "
The knowledge that there were three corpses In the cellar
" I hardly thi nk so. It might draw men, but hardly women
' was disquieting to her nerves, even though they were at the j and children, who are my chief afternoon patrons."
back part of the building.
"You can't tell. 'It's my opinion that the seuat!on will
"I think I will remain out here," .she said with a weak . prove the greatest advertising card you have. However , we
l!mi)e.
are wasting time. Go and get the candles, and fetch the cellar
"Better cqme In," said the young manager . " There Is a key with you wb.en you come back ."
·
chair in the office. I will light up and make things look more
Duncan stopped at the box oflice on the way out and told
cheerful."
Miss Leslie that he and Carter were going to take a good look
She was persuaded to enter, and Duncan turned on a section at the corpses before the police were called In to see whether
of the lights.
it was a case of murder , suicide or accidental death.
Leaving her In the oflice, Duncan and Carter went to· the
"Isn't It a wful to make such a gruesome discover y in the
t ear.
cellar of your theater just as you a.re getting started ?" said
The gaping trap-door lay between . them and the back exit.
the girl.
"That's where you went down, Is It?" said Carter.
" Yes, it's rather awkwar<l for me. I hope It won't have a
" Y(ls."
bad effect on the show. CtlPter seems to think tl\,e sensation
"You had a nasty drop, " said the actor, peering down Into wlll be a big card for me, but I am rather doubtful on t hat
, the black void. "Are the corpses down there?"
score. It is too bad that your visit here should be spoiled
"Tl:)ey are. If there was a light you could see them."
In this way," said Duncan.
"Got a match? Flash It down."
" I suppose it can't be helped," she answered with a littli:i
Duncan did so, and the outlines of three tumbled bodies smile.
~uld just be made out below.
Duncan went to the grocery store, bought two short, fat
" I see them," said Carter. "Well, let's get Into the yard." candles and hurried back to the theat er .
"Step around .t he trap and open that door facing you," said
Taking the key, he rE:jo!ned Carter In the yard.
Duncan.
The cellar door was opened and both flaps t hrown back, adThe actor did so and walked out Into the yard.
mittlng the air and the gloomy light of the morning.
An investigation of the cellar door showed that the padThey went down the stone steps, each with a candle in his
lock was fast.
hand.
" They never got in that way," said Carter, "unless the key
Pausing at the foot of the tl.lght long enough to light the
was used. Have you got a lantern?"
candles and get the wicks burning right, they walked to the
"No."
spot where the three corpses were tangled up on t he floor in
"Well, go to the nearest grocery and buy a couple of candles the midst of the wreckage of the table.
a.nd we'll take a gocd look at those dead bodies before we
Holding their candles down, they surveyed the gruesome
ring up the police. It is rather an awkward situation to have · spectacle.
_
to explain to the authorities-the presence of three dead men
Suddenly Carter bent down, seized one of the fi gures and
In your cellar. They will naturally want to know ~ ow they yanked !ts white, waxen face Into the full glare of the light.
got there. Now, you are the only one who has access to the
"Ha, ha, ha~" he roared. "Well, if th is isn't the best joke
tilace, and a trap-door opening downward looks awfully sug- of the year. Why, these corpses of yours are only dummies~stive. They might suspect that you are a modern Sweeny wax figures. Ha, ha, ha! What a sell! · But I dare say they
Todd. Heard of him, haven't you?"
looked real enough under the conditions you .discovered them.
"I can't say that I have."
They are precious llfe-llke-I mean death-like. The chap who
"He was the barber of Fleet street, London. His barber fashioned them was an artist at t he business. I suppose
chair was secured to a revolving trap-door In the floor. When they've been her e for some t ime. Probably' one of the fo rmer
a. prosperous looking customer ca.me Into his shop to be owners of the theater brought them here for some purpose,
llhaved or have his hair cut, and the shop was empty at the and abandoned them when he sold out . . Maybe t his Is tb.e jinx
time the man seated himself In the chalr, Sweeny Todd, after that frightened the other owners into sel1lng out quick. They
a. cautious look through the window, would press a spring found them laid out on t he table, took them for murdered
concealed under the handle of the chair, whereupon the chalr men, and were afraid to notify the police lest their inability to
revolved, the piece of flooring coming up as it went down, explain their presence In the cellar might get them into all
the customer wa.s dumped Into the stone cellar, where his kinds of trouble. n doesn't take a whole lot to rat tle some
b.ec.k was generally broken, and the chair returned to its place men."
empty atter making a complete revolution. Then after work
"Ther e might be something in that," said t he greatly r e\tas over for the day, Todd descended to the cellar, cleaned lleved Duncan. " That would account for J ackso n declini ng
out the dead man, and got rid of his body by way of the sewer. to t ell me what thE) hoodoo was, and explain why he has gone
Great scheme, wasn't It?"
to Chicago. I heard yesterday that his wife ts selling out
"Yes; but of course he was caught In the end."
t he contents of their flat, so I suppose she ls about to follow
"Sure he was, or the fact!! wouldn't have come out."
h.im there."
"You think the police might suspect that I dropped these
"It Is only a surmise on my part, of course. If it was Bencorpses through that trap In order to rob them during the son, the or iginal owner of this theater, who fetched the . dumb.lght. That would be a mighty difficult as well as dangerous mies here and left them when he sold out, It hardly seems
btece of business to try to put through."
reasonable t hat his fo ur successors should all be scared into
"I don't see how it could be done unless the men were selling thr ough the fact of findin g them here it they were
decoyed in here after the show was closed, or before it was doing good business."
I
·
opened in the mornln,g. The fact, however, remains that
"I don' t believe they were do ing good business," said Dunthose three corpses are now lying under the trap-door. They can. "It ls now my opinion that the Savoy, for some reason,
couldn't have got there of their own accord. Since you, the hasn't caught on at a ny stage of its existence. The only days
broprletor of the place, are not able to throw any light on the I've done a paying busrness s!nc.e I opened up have been Sataubject, It looka as though somebody must have a key fitting urday and Sunday, and I had to help things along myself ·by
your front door, and that this unkno'Wn ls the cause of those showering the district with circulars. This Is the nicest little
bod lea being there."
house in the city of its class, but thE) people in this -neighbor" This ls going to be awkward busl.ness for me. The police hood have got to be pulled In to make them realize it. If
will take charge of the premises unt il t he coroner has made these wax figur es r epresent the supposed jinx, then I've got
~n invest!glj,t!on, and there'll be no show here to-day. Then one obstacle off my hands, and all I have t o do to make a sucihe mntter will be a sensation for the newspapers, and gra,. cess ls to get tl;le people to come here week days in numbers
t!ous knows how t.he public wlll feel about coming here. It sufficient t o make a profi t. "
tnay have a worse effect than the jinx I've been counting on."
" That's right," said Carter. "Now let's fix t hat trap a nd
"One thing I'd do ·oefoTe I called in the police, and that then rejoin Miss Leslie and relieve her mind about the
would be to nail up that tra.p soll<l, " said Carter. "The next ' corpses. "
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·when Duncan and Cart~r started to remove the wax figures
and the wreck of the light table so as to make room for a
packing case in order to stand on to nail up the trap, they
found a combination of wires attached to both the figures and
the top of the table, \l'b,ich was intact.
The wires ran over small pulleys set in the ceiling and in
the floor, and the ends continued on toward the front of the
building.
" H ello, there was something intended here," said Carter.
"That S€tC ms pretty clear. I guess that table was fixed to
rise up through the trap with the figures on it, though what
the object of such a device was I can't imagine. It's a wreck
now, so we are not likely to find out the meaning of it. We'll
lift the figures back here for the present so as to get .the packing case under the tra:p. I'll detach them from the wires later
on."
That was done and the packing case placed in position.
Du ncan got the hammer and na.ils, and some pieces of board,
and mounted the case, while Carter held up both candles.
The young manager found that the trap was intended to be
held by a stout bolt, to the end of which was attached a wire
which ran to a pulley, and thence toward the front of the
building.
Slamming up the trap-door, the bolt caught and held firm
of itself.
Duncan saw that in some way the shock of his fall upon the
•
trap had caused the bolt to slip.
To make matters sure, he nailed a piece of board under
each end of the trap-door, and t hat put it entirely out of business.
Then he and Carter returned to Miss Leslie, who was nervously awaiting them.
CHAPTER XI.

.,

BUM BUSINESS.

"Would you like to go into the cellar and view t he three
corpses, Miss Leslie?" asked Duncan, with a demure expression, while Carter turned his face away to hide a broad grin.
'·Mer" cried the young actress, with a horrified look. "I
sh ould think not. I wouldn't look at them for a thousand
dollars."
"They would interest you, I think," said the young manager.
"I thmk you are real mean to suggest such a thing," said
·
Norma.
" Carter and I will go with you."
"But I don't care to go," she said, firmly.
"We will protect you. "
"Now, Mr. Scott, if you persist I shall be real angry with
you."
"Well, I wouldn't like you to be angry with me, so I'll tell
you that this business is one on me."
"What do you mean ?"
"There are no corpses at all in the cellar."
"No? But you said--"
"That's where the joke comes in on me. I took the flgure11
for corpses. They are only three wax dummies."
"Is that really so?" said the girl, with a look of relief.
"It is really so," said Duncan, 'who then made a full explanation of the investigation made by him and Carter.
"I'm sorry, Duncan, but the story is too good to keep. I
shall have to pass it around," said Carter. ""When Marnie
Mulligan hears about it she'll throw a fit, You'd better not
call ther e again for awhile. I wouldn't be surprised if this
thing gets into the newspapers."
"Do you think that's the jinx you told me about?" said
.
Miss Leslie.
'"I'm beginning to believe it is," replied Duncan.
"It's a harmless one, then," smiled Norma.
"It gave me quite a turn just the same. I'm ashamed of my
want of nerve."
"You have nerve enough, Mr. Scott, you have already demonstrated that fact. I don't blame you for getting rattled over
three figures that looked to you like corpses down in the
dark cellar. If such a thing had happened to me I should
have died with fright then and there," said the young actress.
"Well, now, good people, look my show over, and then do me
the honor of going to lunch with me," said Duncan, gaily.
"Lunch ! " exclaimed Carter . "Methinks that hath a pleasant sound. I have not the heart to r efuse such an invitation.
Lead on and we will look your establishment over."
They found the Savoy much tp their liking, and congratulated the boy on its acquisition.
"This ought to prove a gold mine to you. All you have to
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do is to cram 500 people in here at every show and success Is
/ .
yours," said Carter.
"That's going the limit, and I don't know of any show doing
it right along," said Duncan. "The combinEd capacity of my
rivals is 800. I had 500 at each show Sunday night, and that
bit the Criterion and Crescent kind of bad, I've heard."
"What do you care? You're out for everything in sight, and
a sentime ntal sympathy for one's competitors is out of · date
these days, if it ever existed," said the actor.
Duncan's attaches now turned up ready for business, and
the young manager took his visitor s to the restaurant and
treated them to dinner.
At the encl of the meal they went downtown and Duncan returned to his show.
A fair audience attended the afternoon shows, and the same
might be said of th~ eljening ones.
Next m<l'tning Duncan visited the cellar again, and tried to
figure out what the figures, the table and the trap was intended to accomplish, but he could not fathom · the puzzle.
He followed the wires and found they ran up into the pox
office.
A subsequent examination ot the office showed a bunch of
wires alongside of the electric "governor."
They were all tied together, and indicated that whatever
the scheme was it had never been in working order.
The wires ran to the arms and legs of the figur es, and were
concealed by thei r clothes.
A wire was attached to the under part of each of the four
corners of the table.
Each of these wir es ran over a small pulley in the ceiling,
close to the trap, down to similar pulleys set in the floor, beneath, thence to a thicker wire with which they were combined, which ran under a pulley some yards away, up to a
pulley in the ceil!ng, and so on over other pulleys to the box
office.
The whole thing was ingenious enough to excite Duncan's
curiosity to quite a pitch, but it r equired explanation, which
was not forthcoming.
After a thorough inspection the boy was convinced that
the apparatus was unfinished when abandoned.
His fall and collision with the table and figur~s had br oken
several of the wires, but ha not hurt the dummi es at all.
He detached then:i from the wires and laid them aside,
thinking he might be able to dispose of them to some showman using such thingJ3.
Then he tacked the sign on the wooden framework he had
been making when called to the front of the house to meet
Carter and Miss Leslie, carried it to the vacant lot where
work had not yet commenced, and placed it where it would
not interfere with the digging that was about to begin.
As It was a corner lot it was in sight of many thousand
people every day, and was likely to prove a great advertisement for his theater.
The sign read as follows:
"Motion Picture Plays-The Best at 'The Savoy,' No. Blank Avenue. Commodious, handsome, safe. Four show1
daily-Afternoons, 1 and 3; Evenings, 7 and 9. Admission,
Five Cents."
That day was another poor one, but not as bad as the pre·
vious Friday.
Only an occasional free admission turned up now, the supply having been exhausted and made use of, and their presence
in the box was only detected when the count was made and
compared with the receipts.
Duncan covered the district with more advertising, and
pulled good crowds on Saturday and Sunday, which affected
the attendance at the Criterion and Crescent.
He had been running two weeks now, and nothing had happened except the incident of the cellar.
The joke had circulated around the studios and the rialto,
and among Duncan's friends, but he wds so busy that no one·
·
had the chance to chaff him about it.
Spencer and Stacey both met him two or three times and
asked him when he was going to close up.
"When it snows on the Fourth of July," repli ed the young
manager .
"Why, you're not doing anything to speak of except Satur·
day and Sunday," said Spencer.
"It takes time for the Savoy-to get a gait on after its numerous ·closings."
"Bah! This neighborhood won't support three houses."
"You ought to know, for you've been here longer than I
have. If you are sure that your sfatement is correct, you and
Stacey had better toss up to see which of you will quit."
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"You're the one who will have to quit. We are established." I didn't like it myself, for Maud is my particular divinity. I
"I'm not going to quit. Paste that fact in your hat."
wasn't jealous, though, because I saw you didn't encourage
"We'll see, young man, we'll see. This is Monday, and you her, and I believe you think a lot of Miss Leslie."
haven't got a corporal's guard in your house. I'll give you
"Well, what are you getting at?"
two weeks more at the' outside," and Spencer walked away.
" This. Miss Leslie and I will not be busy to-morrow, nor
It proved to be one of the worst days of his management, the rest of the week. Get out announcements right away that
and Duncan couldn't understand It, with the attractions he Richard Carter and Norma Leslie, the principals of the threeoffer ed.
r eel story 'The Moonshiners' on the bill to-morrow, will apThe Criterion and Crescent drew their usual half house for pear befor e the audience at the close of the pictures In street
that day.
attire, and see what the effect will be," said Carter.
Next morning while seated in the box-office thinking up
"By George, that's a good idea. I'll do it. You two are in
a scheme to increase the week-day attendance, two young men the pictures nearly every day; you've been applauded as
appeared outside, and one, after looking in, tapped on the though you were right there In person. I'll bet I'll pull a
glass.
house."
Duncan stepped outside and found Murphy and Fogg, the
"You can announce us for the rest of the week if we are In
"Spinning Whirligigs."
one of the stories. I'll call on Miss Leslie with you and put it
"Hello, Scott," said Murphy, " Mamie Mulligan sent us up up to her. I know she'll agree to oblfge you. She's always
here."
talking about you at the studio. She thinks you are the
"What for?" asked Duncan.
candy, take that from me. You made a ten-strike with her
"We're not working, and she thought you mig]l.t give us a when you saved that little girl from th e nuto, and you caught
chance."
Maud, too, but with h er it was only a passing fancy. It's dif"To do your turn?"
ferent with Miss Leslie. If you like h er well enough to want
"Yes. We'll go on for a week cheap. We're down to bed to annex her for good by and by, there is nothing to stop you
rock."
that I know of," said Carter.
"I haven't any stage. I'm only giving motion pictures."
" Between you, I and the post, Carter,· I'd give a whole lot
"Mamie thought you were putting on an act or two."
to win her," said Duncan, earnestly, "but I'm afraid some
"I don't know where she got the impression from."
luckier chap than me will get her."
"That's tough luck. We spent our last nickel coming up
"Not 1f you work the wires right. She isn't one to fall Into
here."
your arms even if you've got a hold on her heart. You'll have
"Well, I'll give you carfare to take you back."
to chase her. She doesn't believe in a girl holding herself
"Can't you stake us to a meal each?"
cheap. As a rule a girl Is only won once, and she thinks that
"Yes, I'll do that. How is it you're out of work? I thought the fellow who gets the right to pay h er bills ought to have
you said your act knocked the people cold."
a run for his money."
"It did," grinned Fogg. "There was such a frost while we
By that ti:qie they had reached Miss Leslie's bearding-house,
were on that the managers cut us out of the bill."
and they found her in.
"You fellows ought to confine yourselves to summer parks
She was delighted to see Duncan, and was sorry he could
when the thermometer is way up, and perhaps you'd be appre- only pay her a brief vi.,sit.
elated."
Carter mentioned the obj ect of their visit, and the young
"The Spinning Whirligigs look well on the bill. Our act actress fell right In with the plan.
ought to take,'' said ¥urphy.
"I told him you'd consent to try and give him a lift," said
"The name is all right, but people don't go to see the name." Carter. "He needs it, for he's on the rocks, and somethin g
"How's business with you?" asked Fogg.
has to be done to fill his house."
"Nothing to brag of during the week .• I'm looking for It to
Duncan hurried uptown and got out the announcements.
pick up."
He left a hurry order !or circulars with the printer, ln"Why don't you put a stage In and give some vaudevllle?"
tending to have them distributed in the morning.
"!'lo room for a stage, and the receipts would hardly stand
He painted two signs to be hung outside, and then put them
a performers' salary list, after deducting the overhead ex- outside that afternoon.
pense."
Next day was Tuesday, and heretofore h e had poor houses.
"It wouldn't cost you much to take us on-twenty per for
Not so that day.
the team-about eighty cents for each time we went onWhen the first show opened the Savoy was crowded with
forty cents apiece. We furnish everything," said Murphy.
women and children, while the Criterion and the Crescent
"Cheap enough If you could draw at all."
opened to empty benches.
"Draw! Say, we'd pull 'em In. We'd crowd the house so
Spencer and Stacey were in a funk.
the people would think they were in a subway car during
Tt was the worst house they had had in over a year, and
rush hours. Wouldn't we, Jimmy ?"
they didn't know what it meant until word was carried to
"Bet your suspenders we would," grinned Fogg.
them that the Savoy was jammed.
"Here's half a dollar for you . Now run along. I'm busy,"
"What in the name of Goshen is the attraction?" cried
said the young manager, and the "Spinning Whirligigs" van-1 Spencer.
!shed, but they might have been seen in the corner saloon
He was told.
putting themselves outside a couple of beers and sampling
He gnashed his false teeth and swore at the fickleness of his
the free lunch.
patrons.
His second show was no better.
His evening houses were also light.
CHAPTER XII.
Carter and Miss L eslie kept their word and made their bow
THE BLIND BINGER.
before the crowd at each of the shows that day.
Business continued rocky all the week, and when Duncan
Duncan took In $100 Instead of $15 or $20, and was as happy
saw Carter again he looked kind of blue.
as a clam at high water.
The second month's rent would be due in another week, and
He dined his two good friends i;md told them he would hever
BO would the light bill.
forget their kindness.
His running expenses had already eaten up his receipts, and
"We'll be on hand again to-morrow," said Carter.
he was behind, too.
And they were, and big houses greeted them, while Duncan's
He had written to Mr. Westbrook -a short letter saying that competitor s showed to almost empty benches.
the show had got such a black eye from his predecessors that j New cards were displayed outside the Savoy, which told the
he was finding his work cut out for him, but he hoped to come public to "Get the habit and come to 'The Savoy.' Miss Norma
out all right In the end.
·
Leslie and Mr. Richard Carter will positively appear at every
"So business Is rotten, is It?" said Carter.
show this weelr."
"Frankly It is, except Saturday and Sunday," admitted 1 The people seemed to be getting the habit, for they filled the
Duncan.
seats at the pretty theater on Thursday and Friday, and
"What are you putting on to-morrow?"
jammed the house on Saturday and Sunday.
Duncan told him.
On the following week, without the presence of the · two
"Miss Leslie and I are In the 'Moonshiners.' 'l'hat little , professional favorites, Duncan had ' good houses, and now
glr1 will do anything for you, Duncan. Do you know she split 1 seemed likely to divide the patronage with his two rivals,
with Maud Fuller on your account?"
which meant that he would get a little more than either .
"How so?" said Duncan, much astonished.
This was his fifth week, and his regime as manager had now
1
"She was jealous because Maud made up to you. I confess outlasted that of any one of the previous five owners.
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But he knew he must keep things humming to prevent a
falling off.
Spencer felt that he must' get busy, and so he engaged the
leading man of a rival studio to meet his audiences, and announ ced the fact broadcast.
The people ran to his house and deserted the Savoy and
the Cr escent.
His houses wer e big, but he had a scrap with Stacey over it.
, His friendly rival thought he shouldn't do anything to ma• terially hurt the Crescent.
' "Competition is the life of trade," grinned Spencer , rubbing
his hands. "Go a nd hire no me actor yourself. I'm not stopping you."
Stacey did so, and hired a leading lady for several days on
the foll owing week. ·
She co uld only present herself of evenings, however, but she
pulled houses to Stacey's satisfaction, and the Criterion an!!
the Savoy suffered a fa lling away.
Then Miss Leslie came up evenings for Duncan, and everybody flocked back to h is theater.
The situation was resolving itself into a three-cornered
fight, for Spencer and Stacey didn't speak.
This was all the better for Duncan.
It was abo u~ this time that Duncan made a bull's-eye shot,
and quite acc1den,ta!ly.
He received a note from a fri end who had moved to the
Bronx, telling h e was sick and asking him to call.
Leaving his show in charge of Carter one evening, he ran
up ther e.
After spending an hour with his friend he started back.
As he was passing a German beer saloon and garden, h e
heard the notes of a violin accompanying one of th e sweetest
voices he had ever listened to.
He couldn't r esist the t emptat ion to enter and see who was
singing.
It was a girl of about fifteen, and h er face was almost
seraphic in its loveliness, but ther e was somethi ng about it
that arrested Duncan's attention even more than her beautysomething strange and pathetic.
H er companion was a boy of thi rteen or th ereabouts.
H e was playing th!:! violi n with much expr ession, and !n a
way t hat just fill ed in with the girl's voice.
They were rather poorly clad, although their clothes were
neat and clean.
When the song was finish ed, the boy took off his cap and
went ar ound among the men present collecting coppers and
nickels from those who were liberal enough to contribute.
Duncan felt that what he had heard was worth a dime, and
h e dropped it into the cap.
"Thank yo u, sfr," said the boy, r espectfully.
The girl stood in the svot wh er e she had been singing looking straight ahead, with so peculiar an expression that Duncan was struck by it.
A man somewhat under the influence of liquor left th e bar
and approach ed her .
She did not move to avoid him until h e came closer, and
then she drew back .
He stopped and looked at her .
" You'r e a blamed purty gal. Blame me if I don't give ye r a
kiss," h e said.
The girl sh rank back with a look of alarm, and, putting
out her hands in a strange way, began to fee l the air like a
blind per son .
The man made a grab at her; but the boy interfer ed.
" Leave my sister alone," he said.
"Eh? What's th e matter with yer. I'm only goin' to kiss
h er."
" You sha'n't touch h er ," cried the boy, getting between
them.
"Sha'n't, eh? Get out of my way, yer little monkey."
He gave the boy a backhanded slap in the face that sent
him spinning against the wall.
Then he seized the gir l and drew her toward him.
She uttered a thrilling scream.
Several men half s tarted up to interfere, but seemed afraid
of the ruffian.
Not so Duncan.
With a bound h e r ea ched the man's side.
"Let go of her, you big loafer!" he cried.
With an imprecation the maµ made a lunge at him with his
left arm.
·
Duncan dodged the blow and struck the fellow a staggering
blow in the jaw.
Taking advantage of the change he tore the girl away from
the man's grasp and swung her around behind him.

"Look out! He's got a gun!" shouted one of those present,
and immediately the spectators rose from their seats and began to scatter .
The men at the bar started for the door.
The half-drunken ruffian had drawn a revolver and was
trying to cock it.
The young manager saw his danger.
H e kn ew his only chance was to take the bull by the horns.
He sprang at the man, grabbed the wrist of the hand that
held the weapon and shot his fist again at the man's jaw.
The fellow saw the blow coming and tried to dodge.
Duncan's fist instead of reaching his chin, as the boy intended, landed with crushing force on his nose, and the blood
spurted.
.
"You infernal whelp, I'll k!ll you for that!" roared the
scoundrel, swinging his arm around in spite of Duncan's grip
and firing.
The bullet missed the boy's head by a hair, and the flash
almost bli nded him.
He aroused all his energies, and for the third time he struck
out with all the force he was capable of.
The blow took effect on the point of the fellow's ·Chin, his
head went back with a snap, and he dropped-knocked clean
out.
·
CHAPTER XIII.
CONCLUSIO~.

Duncan stooped and picked up the revolver.
Shoving it !n his pocket, he took the frightened girl by the
arm, while her brother held her by the other and led her
out of the saloon.
"Don't be frightened, miss," he said, reassuringly, "You
are safe now. I will see you both down the street a bit."
" Brother, where are you?" said the girl, in fluttering accents.
"Here, Ruby."
"Who ls this--"
"He's a big boy, and he saved you from that man. The
fellow knocked me against the wall."
"How can I thank you, sir," cried the girl, turning her
face toward Duncan, but the s range expression in her eyes
showed she did not see him-that she was blind. "You saved
me from harm, from insult, and I am so grateful to you-I
cannot tell you how much."
"That's all right, " replied Duncan, cheerfully, though he
felt sad to know that the girl was so terribly afll!cted. I only
did the ri ght thing. I punished the scoundrel, though I didn't
give him half he deserved."
"He might have shot you," faltered the lovely creature.
"Well, if h e had done so I would have suffered in a
r ighteous cause."
"But it would have been t errible."
"As !t didn't happen, don't worry about It."
" I shall never forget what you have done tor me. What
is your nam e?"
Duncan told her.
" And what is yours ?" h e said.
" Ruby Rand. My brother's name is Robert."
"Are yo u orphans and out in th e wo rld that you are trying
to earn a living singing in saloons?"
"Yes," she said, sadly. "Our mother died a few months
ago, and now we have only each other , and our home ts a
poor garret of t wo rooms on the east side of the Bronx."
"You have a sweet voice. I a m sure you could use It to
better advantage than you are doing."
'
"Oh, I wish I could. We barely earn enough to pay our
way, and were either of us t'ak en sick, I know not what would ·
become of us. "
·
"Suppose you let me h elp you both?"
"If you w!ll we will be deeply grateful to you."
"I own a moving picture theater on Blank avenue. If you
w!ll consent to sing there at fou r shows a day, your brother
accompanying you on the violin, I w!ll give you a small salary,
which I w!ll increase if you are a success."
"We'll do it ," said the lad, promptly. "When do you want
us?"
"Right away. To-morrow."
"Give me the address, and when we are to come, a.nd we
will be there."
"Here ls my card. Can I depend on you?"
"You certainly can."
"Then be on hand at two in the afternoon. If you score a
hit of any kind you had better move over near the theater. I
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lwm see that you get respectable quarters for yourself and
your brother.."
I ~nd so they parted for the night, the brother and sister
g01ug toward their humble lodgings full of joy at the chance
which seemed to be theirs, while Duncan believed he had
_secured au attraction within )J.is means that would draw the
:people.
•
·- Dame Fortune had brought those three together for a purpose that meant much on both sides.
Next morning, in addition to the regular motion picture
b!lls was another announcing the a~pearance of a headline attPa<;tion in the person of Miss Ruby Rand, the sweetest singer
in vaudeville, so Duncan put it.
Promptly at two the blind girl and her brother appeared,
a11d Duncan was waiting for them outside.
He had provided a handsome gown for the girl, and a brown
velvet suit for her brother.
· He took them upstairs to a flat where he had arranged to
:tiave them change their clothes.
At half-past two, when the three-reel subject was done, he
led the girl to the piano and introduced her tci the small
a '1dieuce present.
,
Then the boy began the introductor:y, and presently the
girl's voice was filling the room with the voice of an angel.
1 -.-The ·applause was great, what it lacked in volume being
~ade up in sincerity.
. ~u)>y sang a second song as an encore, and was applauded
again.
'.Then Duncan led them out to the little box office, where they
remained till; called to perform before the second show.
A la5ger il:udience greeted them this time, for people had
talked, and the girl's voice had reached the street and held a
crowd there.
The singer received an enthusiastic reception, and Duncan
h,ad to turn down a second encore.
Another crowd gathered outside, and a policeman coming
along had to clear them away.
Duncan took brother and sister to the restaurant, and they
bad supper with him, the ·finest meal they had had for a long
time, they thought.
·
,
- ~You have made a hit," said Duncan, "and I will engage you
lPllefinitely at," here he mentioned the amount, which they
t:tiougb.t was munificent.
· "It is more than we expected," said her brother. "We wm
lllC>rk for you as long as you want us to."
"To·m9rr0 w you must come around early and we will look
around tor a small fiat for you. Something cheap until you
1et m<;>re money. It will not do for you to go over to the
Bronx late at night. This evening I will put you on at the
beginning of the second show, so you can get away soon after
o,ine."
The news of the wonderful singer at the Savoy was spread
all around the district with astonishing celerity.
Curiosity was aroused and a full house was present at seven.
;i:tuby was greeted with applause before she opened her
mouth,. and her first song was received with thunders of applause.
Her second received an ovation.
Spencer and Stacey both heard about her, and the furore
1)1~ had aroused.
How in thunder could the boy manager of the Savoy afford
io hire such an attraction, which struck them from all reports as a high-priced vaudeville artist.
He couldn't stand it for many days, they were sure.
Next morning Duncan found a three-room fiat for the
Rands, and they moved in the day after, but Ruby drew four
pa.eked audiences that afternoon and evening, people being
tµrned away at each show, while the Criterion and Crescent
were almost deserted.
Every day was Sunday now with Duncan, and he was in
high glee over the change in his luck.
He nent word to Carter and Miss Leslie, and they came up
to hear the singer.
!'f3Y George, that girl's a wonder! Where in thunder did
you get her, and how can you afford to pay her salary?" asked
Carter.
·
"What do you think she's worth?" asked Duncan.
"I'll bet Zammerstein or any other first-class vaudeville
manager would give her $1,500 a week; perhaps more. This
is no place for such a voice. How did you get her?"
"That's a secret. She is under indefinite contract with me,"
said Duncan.
·'' Indefinite! Say, don't give me such a steer, old man. Why,
11he would draw in any big house downtown."
"Carter, have you noticed she 1ra& blind?"

"Blind! Great Scott, no. You don't mean that."
"I do. Wait a moment, I'll introduce you and Miss Leslie."
Duncan went into the box office and brought Ruby out and
Introduced her to Miss Leslie and Carter.
'
Then they saw she was blind, but h er loveliness deeply im·
pressed them both.
That night th!l actress hardly slept.
She isaw in the blind girl a rival for Duncan's heart.
She had no fou ndation on which to build her fears, but
something wa,rned her that it was t o be a fight between them,
and she feared the result.
Full houses was the _rule now at the Savoy, and only the
overflow went to the Criterion and the Crescent.
The girl's fame filtered downtown, the newspapers heard of
her, and her picture with a story given out by Duncan appeared in s"veral of the papers.
Then came agents one after another from theatrical ' agencies a:nd from the big vaudeville managers offering her ·a
salary that fairly dazzled her.
But no tempt~ion would win her from Duncan.
Then the agents swarmed around him to secure her.
"I'll pay you $500 a week for two weeks," said one.
,Another offered $1,000 a week for twelve weeks.
A prominent vaudeville firm offered to take her on their circuit at $1,500.
Duncan could have made a fortune by letting the girl out
with her brother .
But he turned the offers down.
Ruby was a hot-house flower that could · not be exploited i!ke
others.
He had constituted himself her big brother, and she had
come to look upon him as second only to her own brother.
And so Ruby wasted her sweetness on the cheap audiences,
but she now only appeared at the evening shows, except on
Saturday and Sunday.
One day Spencer came to Duncan.
"Want to buy me out? 1'1 sell cheap. I want to get out
of this infernal neighborhood and 10,ok after my other show
downtown."
•
"No," said Dunca'n, "maybe your friend Stacey wlll accommodate you."
" Stacey be jiggered. He's got _h is hands full trying to lrcep
his own joint going. You've knocked th.e ground from under
us both with that blind girl. Who is she, anyway?"
• "My mascot," said Duncan. "I told you that the Savoy
would hit its gait some time, and th.at when it did the Cv!te·
rion and the Crescent would get only what I couldn't accommodate. You· see I was right, don't you ? Well, I've hired the
store next door, and will put in 200 mort! seats. I'm going to
knock out my back wall and build a stage in the yard. I am
angling fo r the store on the other side. If I get it I'll have a
seating capacity of 800 when the alterations have been made."
"You can't knock out the wall. It's against the law."
"I have seen Mr. Johll' Mason, head of the Department. He
has told me that I can have anything that I want within reason that he can assure me. What he says goes in the Department. He'll make it all right with any outside influence."
"Hang it! You'll own this district."
" I expect to. I told you the Savoy would run it some day.
I co uld put a violation on both your shows, for they do not
fully comply with the law. On the whole, I think you chaps
are too close to the Savoy to make money as soon as I get my
stage in and the house is enlarged. You'd better sell and go
while the walking is good."
Two weeks later Duncan bought Spencer's seats at auction
price.
.
·
A week later still l).e bought Stacey out altogether and
closed down the Savoy pending repairs.
In due course the Savoy reopened with moving pictures, a
vaudeville skit and Ruby Rand billed larger than ever.
He ·had 800 seats, with standing room for 160 more, and he
did a land office business.
Did Duncan win Norma Leslie, or did he have a change of
heart and ·marry his lovely blind mascot?
Figure it out yourself.
All I ;vill say is that he made his mark running a moving'
t.
picture show.
Next week's issue will contain ,"ED, THE OFFICE BOY;
OR, THE LAD BEHIND THE DEALS." .(A Wall Street
Story.)
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CURRENT NEWS

Pat Milam, aged ten, who is with his father, A. L . Milam
Ind., on an outing in the north, caught a
mruikinonge weighing five and one-half pounds and measuring more than fwenty-eight inches in length, which he
se·n t home to his mother by express.

which drew expressions of amazement from all the expert
witnesses. From time to time Major Felix removed his
hands from the levers and held them aboYe his. head to
show the automatic equilibrium of the machine, which retained a perfect level even when it e:qcoimter~d ed\lies, air
pockets or squalls. The aeroplane is a biplane, shaped
In many parts of Lancashire and . Yorkshire shoes for something like an open-winged sparrow or the letter "V."
the working classes of both classes are sold with heavy, It has no tail.
'·
square hobnails, whose clatter in the street in the morning
as the wearers go to work is almost intolerable. The men's
A vigorous protest h~s been submitted to the Secretary
shoes have a curious spade-like pi:olongatio~ at the tone.
of State by the governments of Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Panama and England, the latter 9n
Maurice Sanders, of No. 4053 Kenmore avenue, 'Chicago, behalf of Jamaica, against the passage by Congress of that
lost diamond horseshoe tie pin at night on his way home portion of the Underwood tariff bill imposing a duty
· ot
and could find no trace of it. Five days later Alice, the one-tenth of cent a pound on bananas. Banarias form .
eight-year-old daughter, came home crying. She was ex- the principal export of those countries, and the goYernpected from the grqcery with some provisions and 25 cents ments object to a tax,' the burden of which, they
clarm,
in change. "The quart.er f~ll out of my hand and rolled would. be shifted on the native producers, who eYen und~r
in the grass," she said. · "I lost it. I looked all over. I present conditions with the low prices ·bananas bring in
couldn't find the quarter, l::mt I found this old pin in the this country have difficulty- in making any profit. It is also
grass." It was her father's diamond horseshoe.
pointed out that the imposition of this .tax would divert
the banana trade to Europe, where the producer would not
While dressing for luncheon at Atlantic City, Mrs. be Lurdened by the tax. This would mean, ~ey say, that
Joseph Kerney, of No. 143 Orchard street, Pittsburgh, the banana boats on their return trips from Europe would·
gave her four-year-old son her jewel case to play with. It carry back to Latin-America Eui:opean goods and mercontained $3,000 worth of diamonds and $300 in money. chandise. It also would mean, it is declared, the diversion
The little boy walked do,vn the stairs to the main corridor of much trade and commerce from the United States to
of the hotel , where hi s mother found him later with the Europe, and the loss to American merchants and manufaccase in his hands. But the diamonds and money were turers of the large and rapidly increasing export trade to
gone. _The child said two young women looked in the case the countries named.
·
and gave him a quarter. Ella Clark and Harriet Slater,
.,
parlor maids in the hotel, were arrested, but later were
That there are large numbers of various species of
released.
clam~, oysters, crabs and shrimps lying in the waters of
Yakuina Bay, Oregon, and in its bordering mud flats, is
President Wilson ha s directed the restoration to entry the conclusion reached by George F. Sykes, professor of
of 908,000 acres of lands iJ1 Fremont, Bonneville, and zoologv at the Oregon Agricultural ColJ~ge, who is engaged
Bingham ·counties, Idaho. The lands were withdrawn in taking a census of the shell-fish in.'the Newport region.
from entry as coal lands. Part of the area. is included in Seven different species have been identified by Prof. Sykes
phosphate ,reserves and national foreRts, but not in power and his assista:pts, as follows: the soft-shelled clam of
site or petroleum reserves. In Wyoming restoration to Rhode I sland, the cockle, the little hard shell, the native
entry is made of 305,000 acres originally withdrawn as bentnose, the large butter clam, the American mud clam
valuabfo for phosphate deposits. Most of the lands · lie and the razor clam of the beach. The most ~abundant of
within tl?-e Teton palisade and Wyoming national forests. these, says ~rof. Sykes, is the so-called Eastern clam. It is
The president has withdrawn from settlem nt 2,880 acres also by far 'the most rnluable commercially, althoug)l the
within the Nez Perce national forest of Idaho for power-site others find a ready market. • Oysters were found growing
purposes.
far down the lower bav as well as in the Oysterville region,
where most of the natural and cultivated beds are fbund .
The new self-righting flying apparatus, ill'vented by No attempt has been made by Prof. Sykes to ascertain the
Lieutenant J. W. Dunne, a retired British army . officer, kinds and quantities of shrimps and crabs, but he says th~
underwent most successful trials for the French army on bay and its shores promise to become prolific grounds for
1
the aerodrome at Villacoublay, in the presence of Briga- the production of edible shellfish. A year ago a preliminary
dier General Auguste E. Hirschauer, Commander of the survey of the bay was made and t wenty or niore species of
French military aerial corps. Major Julien Felix, a French market~ble food fish were found, t he most important of
army aviator, was the '·pilot. \ ·rre ascended in a high, gusty which are the chinook and silversicle salmon, ling, cod and
wind, considered by the other aviators present too ·strong black, red and orange rockfi sh, hake, herring and tomto be faced. The apparatus displayed a degree of stability cod, starry flounder, kelp, perch and halibut. '

Ji Worthington,

a
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HAND . IN HAND
-OR-

THE LUCKY LEGION
By GASTON GARNE
(A SERIAL STORY )
CHAPTER XVII (continued).

serve. If you do not show up I shall know that you are a
Yours,
Myrtle was very pale and trembling violently as they poltroon and a low-born outcast.
"JAMES SMITH."
went back into the ball room. As Roger left her with her
brother and others of her friends, she said in a low and
Roger handed this · to Fred. The latter read it and
earnest voice :
"I beg ·of you to beware of that Smith. He means to do crumpled it in his hand.
"Come on, Roger," he gritted. "If you don't lick the
you harm."
cuss
I will."
Roger, thrilled to the core, replied :
Roger made no reply, but with his friend started for the
"Thank you for such kind interest. I will heed your
place of appointment. But before they had gone a dozen
warning."
Then Fred Fair came along, 1lnd Roger soon took the yards Fred stopped:
"Hold on!" he exclaimed. "This won't do!"
opportunity to tell him all.
''Why not?" ai;kec1 Roger.
Fred's face was aflame.
"We 011ght to know Jim Smith by this time. He will
"The vile scoundrel!" he exclaimed. "He needs a pumnot
meet you in any fair ftght, you may be sure. How do
meling. Don't be afraid of him, Roger. We will all stand
we know but what he is laying a trap to have a gang set
back of you."
"Afraid!" said Roger, contemptuously. · "I can only upon us and do us."
"It would be like him," said Roger. "But how can we
tell you that I will make him retract that insult."
"Bravo! But you must look out for foul play. Don't spoi l !~is game?"
seek a conflict with him, but if it must come, stand up like
"Meet plot with counter-plot," said Fred. "We'll have
a man ."
a gang conven iently v•ithin call also. I'll go back and see
"Never fear that."
Harold :Mayne and Alden. They'll find plenty of the boys
"I don't. But, by the way, how does ·he dare come here read~· to come along behind us. Wait here."
to-night? He is under suspension from the club. I will
Am1 away dashed Fred. It was some time before he resee the president, and he shall be expelled."
turned . Then he said :
But Alden had already heard the story from his sister.
"It's all right. They're coming and will be within call.
He came up with flashing eyes.
Uomc along!"
"I know al~ about it," he said. "Where is that puppy,
Smith? He shall be given bis walking papers."
,
But Smith was not in the ball, nor to be found anywhere
CHAPTER XVIII.
about . The dance "·ent ou, but Myrtl e and her friends
1
went home early. 'l he young girl hftd evidently been much I
A~ AFFAIR OF HOKOR.
upset by Smith's ruffianly conduct.
After twelve o'clock had struck Roger and Freel preAwa~· Fred and Roger went toward the college campus.
pared to leave. There were many who Kould dance two
Fear
did not once enter Hogcr's breast. Ile was resolute
hours yet, but Roger had a surfeit and Freel the same.
Fred. hnd sent hi s fianree home in hi s father's carriage ancl determined to hold hi s en<l up.
with her si~ters and others, there not being room enough
He was a l way~ aYerse to fighting and had often held his
for him. So it happ~ued that he remained to accompany temper \\·hen thrre had been ample provocation for giving
Roger, which was part!~· tlesign on his part.
1111 offending party a thrashing.
But in this case he felt a
As they left the hall a ~eedy-looking man ran forward certain kind of jm:tification.
and handed Roger a note. Thus it read:
If he qnailcd before Smith now there would be no end of
petty persecutions to follow, for the yom;ig bully would
"Romm BENTOX.-If YOl\ arc a man of courage and consider his rivfll afraid of him. There was no course open
honor you will meet me at one o'clock, or after the dance, for Roger, but to assert hi s manhood in a fair defense of
on the college. campus. I will bring a friend, and you may his honor.
do the same, and will give you all the satisfaction you cleSuch a method of settling disputes was common .in most

i
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schools. The matter of fisticuffs d.id not ,always decide the
question for the right, but ~t at least enabled the participants to gain mutual satisfaction.
,
, Roger was not sure of besting Smith. The latter was an
expert boxer and very strong. He had sparred with Ike
~haw, who was a professional f~atherweight prize-fighter,
and Shaw was bound to yield him respect. But Roger was
strong and hardy and could stand punishment well. Unless knocked out in the beginning he could probably outlast
~uni th.
Rapidly the two youths drew near the campus.
There was a little dell behind some evergreen trees
where the moon made all nearly as light as day. Many a
youthful school quarrel had been settled here. .
As ~oger and Fred drew near the spot they saw two dark
forms standing in the center of this space. A harsh voice
said:
"You decided to come, eh? Well, it's lucky for you!"
Fred strode into the square of green sward and said
sternly :
"I am Fred Fair, and I E\econd Roger Benton in this
affair."
"And this is my second, Isaac Shaw," said Smith.
"Shaw held out his hand, saying:
" How are yer, Fair? What have yer got to say fer yer
man ? Shall we toss for corners ?"
·
Fred ignored the fellow's hand and said coldly:
"There seems to be little choice in that. I hardly think
we need toss: In regard to the length of the bout, shall we
limit the rounds?"
An ugly oath escaped Shaw.
"Limit?" he g:i;owled. "It's a finish fight, if I hear me' self think."
"Yes, a finish fight," insisted Smith.
"I will consult with my man," said Fred. "What will
constitute a knockout? A single knockdown?"
Smith and Shaw laughed jeeringly.
"What do ye think this is? An exhipition mill?"
sneered Shaw.
"I merely wished to define the matter," said Fred, coolly.
"We are not hedging, you understand. But if you mean
to make this a murderous affair--"
"It's fight until one or the other squeals or gives in,"
said Shaw. "That's fair enough. If your man's afraid,
he can quit now."
"It is settled," said Fred, stiffy. "I will give you an answer at once."
Fred reported to Roger. Presently he turned and said:
"My .man agrees to the.terms. Come to the mai;,k."
Smith was already stripped to the waist. Shaw had a
bottle and sponge and was rubbing his man's muscles.
Roger simply pulled off coat and vest and rolled up his
sleeves.
''Where's your liniment and sponge?" asked Shaw, in
surprise.
"We leave that to you," said Roger. "It is for the man
that needs it."
"Don't. crow so early," jeered Shaw. "Now, my bantam,
lick the spurs offen him. Sic 'em!"
Smith leaped forward and danced up to Roger. The
latter simply stood on the defen~ive. A scornful smile was
on Smith's face.

With the blinding quickness of light ning he made a pass
at Roger's head. But the young clerk lightly dodged it .
The next blow he easily parried. Again and again Smith
led.
For some moments this continued, and Roger made no
effort to make a return. This angered Smith, and he began
a jeering tirade. It did not rattle Roger in the least, nor
cause him to change his plan.
Fred half divined the shrewd purpose of his man, though
Roger's style was not his. H e was elated, however, at
Smith's inability to hit Roger .
Round after round thus went on. Smith tried rushing
tactics, but Roger easily evaded him. So fa r he had not
struck a blow.
Shaw swore furiou sly, and Smith did the same
"Tenth round!" said Fred. "We shall have to call this a
draw."
•
But Roger only smiled. H e had been watching Smith
closely. He saw that the villain's futile rage and his vain
efforts had begun to tell on him. H e was decided to take
the initiative now.
So when Smith rushed again, he stood still. A smashing blow was aimed at his head. Roger dropped just low
enough to catch it on the shoulder. As Smith's fist lodged
there it brought him close in, and quick as lightning and
with the force of a mule's hind leg, Roger's right arm
went out. It struck his ma n just under the jaw.
Smith turned a complete back somersault. F red Fair
declared afterwards many times that it should have been a
knockout blow. Shaw rushed to his man's aid. Freel began counting, But Smith staggered to bis feet and finished
the round.
But he did no more rushing. In a dazed manner he
simply sparred. After the round he staggered to his corner.
"Let us call this the finish," said Roger, generously.
"Not much!" cried· Shaw. But Smith whispered in his
ear:
"I can't last it out. That was a jaw-cracker and a chance
hit. Call the gang in and do 'em up."
With t hi s Shaw blew a little whistle. I nstantly from
the shadows of the cedar grove there rushed forth a dozen
stalwart forms. Wit h hoarse cries they rushed about Fred
and Roger, and for a moment it looked as if they would
be annihilated. It was a bit of treachery characteristic of
the instigators.

,.

CHAPTER XIX.
FATHER AND SO N .

It was a dark 011tlook for Fred and Roger at that moment. It looked as if they would be roughly handled by

the gang of toughs.
But fortunately Fred had provided for· this contingency.
H e let forth a peculiar owl-like screech. Then from beyond t he campus fence ca.me the reply in swelling volume:
"Ha-ha-hipp,ety- ha !
Hand-in-Hand,
Rah- rah-rah!"
It was the cry of the Hand-in-Hand Club, familiar on
ball field and lake, and had rung forth the preans of many
a brilliant victory.
_( To be continued.)
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FACTS WORTH READINO
ROBERT COLLIER'S NEW CRAFT.
The preliminary trials of a flying boat, weighing nearly
a ton, construct~d by W. Starling Burgess, of Marblehead,
Mass., for Robert Collier, of New .y ork, were held off Marblehead N eek the other afternoon. Frank Coffyn, the aviator, gnided the boat, and both he and his machinist declare that the tests were perfectly satisfactory.
Mr. Collier did not witness the flights, but he is expected to arrive the latter part of this week and remain to
see several flights which will be made within the next ten
days, after which the craft will be shipped to New York.
Although Mr. Collier has denied that h has any intention of making an overocean flight in the boat, it was said
to-night, at the Burgess works, that the craft would make
~ long trip after minor alterations had been completed.
The boat is the largest air craft in existence. The engine
weighs 700 pounds and developed something better than
22."> horse-power. Eighty-five miles an hour was made
when the highest speed was developed, and while driven
over the surface of the bay before taking the air, the indicator registered fifty miles an hour.
SIXTEEN HOURS IN QUICKSAND.
Imbedded waist-deep in the quicksands along the west
. bank of the Schuylkill, Peter Francis, 20 years old, was
rescued by Edward ,.'\.llison, the stewart of the Sedgeley
Boat Club, after he had been held in the mire from 3
o'dock in the afternoon until 7.30 the following morning.
How the youth managed to keep alive is more than the
surgeons at the German Hospital can explain. He is partly
paralyzed and can speak only in monosyllables. He has not
been able to tell how he came to be in the river. He was
within sight of thousands of pedestrians, all the afternoon,
crol!sing the bridge above him, but nobody saw him.
While rowing down the river Allison saw what he thought
was the body of a man, rowed over to it and then called or
assistance to enable him to recover it. Two men came to
his help, and when they saw that the supposed dead body
was a living human being one rushed to call the ambulance,
whi.le Allison and the other dragged Francis from the
quicksand.
The. theory of· the police is that he was walking along
the rive.r banks and slipped from a slippery stone and fell
'
into the mire.
.

.

ii:ANUF ACTURING IN ILLINOIS' DOUBLED IN
TEN YEARS.
, Reports show that this state ranks third in manufactures
among the states of the Union, being exceeded only by New
~ork and Pennsylvania. The output of Illinois in 1909,
r.ay. the latest figures available, was $1,919,277,000. The
next state in rank is Massachusetts with $1,490,529,000,
and the next Ohio with $1,437,936,000. No state adjoining lpinois produced a third as much manufactured goods.
Of the manufactures produced in Illinois is $1,281,171,000 worth of produce in Chicago and $638,106,000 in the
smaller cities in the state. During the previous ten years

the manufactures in Chicago increased about 50 :per cent.,
while those in the rest of the state increased 100 per cent.
That is to say, the smaller cities of Illinois was more than
twice as rapid as the grolJt.l:l of those located in Chicago.
The cities of Illinois, exclusive of Chicago, produce about
$100,000,000 more in manufactured products than the entire state of Wisconsin or the whole of Indiana or Missouri
and about $40'0,000,000 more than the state of Iowa.
It is not generally realized that fifty-three of the 102
counties of Illinois produce coal. The state is exceeded only
by Pennsylvania and West Virginia in its output o.f this
mineral. More than 41,000,000 tons of bituminous coal a
year are produced by the mines of Illinois, about 25 per
cent. more than the total United States output of bituminous coal in 1880. The fourth state in coal production is
Ohio, with 30,000,000 tons, and the fifth Indiana with
16,000,000.

The leading coal producing counties of Illinois, ranked
in the order of their output, are Williamson, St. Clair,
Sangamon, Macoupin; Madi~n, Saline, Vermillion, Franklin, and Montgomery, all in the southern half of the state.
DEER CAUGHT IN T.REE.
Deer in the Adiron~acks are be~oming bolder every day
and stray out from the forestl3 to the clearings and fishermen who return from the north report seeing them along
.
.
the streams in 111-rge numbers.
Attorney W. Earl Ward and James Fitzgerald of Little.
Falls, N. Y., while fishing on the. Indi.im River, way up
in Hamilton county, miles back from civilization, saw a
deer making a desperate effort to free its head from a tree
trunk. The first thought of the fisherman was that some
degenerate woodsmen had set a trap for the deer by plac,
ing a salt lick in the hollow tree trunk.
It turned out, however, that there was an opening in the
tree trunk just large enough for th~ deer to get its head
in at the bottom and when it raised, the animal was caught
in the narrow opening. It miist have been held for several days, for its head and neck were badly skinned in its
frantic endeavor to free itself.
Messrs. ]'itzgerald and Ward went to the struggling animal's assistance, and frightened by the noise of human
voices, the animal made further futile efforts to pull over
the tree . and release itself. Several times in approaching
the deer the :fishermen came near being kicked, and one
blow on the leg meant a broken leg, which would not be
relished so far in the woods.
Finally Attorney Ward secured a big stick and pried the
animal's head down to where it had entered the tree trunk
and had it released. Then the animal, though exhausted
from its long captivity, made a plunge for the forest. Se-v- '
eral times it fell, but the last seen of the animal it was
going deeper ,into 'the woods. Messrs. Ward and Fitzgerald count the incident as one of the most novel that
they have had since going into the woods and both are
experienced men in the big forest.
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YOUNG TOM BROWN
OR,

TH E BOY WHO KNEW HIS BUS INESS
By ED. KING
( A SERI AL STORY.)
I

CHAP TER I.
.A. BAD BLOW FOR DIMSDALE.

"~o," said Mr. Boggs, decidedly. "No, Tom Ilrown, I
can't do it, and you carr tell your father so. It is quite
out of the question, as matters stand."
"But, Mr. Boggs," replied the bright-looking boy of
nineteen, who . stood h·at in hand facing the cashier of the
First National Bank of Dimsdale, Illinois, "you know my
father to be an honest man. You know that be will pay
the rate, just as soon as he gets on bis feet again."
"Nery true, Tom," smiled the cashier; "but that's not
business. Yollr father is now an old man and paralyzed.
The fact of his having been the principal builder here
entitles him tb the respect and sympathy of his neighbors,
but when you come and -ask the bank to loan him a thousand dollars on his unendorsed note, that's another thing.
your father will never be able to attend to business again;
bis property is heavily Jl?.Orlgaged, and sooner or later he is
bound to go to the wall."
"Xot while I live, sir," replied Tom, drawing himself
up proudly.
•
"You!" smiled the cashier. " What can you do? Yoµ
are only a boy."
"That may be, but P m a boy who knows his business,
Mr. Boggs."
·
"Indeed ! And what may your business be, Tom?"
":My father's business is mine, Mr. Boggs," said the
boy,· with flashing eye. "It is just one month now since
father was paralyzed. The doctors say that he may live
for years, but he will never be able to walk again. He has
giit t?tis contract at the paper mill, and if he can only
carry it ·out, it will set him all right. 'l'he brick dealer
and the lumbe1· man will give him credit, if he can only
push the job through to the first payment; he is all right
to fini sh the new .mill, and that, according to our figures,
will put us a thousand dollars to the good. All we want is
ready cash to pay · the men with, and then we can make
a start."
Mr. Boggs listened to ·Tom's enthusiastic talk with a
bored look upon his face.
"All a delusion, my boy," he said, patronizingly. "Your
father is out of the race. The paper mill contract is
entirely too big for you t o handle. Better give it all up
and go and take a place on a farm. You can get ten
dollars a month and your board- ·-"
"And what about my father ?" broke in T om. " My

mother is dead, as you lmow; there's no one but my sister \
to look after him. Are they to starve?"
'
"Not at all," replied the cashier, coldly. "'l'be ph1ce ·
for your father, Tom, is the poorhouse." As fo r your sis-I
ter, she had better go out to service. There a.re plenty .
of people in town in need of good kitchen girls; ancl-·- " i
"Stop!" cried Tom, fiery red now. "I see your game.
Mr. Boggs, this is your idea of gratitude. Good-day. 1'
"You're impertinent, boy!" retorted the cashier. "So
much for trying to advise. I should think-- "
"Have you forgotten what my father did for you ?" I
:fl.ashed Tom. "When you came to Dimsdale sick, poor
and .struggling, who took you in and provided for you ?1
Who loaned you money to start in business? Who --'~
"That will do! Get out of my office!" broke in the
1
cashier. "You needn't think you can c.ome here to bulldoze me, 'ro~ Brown. Keep your hands off t hat money, ·
sir! How dare you touch it. Next thing I know you will I
be putting it in your pOC!ket. Get out, I say!"
It was a trying moment for Tom. Inadvertently be
had laid his hand upon a large pile of bills which rested :
upon Mr. Boggs' desk.
'
··
Tom bad observed the money, of course, but be had not
the least intention of touching it; that his hand came down 1
upon it at all was just the purest accident.
It was after banking hours, and he and Mrs. Boggs were
1llone in the office. Th~ cashier was old and sickly, while
Tom was young and strong. It would have been just the
easiest matter in the world for the boy to have knocked
the mean old moneylender-for Mr. Boggs was nothing
more-down where he stood, and .to have seized the money
and run, and we are obliged to admit that when he WIIB
accused of doing what he had never dreamed of doing some
such idea did enter Tom's head, but only to be instantly
rejected, and he turned on llis heels and strode out of the
bank, h\lrning with rage and chagrin.
He had not yet reached the street when a thunderous
report, louder than a hundred cannons, broke upon his
ears.
":Merciful heaven! What's that?" gasped Mr. Boggs,
rushing into the banking room after Tom, who :flung the.
door open and dashed into the street.
The next instant "Young Tom Brown," as everybody
called the boy, to distinguish him from his father, who
was also Tom Brown, found himself sprawling on his back
in the middle of the main street without having much
idea how he got there.
·
The sky was ,black as night, the wind was sweeping over
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Dimsdale with frightful fury, shattering everything in
its path.
In short, it was a cyclone. Just as Tom came out of
the bank, the big, black, fum:iel-shaped cloud, which many
persons had been watching, descended upon the doomed
town.
It cut through it like a knife .•
. Buildings were crashing in every direction, before Young
Tom Brown could fairly regain his feet.
The bank went down like paper, the opera house, which
everybody felt so proud of, was reduced to a mass of bricks
and beams in an instant. The plough works, the paper
mill, the big hat factory and a hundred dwelling houses
and stores all met with a. similar fate, and that many
people lost their lives, need scarcely be said.
Of course a season of terrible confusion and excitement
followed.
'110 describe all that happened in Dimsdale in that awful
hour is entirely beyond our purpose, for we have only to
do with what concerned Young Tom Brown.
Tom had· never seen a cyclone, but like every Western
boy, he had heard a lot about them, and he was wild with
excitement when he managed at last to regain his feet.
Even in that short space of time the worst was over,
and a clear sky was seen beyond the blackness, which overhung the wrecked town.
The crash of the fallen buildings, the shrieks and screams
of the wounded rang in Tom's ears, as he tried to pull
himself together, but naturally the first person Tom
though.t of was the man who had once been bis father's
best friend, whom he had left behind him in the
bank.
Now the bank, strangely enough, was not the complete
wreck that the surrounding buildings were.
The upper story had fallen, and the building was badly
twisted out of shape, but the ban.king room itself had
scarcely been disturbed.
Tom dashed in through the door, more forgiving than
most boys would have been, and intent on helping Mr.
Boggs if he needed help.
The banker was not there, the inner office was deserted,
,and as Tom ran into it, he saw that the money on the
desk was gone.
He hurried out, to meet Mr. Boggs standing near the
door without a hat, with the blood strean1ing down over
his face, and looking very much dazed.
"Are you hurl, sir?" asked Tom, running \lP to him.
"Hurt? Yes, I suppose I'm hurt," stammered ::111:r.
Boggs. "This is an awful thing. I'ity )'Our father is
paralyzed, Young Torn Bro\\·n. '.l'his \\Onld be his harvest.
·Ha! ha! 'l'he buildiJJg busiDess will be lively iD Dimsdale
now."
Tom stared. He had never thought of it, but as he
looked around· au the Eccne of the wreck it was plain
enough to him now.
It is an ill wind that blows nobody good. The cyclone
bad blown Dimsdale down, but who was going to build
it up again ?
There was only one builder in Dimsdale, and that was
the paralyzed father of Young Tom Brown.

CHAPTER II.
THE GIRL IN THE CUPOLA..

Tom thought bard, as he ran at full speed toward his
father's house.
"It's so ! It's just as old Boggs says!" he reflected.
"The building business will be on the big boom in .D imsdale for the next year, and who is to do it is a question
that comes right home to us. Oh, if father was only
himself, but he isn't, and the whole responsibility falls
on me. Well, I accept it. I'll show people that I know
my business. Go to work on a farm, indeed! Send Ella
out to service when there is business like this floating
about ! Well, I guess not ! If I do my name's not Tom
Brown!"
Toµi rushed in to the house, blazing with excitement.
"Oh, Tom! I 'm so glad you have come! Father is
frightened almost to death about you. Run into the other
room and relieve his mind."
Mr. Brown was trembling with excitement when he
greeted his son.
First thing was to tell him just what had happened, and
to explain the fate of this building and that:
"The line of the blow just missed us, 'l'om," said Mr.
Brown, after he had quieted down a bit. "It was a wontlerful eiocape. Oh, my boy, if this misfortune only had
not come upon me! Oh, if I was only what I once was,
·
I would soon build up our fortunes again."
"It isn't too late, father. It can be done yet," Tom
quietly said.
"No, no! It is impossible, Tom. You're a good boy,
but it is just as Mr. Boggs says,. you are too yo\lllg. I felt
sure he would · not make the loan, deep as his obligation
is to me. Boggs is a hard, close-fisted fellow, and none
too honc~t. He would never think of trusting a boy like
you."
"I'll show him whether I am to be~rusted or not," replied 'l'om. "I haven't worked nights with you in the
shop for nothing, father. Remember, it is almost two
years now since you begaD to teach me the building trade.
And since I left school, six months ago, I haYe been hard
at it night aDd clay."
"Indeed you have, Tom, and you are a good son, if ever
a man had one, but you are only a boy; you could never
stand up against a situation like this."
"I can, father, ancl I will. You wait and see."
"But, Tom, you don't realize. Builders will fairly flock
into Dimstlale. 'l'hey will come from Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Lou is, from all over. What show will you stand?"
"EYcry show. We are on the spot. Once I prove to
the people that I know my business, they will give me the
prefercuce."
"No, no, Tom! You will find tha.t there is but little
friencl:d1ip iu business. \1iTith me to advise you,, I suppose
it is po'!Siblc that we might make it go if we had time, ,
but there will be no time given us. Besides, where is the
money coming from to st~rt with? l\[y affairs are in
wreic:h ed shape, and my credit is strained to the utmost.
[ thiDk the best thing I can do is to sell out the shop to
the first builder who comes along. No doubt I shall have
offers now, and--''.
_(To be continued.)
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FROM AI"'L POINTS

t Captain J. B. Briggs, of Russellville, Ky., has a natural
, 'Cold 5torage arrangement on his pi;emises, in the shape of
a e;apacious eave. The temperature vai;ies only about a
degree ( 48-49), and fruit and vegetables keep in perfect
condition the y~ar round. H1l is exploiting the cave commercially to good advantage.
I n the will of Mary M. Guth, fil ed in Probate Court,
Akron, 0., all of her property and estate is left to her husband, George Guth, on condition that he does not marry
again. In case her husband marries again the will provides
that he shall receive none of the estate, but shall be made
executor of the will.
President Timothy H ealey, of New York, told the eleventh, biennial convention of the International Brotherhood
of Stationary Engineers in Pittsburg that the poorest paid
powerhouse employees in the country were in the government buildings scattered throughout the United States, and
that they had not received a wage increase in tw~nty years.
Firemen, oilers, water tenders and others, he declared, receive an average of $65 a month, the lowest wage paid to
men who perform that service. Secretary McAdoo recently had been led to favor a minimum wage of $3 a day
for such workmen, he said.
·
Vandals entered' Bellefontaine, the estate of Giraud
Foster, some time the other night and destroyed a number
of terra-cotta status which were set up along the main
drive, which leaves thl'.l Lenox-Stockbridge Road about a
mile south of this village, and winds through dense woods.
A feature of the drive was a small temple with a marble
figure of Adonis. This statue was overturned. Officers
believe that the mischief was the work of drunken youths
who have also been under suspicion of having committed
some of the burglaries in Lenox. It is said that the damage
to the Foster property will reach $5,000.
After a voyage of more than nine thousand miles, seveneighths of which was unnecessary, the steamer Kinross
dropped anchor in the harbor of New York the other day.
On June 22 the Kinross sailed from Carden.as, Cuba, to
Newport News, expecting to discharge her cargo at that
port. The agents of the vessel, however, awaited her with
instructions, and the captain was forced to head across the
Atlantic to Queenstown. There it was learned that a
higher price for sugar might be obtained in the American
market, so on July 25 the vessel started for New York, arriving yesterday. If the steamer had come here directly
from Cuba the voyage would have been little more than
1,200 miles.
Edward Musse, an American born German, now a ba:rtender in one of the hotels at Delaware Water Gap, near
Easton, Pa., will come into possession of $25b,ooo after
six year,s provided he stays continuously employed at the

job he now holds and does not quit after he learns he is
heir to a fortune. This is one of the tantalizing pro- 1
visions set down in the will of an eccentric uncle who died
recently in Germany. To appease the nephew the willi
provides that. he may receive $65,000 a year as an income
untit he reaches the age of 30 years. He is now 24 and
single. If married "respectable" before Jan. 1, 1914, the
will provides that he shall receive $14,000 a year additional
from each of two aunts who have charge of the estate::
1\1 usse is well educated. He speaks three languages and
has been the support of his widowed mother in Philadelphia for the past ten years. No matter what he may desire to do, the will requires that he shall continue to mix,
and "sling" highballs for six years before he can become a
wealthy man.
August 9 was the last day under the Alien Land Act
passed by the late Legislature, on which Japanese, either asl
individuals or corporations, could acquire land in California. Individuals now holding land may continue to do 1
so during their natural lives, but may not devise it to J apanese heirs. Corporations formed before the law went into!
effect maj hold land for :fifty years. A number of such.
corpo:rations have recently been recorded. "No object ofl
the law has been defeated by these corporations," SaJ81
Attorney-General Webb, who devised the bill into its present form. "The law was not intended to force Japanese
now owning land to part with it at once or within any fixed!
period. They were to be permitted to hold it during their,
lives. By forming corporations they merely extended time!
of ownership. But after Aug. 10 the object of the law,
which is to prevent an incre~se in the amount of alien hold-:
ings and gradually to break up the colonies now existing,
will be attained."
A fireman was killed and another probably fatally injured!
at a $150,000 fire, which recently swept the 10th street
side of the Standard Oil Company's big plant at Hunter's.
Point, N. Y. Four alarms soon after 5 o'clock brought,
out a large force of fire fighters, but the flames could not
be checked before they reached 9th street and partly consumed the company's pier. Bertram Johnson, of No. 487
Amsterdam avenue, Manhattan, was almost instantly killed
when a high pressure nozzle on the :fireboat Abram H.
Hewitt was torn from the deek and hurled upon him. The
pressure through the nozzle was estimated at 276 pounds,
to the square inch when the accident occurred. Lieutenant'
O'Farrell, of ,Engine Company 286, was thrown to the street
when his engine, on the way to the fire, struck a sand heapi
and swerved about, almost overturning. He received a
fracture of the skull and was not expected to live by thei
physicians of St. John's Hospital, Long Island City, where.
he was taken. The oil tanks which dotted the yards werel
quickly emptied by employees of the company. The oil
was pumped through underground pipes to the Newtownj
Creek and Bayonne plants.
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the water five times-from the well to the surface;' from
the' pump to the kitchen, then iJ~to the kettle, from the
kettle to the dishpan, from the dishpan to the outdoor sink.
On each trip to the well she draws two pails, each holding
two gallons of water. This is 200 pounds a tip or 1,200
pounds a day. The other 800 pounds is carried for bathing,
scrubbing, etc. "The lifting of a ton a day," adds Prof.
Cook, "will take the elastioity out of a woman's step, the
bloom out of her cheek, and the enjoyment from her soul"
He figures that $250 would equip1 a farm with a power
pump that would end all the drudgery.

Fralf ); T ousey, P u blish e r
168 W es t 23d St., N. Y.

JOKES AND JESTS.

Mrs. Hibrow-Don't you find the Stone Age interesting? Mrs. Lowbrow-Yes, indeed! Willie's just that age
· · The following peculiar advertisement appears in the now; but it's awfully bard on the windows !
------'~
'
!London Times : "Scientific treasure hunting !ixpedition,
Man (in theater, to woman in front)-Madam, I paid
\travelling on the Mexican, Central and South American
/coasts, has vacancies f~r two you~g gentlemen .. A spirit one dollar and a half for this seitt, and your hat--"
of adventure and the lughest references are reqmred. Pos- Woman (calmly)-That hat cost forty' dollars.
sibility of big fortune and certainty of thrilling adventures.
Western Man-We ·had a terrible' conflagration in DugIIIust i.nvest 500 pounds ($2,500) each. •, Apyly to Dr.'
out City last week. Only seventeen houses left standing.
Battle, Santa Barbara, California." (
Eastern Man-My goodness! How many were there bethe fire ? Western Man_:_ Ni netee'n.
fore
· Two million, sixty-eight thousand, six hundred and

BRIEF BUT POINTED ITEMS

l

ninety-three acres. of agricultural lands near Fort Peck,
''Sanders, have another drink," a frfend said, entering
Montana, will be opened to settlement in September, it was
announced at the Interior Department recently. Filing for a bar where MacHoot was just ~OS§ing off a glass of whisky.
lauds is to begin September 1, ancl _the drawing will begin "Ra, na," answered Sande'rs MacHoot. "I wadna hae anat Glasgow, Montana, on September 23. \ Government ex- ither, but ye can pay for this if ye like." .
perts estimate tlrat development · of this property ·will add
Kitty-You didn't look a. bit pl~ased when Fred told you
~0,000,000 bushels of grain annually to the nation's ouput.
you were the best girl in all the world. Esther-Hau I
shown how pleased I r:as, it would have so tickled his YanThere are abont 200 tea tasters in New York. The
habits of the men are exceedingly curious·. Some o.f them ity that he'd be saying the same t_hing to every girl he
re.fuse to ply their trade san. in the morning, on the
ground that the sense of taslc cannot be trusted after it
has been bewildered by hours of work. Most of them
a roid the use of tob<.~ L(;O ancl of highly-seasoned tood.
Their accuracy of ta~te is asto11ishing. A tea taster will
grade and price a dozen qualities of tea all from the same
cargo.

met.

\Yife (pleadingly)-I'm afraid, ,Tack, yon do not lo>e
me any more-any way, as well as you used to. Husband
-Why? Wife-Because you always let me get up to light
the fire now. Husband-Nonsense, my loYe ! Your getting up to light the fire makes me love you all the more.

------ /

Tobacco is exceedingly cffic~(;ious i1~ the killing of mi-\
crobes, accordmg to :Messrs. Langla1B and Sartory, of
Paris; who state their experim~nts have shown that in
firn minutes tobacco smoke will kill almost all the microbes in the saliva, thus uearly com plctcly sterilizing th~
mouth. One of the experiments carried out by MM. Langlais- and Sartory was to place several cigars in water containing many million chole ~a microbes to the r;guare inch.
Th& tobacco sterilized and destroyed the microbes in twenty-four hours;
•
· T he average farmer's wife lifts a ton of water a clay in
her household d11ties, it is announ ced by the United States
Bureau of Education in a special bulletin. rrhe calculation
was made by Joe Cook, president of the Mississippi Normal
'I,;

.

•

. It w_a~ after tl~.e couce~t, and the talent was, as usual, bemg cntic1sed.
I certarnly envy that m.an who sang the
bass solo," ventured a young man. "Why?" inquired one
of the young ladies, in astonishment. "I thought he had
a Yery poor voice." "So did I. But just think of his
nerve!" ·

The young man was trying to· select a 'je,veled belt for
the young lady to whom he was engaged. "What size do
you wish, sir?" asked the salesgnl'. The prospective bride- '"'
groom blushed and stammered: "Really, I don't know."
The_n a thought struck him. "L~nd me your tape m'easuse," he sairl. The measure was handed to him and he
laid it on the inside of his arms, fl'om shoulder to wrist.
"T~venty inches, plea~e," he said, with decision.
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slowness. in attack, two white men rode. up to the post. I
knew them for bushrangers at a glance. They had the
attire and the demeanor, and were mounted on fine horses
By Alexanqer Armstrong.
and cairried rifles and revolvers. One of them d·ismounfod
.. ,
Years ago, when I had a sheep ranch at the intersection at the door <>f my office and .came in. He was a fellow
an · ox, and ' evidently had
; of the Murrumbide and the Lachian rivers, New South about forty years old, stout as
have shown him.self thei'e
t
o
·
would
he
or
nerve,
of
plenty
· wales, the Australian bushranger was at his best. I was
time of day he asked for·
the
passed
had
we
When
all.
at
the agent of an English syndicate, which owned 200,000
a,nd then said: '
draught,
big
a
down
tossed
whisky,
acres of land and as many sheep, and wa:s at the same time
ye come to stay?"
Hev
bizness.
to
captain,
"Now,
animal
great
the
to
curiosities
living
buying and shipping
have."
"I
dealer at Hamburg. The natives of Australia have been
"How much are ye willin' to paiy ?"
thumped about by the English soldiery until they have no
what?"
"For
spii·it left, but in tho~e days a portion of them were as had
bein' let alone. You was gettin' settled and wai.
"Fur
as the Apaches orf the United States. Out in the wilds
and it wouldn't hev bin manners to call on ye
upsot,
all
they were on the alert for travelers and pioneers, and,
boys want to know now what they kin
Tihe
sooner.
though the English always affected to despise th.em., it is a
on."
count
fact that every qattle ground on the vast island has proved
"I don't exactly understand you," I said.
'
them fierce fighters.
"Ye>u don't! I took you fur an old campaigner. ' This
When I finally got settled at the point I have named I
land belongs to us. We are willin' to rent . it to you
'ere
had quite an army under me. We had• aboUJt twenty huts,
fair price. If we make a bargain it will include our
a
fur
a stockade inclosi..J?-g an acre of ground, several big sheep
. .
ec
pur
ti,ion. "
t
pe~s, two or t~ree horse pens, a dirt fort, surrounded by
"This is government land, or was unti~ we filed our papalisades, and the number of natives employed as herders
· · :.
was OV!J l' fifty. MQSt of these had their wives and children pers and made a first payment"
?
anywheres
'ei·e
round
guv'ment
any
see
D'ye
it?
"Was
-irith .them, and a,s there were five white men besides myseli
ye?"
purlect
to
han:d
at
redcoats
Any
it will ?e seen tliat we were a pretty strong party. We
"We can protect ourselves. If your gang and the nafo·es
needed to be. We had gone a full hundred miles beyo:µd
cidlization, and right into the stronghold of the bush- want to live at peace with me, all 'right. If you wu11t
rangers and the fighting natives. Three different survey- trouble I'll give y<>u :fighting until you are sick of it."
"Whew!" he exclaimed in genuine astonishment. "Well,
ing parti~s .sent 'out by _the government, the last accomthat don't beat me I So you don't propose to pay us
if
and
attacked
been
had
panied by seventy-five soldiers,
routed with severe ioss. It was expected that I would h.ave rent?"
"Not a cent."
trouble, and we arranged for it. Ab-Out thirty of the na/
"And you dJon't want our purtecti<>n ?"
tives had previous·l J been employed in sheep-herding, and
I"
sir
"No,
were used to :firearms. I bought two pieces .o:f arti.hlery at
"Why, man, you must be crazy! Thar are a dozen or
Sydney, and took them along for our fort, and we were
plentifully supplied. with_muskets, repeating carbines, and more of us bushboys, and we .kin raise a force of thre.e hunammunition. Our· coming was a srurprise to the denizens, cked natives to swoop down on ye! By Sunday ye wouit
and we had time to get settled before they had perlecied have a sheep nior a hut nor a man left, and I'll hev yer
_
their plans to attack us. We had at that time only about ears fm- keepsakes."
"Oome and try it," I replied. "Let me ~lone and I'll
20,000 sheep, and over half the herders could be spared £.or
the work of building· the pens and erecting the stockades. let you alone, but ii you attac~ me I'll not rest until the
Our village was erected on a fine plateau of about two last of y<>u are under ground."
He looked at me as ii he dO'U!bted my san.ity, and after a
acres in extent. The ground fell away gradually on all
sides, and the nearest scrub was aibout a quarter of a mile bit, helped himself to another glass of whisky and went out
from us on the east. A bit <>f land which we caJ.led the without a word. After a confab with his companion he
"thumb" broke away from the forest to the east and pushed returned to the door and explained.
"Say, Kurnel, we like y& pluck, but ye must ·come
its way into the prairie toward us. This neck, or thumb,
was h111f a mile long and not over twenty rods wide, a.nid d'OWD. wtl.t},l. the rent or take y& chances. It Wj:mldn't do,
offered splendid cover to a force advancing upon us. I s.aw you know I If we let up on you thar'd be a dozen fellers
at once that it 'Yould be _the _point of attack, and at the in 'ere with their sheepses inside of a year, and-we'd hev to
,
end I built a sheep pen a hundred feet wide and two !hun- cut sticks oc go 1x:> the poorhouse."
"Coone as soon as )'IOU like," I replied, without· looking
dred feet long. The sid·e toiward us was ten feet high.
Our two six-poup.ders were then loaded with shell and up at him, and he muttered an oath and rode off.
I Call~d in some of the most intelligent natives, ari.d we
trained upon the pen. We dug two rifle pits on the flanks
of our fort, fa,cing this thumb, and a week before the alarm were soon agreed that no attack need be looked for under
came we had everything in good shape for a fight. I ~ three days. It would take the bushrangers that long to 1
-rery anxious to have it come. It was bound to come sooner stir up the natives and get them together. When the naor late!, and until we had b_een attacked and given our as.- tives were a8ked how we would be approached they pointed
sailants a good thrashing there could bll no such thing as to the "thumb" and criticised my action in erecting th'e ,
sheep pen, which offered ari enemy a 'shield of observation.
security.
One da.y, when I was almo~ ou:rsing. the natives f11r theu No native Australian will move by night if it can be
" WILD RANCH LIFE IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
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avoided, and no night attacks are ever made by them . We to fire. The two reports sounded as one, and the two shells
decided that on the third n ight the attacking force would w:ent screaming through the pen. It was the :finishing
gather on the thumb and be r eady to attack us at daylight, stroke, and it is doubtful if the records of war can show
and our plans were laid accordingly. Neither the bush- g•eater execution by two missiles. We found twenty-seven
r angern nor the natives knew that we had cannon. They men killed by those shells, and the moral effect was greater
knew that we had muskets, but they could not say how than the presence of a regiment of soldirs. Two af the
many. We should have to depend entirely upon ourselves, victims were bushrangers, making seven we had bagged,
as a troop of soldiers could not have been sent for and and it was afterward learned that two more died of their
reached us inside of a week.
wpunds. On those killed we got a government reward of
. On the second day after th~ ;i&it from the bushranger upward of 900 pounds, it transpiring that all were old
some of the herders saw signs of the coming attitck. T he offenders.
natives were moving swiftly about in considerable numAbout tW.O weeks after the battle an English tourist
bers, and it was further evident that spies were watching came into the station on foot and badly used up . He had
lH. 'l'hat night I had the sheep herded between the Lach- been captured by bush.rangers at a point aibout twenty-five
lan River and a bluff, where ten men could hold them miles away, robbed of horse, money, and clothing, and he
safely. 'l'he night passed quietly. Next clay the "signs" came tp us as naked as they day he was born. The leader
were more numerous, and toward sundown o ne of my scouts of the ruffians who despoiled him was the chap who paid
came in with the information that a force numbering at me a visit before the battle, He had received a bullet
le'ast four hundred na.tives ancl twenty white men was com- through the calf of the, leg, and panted for revenge. He
~ng throuj!h the scrub in the direction of the thumb. This spared the tourist in order to make a m essenger of him. He
was good news to me. The sheep were brought in and sent me word that he would have my life if he had to wait
herded as before, ancl when night had fully come I put a dozen years for a clrnnce to take it, and I was not egotist
fifteen natiYeS in eaci1 ' rifie pit and gathered aJl the rest of enough to let the warning go unheeded. I felt that I was
lny people i1ito the fort. We had talked matters over until safe about the grounds, and I never went off them without
every one knew wbat was expecteLl of him. :My natives being on my guard. I was fond of hunting, a,nd often
were prornirnd cerbin things in case they fought as I di- rode long disfances, and if the buslwanger was still thirstrected, and they >Yere only too anxidtls for the day to break ing for my life he would seek it on some of these occasions.
anc1 tlie l)all to cpe11. At miclnight ·one of t hem crept clown Several months "·ent by, h owever, and, as I had neither
oncl founa the big sheep prn crowded full of men, and seen nor heard of him, I na.t urally grew more careless. It
there was no longer any Joubt that the attack would be was five months, I believe, before the hour of peril
made with the dawn .
<>ame.
Some of us c:rnght a~ little sleep as the night wore on,
At noon one very hot day I was riding acros.<> a prairie of
but we · we!'e all wide enough awake when the first signs several miles in extent, havii1g been out to locat e a grazing
of daylight came. When it was light enough for us to see ground for a new fiOC'k. I 1rns within a mile of the scrub
the pen ' a mass of natires swam1ed suddenly around each when a horseman rode out of it and charged at me. We
comer of it. and made a dash for the fort . We talk a.b out ''ere facing each ~ther . anrl it didn't take me a minute
the yells of onr Inc1ians, but a native Australian can out- to make up my mind lhat the stranger was my old enemy
yell three of them. They swarmed oYer the plain in a the bm.h ranger. Instead of waiting to ambush me he was
great mob, yellini;_, shrieking, and brandishing their spears e:oming °'ut for a fair fight. I h ad a seven-shooter carbine
and clubs, and they might haYe thought us asleep until and a rernlver, and he had the same. I halted my horse,
'they came \\"ithin pi &tol shot. 'rben they were between the slippec1 out of the saddle, and as he came thundering on I
rifle pi.ts, and a \·olley was fired which took the plu ck out shot his horse in the breast, and he went clown. The rider
of the!n in a minute. Y\T c s1rnpt them with a fire in front, was up 1ikc a cat, and, kneeling beside his hor£e, he fired
and back they went for shelter, lea Ying over forty dead and ii l'e · shots at me as fast as h e could pull trigger. I heard
wounded on ihc grass. Not a white man h ad come with lhe ping of every bullet, though I was busily shooting at
them, but I soon clisom·ered tbi> renson . They hacl divided him. His carbine fouled with the fifth shot, and he sprang
thl:)mselves into two parties, and had sknlked around to np and pulled his r evolver. I still had two shots left, and
attack our roar. I called in ftve nr.tivcs from each rifle pit, l kn ew I could kill him. He must come nearer to make his
and in a few .minutes we were posted to meet .all tl1e dan- pistol effective, ancl he was gathering himself for the run,
gers. It was ten minutes before the natives could get their when Provicl011ce stepped in to prevent me from shedding
cour age up to charge again, but when they di.cl come they his bloocl He was standing 11ear the hind feet of his
evidently felt sarnge. The three todies assa il ed us a.t once, hon-e. 'l'be c1yi11g animal suclr1enly drew up both feet and
and for fiy~ minutes it was hot enot~gh for the oldest vet- gave a tremendous kick, and the outlaw was knocked over
eran. The busluangers were surprised to find us inside of and over on the grass. As he lay perfectly quiet, I finally
stout earth walls and palifficles, but they fought well and advanced to find him dead, his whole right side crushed
broke back onlv when they saw how useless their efforts in by the powerful blow. I foi;mcl about 400 pounds in gold
v.·ere. Two we~·e killed out of one party, and three out of about him, together with three fine watches he had taken '
the other, ancl when the charge was orel' the n ati>es lit- from traYelers, ancl it was evident from the way he had
erally cumbered the earth.
·
packed things that he \YaS only ' Yaiting to kiU me before
' Now for the field-pieces. r:I'he mob h ad gathered in the · leaving for some distant part of the country. He was the
big sheep pen to reform. and we could hear their angry last bushranger seen in that district, which to-day contains
chatter a.nd the o·aths of the white men when I gave orders firn or six towns 1.1nd a white population of thousands.
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GOOD READING
A year's extension has been granted for the completion of
the Cape Cod Canal, which is now due to be opened in June,
1915. This will be the :first link in a chain of inland
waterways which it is hoped will ultimately extend from
Boston, Mass., to Beaufort, N . 0. The route will include
Long Island SoWld, New York Harbor, the Delaware and
Raritan Canal, the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal and a
system of canals south of Norfolk. A bill is now before
Congress which seeks to have the Federal Government
purchase the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal and enlarge
it sufficiently to meet the needs of coastwise service.
In the kingdom of Poland there was formerly a law,
according to which any person found guilty of slander was
compelled to walk on all fours through the streets of the
town where he lived accompanied by the beadle, as a sign
that he was unworthy of the name · of man. At the nexL
public festival he was compelled to appear crawling upon
hands and feet underneath the banqueting table, and barking like a dog. Every guest was at liberty to give him as
many kicks as he chose, and he who had been slandered
must, toward the end of the banquet, throw a picked bone
to the culprit, who_. picking it up with his mouth', would
leave the room on all fours .
The discovery of the most ancient fossil skeleton of a
mammal ever found ·on this continent, was announced by
Prof. Henry Fairfield Osborne, of the American :Museum
of Natural History on his arrival at Durango, Col., with a
party of scientists from the desert sixty miles southwest of
Farmington, N. M.
The skeleton was found in the Kimbeton Draw by the Museum .party, headed by ..Walter
. Granger, and, according to Prof. Osborne, represents the
beginning of mammalian life on this continent. The specimen is that of an animal, about the size of a wolf and evidently an herbivorous animal. In the same draw three
complete skulls were found, one of a large carniYorous
type.
Recent statistics presented by the Cycle and Automobile
Manufacturers' Association of Fran ce suggest that some
day there may be a renewal of the interest and use of the
bicycle in this country. According to the reports of the
Association for 1912, there were in France at the close
of that year 89,185 motor ca):'s, 98,G-H motor cycles, and
2,969,985 bicycles. With the exception perhaps of those
who are directly interested in the bicycle industry in this
country, Americans will be astonished to learn that in a
single country of Europe there are nearly 3,000,000 bicycles
in use, and that one person in every thirteen owns such
a machine.
Only a circus snake charmer could equal the performance
of Roy Miller, express messenger, W. Arnold and John
Rolla, baggageman, on a Milwaukee train from Chicago.
In the car was a cargo of rattlesnakes consigned from Texas

to a point in South Dakota. A big snake pushed a slat
off the cage and headed straight for them. The m en
jumped to the tops of cream cans and other high objects.
It fell to Miller's lot as express messenger to attempt a
capture. With a gloved hand, while perched on a cream
can, he fished for the reptile . By watching his opportunity
Miller succeeded in securing it by the back of the neck.
Only then would Arnold and Rolla descend from their
perch and assist in returning the creature to its" cage. It
was more than five feet long.
The humble glow worm is to be investigated by F rench
scientists in the hope that it will serve to solve the problem
of discovering a "cold light." 'l'he great objection to all
present forms of electric lights is the beat they give off. ~ In
bis address to the National Society of Electricians President Daniel Berthelot says the glow worm as a machine fo r
the production of light, is perfection itself. For every 100
units of energy f!Xpended the glow worm, with its cold, dry
light, gives JOO per cent. of illumination, as against 1.2
per cent. by gas, 1.5 per cent. by electric light, and 14 per
cent. by the sun. This, according to Mr. Berthelot, is due
to an "electro-capillary apparatus in the worm, constituted
by thousands of cells."
"Odessa, Russia, is th'e" most dishonest town on earth,"
is the assertion of its police chief in accounting for the
rarity of arrest and the frequency of burglaries. There are .•
he says, no fewer than 30,000 thieves in the city, 16 per
cent. of the population, and the women thieves far outnumber the men. The harvest time for the transgressors
is in summer, when all who can afford to leave Odessa in
fear of the cholera. 'rhen a round of burglaries starts with
which the authorities are utterly unable to cope. One day
recently there were no fewer than 364 cases against thievery
and the like. r1own for hearing in the local courts. The arrests number about a score a day. Sentences for theft are
light, as it would be too expensive otherwise. · It is now
proposed to transport the worst of the prisoners.
Th e French War Department has decided that in future
all war planes shall ba suitably armored . The unarmored
aeropla11es in use at present will be used only for training
and experimental purposes. In future the French aerial
fleet will be composed of the following divisions: ( 1)
Armored bne-seat planes for reconnoitering work with
artillery and cavalry and short reconnaissances. These
machines will have a minimum speed of seventy-five miles
an hour. (2) .'l'wo-seaters for reconnaissances from headquarters, and having a minimum speed of sixty miles. ( 3)
Two-seaters, armored and armed with quick-firing gWls
anP. automatic rifles, for pursuing hostile aeroplanes and
dirigibles, ~rith a minimum speed of seventy-five miles.
( '~) l\Iachines carrying more than two persons and having
a great range of action. These craft, with a minimum
speed of sixty miles an ~our, will be for special missions.
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ARTICLES OF · ALL KINDS
·F.t\.ME · AND FORTUNE

RUSSIAN WRITER ORDERED DEPORTED.
Ernest J aumsem, a Russian wTiter, wpo arrived from
Hamburg recently on the steamship CinCinnati, has been
ordered deported by the immigration officials. They deem
him ·"highly undesirable and unquestionably inimical to
the best interests of the United States." Jaum~em, who
is thirty and married, is &aid to have admitted escaping
from prison in Siberia, where he was serving a five-year
term'·for writing in favor of a Democratic form of government for Russia.

WEEKLY.

has since been turned down, revealing the entire provisional .
stamp.
The explanation of this philatelic rarity is that the provisional stamp was issued and sold by the Postmaster of
.T uscumbia in a temp,orary shortage of .Government stamps
from April 30 to May 20. Then having received a fresh
supply of the Government stamps the Postmaster added
the regular issue to the envelope after it was mailed and
before it was forwarded to New Orleans.
These two stamps are now in the possession of John A.
Klemann, of 179 Broadway, having been obtained by him
PETIUFIED FOREST IN TEXAS.
from J ac. Meyer, a well-known philatelist of New Orleans.
In Comanche County, Texas, is a petrified forest which Mr. Klemann values them 'll.t $5,000. They are among the
rivals in interest the pertified forests of Arizona. Parts rarest of rare American stamps, rarer, in fact, than the
of t~nks and boughs from the stone trees have been carried rarest of the United States Postmaster issues.
off, but great quantities of the petrified wood remain, its
The Berlin Museum has tried to get one of the speci.weight having protected it from the curio hunters. A mens. Mr. Klemann has been offered $1,500 each for
trunk_of a· tree t\ven"ty feet long and ten inches in diameter -them,. but has refused' to part with them at .that figure .,
is a.load· for ·:'fou11 mules.
"
•vV·hen the forest underwent petrificatiqn has not been
ANGLER HOOKS MAN.
deter?lined. The nearest station '.is Comyn, .Comanche
William Klein~ an upholste;cr, of No. 1514 Euterpe
CQunty, ·on the Texas Central Railway. From Comyn a .s treet, }few Orleans, an amateur angler, experienced a
driv-e' ()f four miles northwest takes one to the edge of the narr?'V escape from death just as he had finished preparaforest of stone.
tions for a day's sport in fishing off the Northeaster Bridge
'Roots, bark, twigs, buds, leaves and sap sprouts are over Lake Pontchartrain, about 500 feet from North Shore.
perfectly prese~ved . Knotholes, holes made-by woodpeckers:
'l'he presence of mind of John Landry, a ncgro living at
stutIB or broken twigs are all shown just as they grew, and No . 119 North Liberty street, saved Mr. Klein from drownp.re ~aid to exceed in delicate tracery the petrified trees of ing. Landry cast a line and hooked Mr. Klein as the latter
th~ Black H\ills, 'or those existing on the Nile.
was sinking.
-4 ~mall b6ugh was shipped to St. Louis several years Mr. Klein, accompanied by his SDU) arrifod at North
ago · and attracted much attention. The stone closely ShoTe about 7 a. m. ancl began walking the "long bridge."
resembled .agate an<\ was capable of receiving a high polish. \.\Then about 500 feet froin the shore the crowd gathered
The-, fact that in some cases fossilization has not been fully on a small platform to permit an incoming local train to
~mplished, leaving a tree part stone and part wood, is pass. :M:r. Klein carried hi s fishing pole strapped across
regarded as particularly remarkable.
his shoulders. This was hit by the tender of the incoming
, '
"
train.
,
RARE STAMPS 'IN · OLD FILES.
I The upholsterer was thrown in the lake on the Mancle.Stamp collectors are much interested in a <liscorery of ville side of the bridge, landing in the water somewhat
rari'ties in the correspondence of the old time firm of dazed. 4 swift tide running at the time carried Mr. Klein
Carroll, Hay & Co., of New Orleans. Their value is esti- under the bridge and out into the lake.
mated at $100,000. Among them are uncatalogued varieties
Ropes wen: thrown to him, but he was helpless and was
of United States and Confederate Postmaster stamps and rapidly floating from the bridge.
regular Government issues, as well as many of the wellJ ohn Landry, the negro fisherman, thr~w his fishing
known varieties of scarce stamps, · such as the St. Louis line in the direction of Mr. Klein, fortunately striking him
issue. cif 1S45.
·on the leg. 'rhe hook caught and the almost lifeless body
The most noteworthy thing, however, is the . fin ding 0£ was brought up and held at tue surface.
a ·l~itherto totally unknown Postmaster provisional stamp.
Several men. who witnessed the sensational rescue
It, is a three-cent red on buff paper, issued by the Post- climb~d down posts and fastened a rope to the fisherman's
master of Tu scumbia, Ala., in 1857.
body. He was held there until a small fishing craft was
Two specimens of this stamp were in the correspondence. brought to Mr: Klein's side and later he was· taken ashore.
They are both on envelopes addressed to Carroll, Hay &
It was not until some time after his son and severi:il of
Co. One of the envelopes has the provisional stamp in the amateur rodrnen worked on the prostrate forrp. that the
the · right hand upper corner. In, the left hand upper man was re rived.
corner of the envelope is the postmark of the Postmaster,
Mr. Klein_ suffered pain as a result of the fishhook which
dated April "30, 1857. The other envelope contains the pro-, caught in .l?.is)eg when Landry threw the lucky line. The
rtsional stamp covered by the three-cent Government issue hook was deeply imbeddecl in the fleshy hart of the leg and
an~ I!o~tmarked May 20, 1857. ';t:'he Government ,stp.mp , hild to be cut out.
-
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CHANGING l\IONEY TRICK BOX.
With this tr!cli: box you can

make

money

change,

trom

a

p e nny Into a d ime or vice v ersa.
Also make d imes appear a.nd dls-

9

appear a t your command.

H

Price,

lOc, ea.ch by ma.II, postpaid.
H.F. LANG,
181t'I Centre St,, B'klyn, N. Y,

CA.CHOO OR SNEEZING PO"WDER,
The irreateat fun•m•IHr •
<hem all. A small ameunt
~ e t thl1 ••,.der, wllten lttelll'n
~...... lfl
.. re•rn.
oaue11
eYery•fte to 8Q.ee.ze wttAeut
anyone knowing wh ... e It
c»m es from. It la very ll~ht, wlll neat In t<ll•

wm

:~d 1:!r~::r1:r t~~.~~d ftefaet;::;ec~~j;'ll~:!~

le11a.
Cat.. h•• ts put up 111 b•tftea. and •n•
bottle contains enou gh t• be uoed kera 1t to
16 Um.ea. Prlco, l!Y mul, lOc. eacih ; S for U..,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St,. N. Y,

BINDOO FLOWER-POT TBICJE
Wll h t h la trick you can make a p1ant
grow rig h t up In a ftower-pot, !>efore
th e e yea o! your aud ience. An ordtn&rJ'
emp ty earth en tlower-pot 11 handed te
the spec tator• tor examtna.Uon.
A
h a ndk erchief Is then placed over It. and
you r e pea t o. tew magto word1, and
wave your wand over it. When the
han dkerchie f 11 removed there la a
beautiful plant, apparently In full.
bloom, In the pot. Full direction• ?tltb
ea.ch outfit, Price, U cent1 by man,
postpaid.
M. V. GALLIGAN, U9 W . 66tb St,. N. Y.
NOISY HANDKERCHIEF.
A. great deal ot amusement
m a y be had with thla little
arll.c le. It Imitates the blowing ot the n ose e :tactly, except
t hat t h e noise Is magnlfted at
. lea s t
a
d ozen
times, and
soun ds like the bass-horn In a
•
Ge r man b an d . This dev ice la
nsed by elmp ly pla c in g It be twee n the t eeth
a nd blow ing. T he hard er the blow the louder
th e noise. P r i ce, lOc. each by mall, postpaid.
W O LFF NOVELTl'. CO., 29 W. 26th tit., .N. le.
NEW MASKti
Half- fa ce masks with moY·
aQle n oees. A dtst tnct n ovel t y whleh wm al'l'.ord n o end
ot amuse m ent. They co me
In 6 style•. each a dltter e nt
f ace, such 8..8 Desperate Desmond, etc.. and
a r e beauti fully col ored and s plendidl y fi nishe d,
with pat e nt eyele ts to preve nt t earing. Price
15 cents ap iece, by mall, postpai d .
H . F. L A N G, 1815 Cent re St., B'klyn, N. Y.
,JA.PANEll:B WATER FLOWERS
W!thout e0tceptlon, th•
n1oat beautltul and In·
tere.aUnc thtn_.a on the
marke~.
They con•l•t
ef a
dozen d r ied- up
apriC'•. neatly encased
in handaomeJy decorat·
ed envelopea. juat a1
they are •imported from
Japan. Pla.ce one aprtg
\n a bowl ot water ,
and It begin• to exul\e
.-arlou1 brJcht tints. Then it alowly opens out
into va1 Se u• •ha)>ea of ex((ut1lt• flowers. The y
a1·e of all color s ot the rainbow . It 1.1 'Very
a mu s in g t o watch them take form.
Small 11!se, price 5 centl; large •lze, HI
centa a packqe, b7 mall, po•tpald.
111. V. GALLIGAN, U8 W. llGth St., N. Y.

YOU ALL WANT THIS MEDAL!
You Can Get Ona far Six Cenlll I
H a.s a. picture of Fred Fearnot on one side nnd
E vel y n on the
ot ber. Tbe obief
cbara oters ot
"WORK AND \'/IN"
The Medals are
bea.utlfullyD re -s m .
In order t hat
every reader ot t bla
Weekly rua.y secure
one or more ot t.hese
m edals, we have
put t he price awn.y
below cost, as you
wHl see when you
recei ve it, 8ond to
us T HREE T WOCE NT POSTAGE
STAMPS, and we
w111 •end tbe medal
to any add re es,
postaire paid, by
return mail.
R E :ll E MBERI
You ca n secure as
m any weds.ls as you
want.
Address your envelope pla.lal y to
F:B;).XK TOVSEY , Publlober

;16S Weat :.?3d Street, New Tork

Sure Fire
Accuracy

Penetration

The World's
Record Holders
Remington· UMC .22 cal.
eartridges have broken .
fte le•follOl•UllC COS make I fl ..
two records in. two years.
The present world's lOO·ehot l!allery record, 248• ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22's.
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records.
Remington- UMC .22's are made, too, with hollow point bullets.
This increases their shocking and killing power.
.
Remington· UMC-the perfect shootiq combination
REMINGTON AIMS·UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
299 Broodw11, Now Torl t:tlJ
.

BINGO.
It

le

a

little

I

metal I

w·fZatu.. Repeating

~~~n/t k~~lt v1;y ..,!~: . LIQUID PISTOL

plied with an Ingenious !
.
m e oh an I s m
which 1 Will atop the moat "f'lo•
shoots otf a ha.rmlesJ looa doc (ol' man) wlth•
'"
cap when it !e opened. eat permanent lnlary.
You can have more fun . Perfectly aa.fe tooarry wtthoutda.nger
than a circus with this ' of le\',kage. Fires a.nd reobar11ea bJ
new trick.
Place the pulllili tile trigger. Loa<1a from any IJqnld. No
BINGO In or under oa~dges required. Over 11% sbot8 In one loal!lnll.
nny article and It will go on: when the ar- All dealers. or bY mall aoo. Pistol 'lfltb rubber eov·
Uole ts oi>ened or removed . It ca.n be u eed erect holster. 3.Sa. Hols te r• separn.te, 10a. Send
as a tun ny joke by being placed tn a purse. money ordol'. No poat.a"'e eta.mpa or oolns o.ccept.ed ..
c igarette box or between the lea v es ot a. PAHEI STEARNS & CO. 273 GEORGIA AWE
llDOILJN 1 .. I
m a arazin e , also , under any mova ble artlcl&,4t
•
•
''
•
su ch as a b ook. tray, d(sh , etc. The BINGO
can also be use d as a. B u r a-Iar Alarm· or as
a Th eft P r even ter by bei n l' pl aced ln a
Ventriloquist Double Throat.
dra wer, money till, under a d oor or window,
Fit• roof ol mouth; alwaya invisible: ned'tett
or und,u· any article that would be m o ved
thins yet. Astonish. and mystify your fricnd1.
or disturbed ohould a theft be attemp ted.
· Nciah like a bone; whine like a puppy11in1
Price 111 cents eac h . by mail, postpa,ld .
like a canuy, and imitate birds and beasts of
t he fie ld and fore st. Load• of fun. Wonder·
WOLFF NOVELTY co.,' 29 w. 26th st .. N. Y.

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME'

ful invention. Thou.ands aotd. Price: onlf
10 c cnta; 4 tor 25 ccnta, or U lor 50 c~nts.

GOOD LUCK CUN FOB

Double Throat Co.Opt. K Frenchlown,N.J.

The real western article,
eARD THROUGH THE HAT TRICE
carried by the cowboys. It
WJth this trick you barrow a. hat, and apparis made of tine leather,
with a highly nickeled
~h;~~g~ho~he a cc~r0dw u:,
buckle. • The holster conwithout Injuring. th a
co.rd or hat. The oper·
tains a metal gun, of the
atton can be reversed,
same pattern as those used
the p e rformer s eemingly
by all the most famous
pushing the card down
through the crown Into
scouts. Any boy wearing
the b a t again. It ls a
one of these fobs will at·
trick which will puzzle
tract attention.
It will and in t ere st th e clm1est o bserver and dete ction
Is alm ost Impossible. It Is so elmple that a.
give him an air of western r.h1
ld can learn how to perf orm It In a few
romance.
The prettiest minutes.
P r ice 10 cents each, b y mall . post-pa.Id
and most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for M. F . LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl,.n, N. Y.
oue to-day. Price 20 cent1
MANY TOOL KEY RING.
each by mail postpl\id.
The wonde r o f the age . The grea.t•
JI!. V. GA L LIGAN,
Ul.I W. 6Utb St., N. Y.

THE DANCL~G ~HOGER
A com ical t oy w ith w hi ch
you can h ave no en d ot. !un. It
consists of a cu t .. out ftgure
fastened to a th read su s p ended
between the end s ot a s pring.
B y pressi n g the wi res b etween
t he tln ge rs and thumb the fig·
u re w ill d a n ce tn the runniest
m ann e r. P ri ce 10 cents each,
by mall . p os t p a Id.
WOLFF NOVE LTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y.
DELUSION TRICK.
A mag ic lltt 1e box In three
parts that le very mystifyIng to t hose 'not In th e tri ck.
A coin placed on a piece of
paper disappears by dropping
a. ntclcel ring a.round tt from
the magic box. Made of hard
wood t w o Inches In diameter.
Price, 12c.
lll, V. GALLIGAN, Ull W. H~ St., N. Y.

est s mall t oo l In t he w orld. In t11la
ltttle instru m en t yo u haYe tn combination aeven usefu l t oo ls embrac ing Key .~
Ring, Penc il Shar p <' n er, N all Cutter
and Cleaner , Wat ch Op e ner. Ciga.r
Clipper, L e tter O pe ne r and Screw
Driver. It ts not a toy, but a ti•eful
•arti cle, made ol C\ltler y stee l, tempered an d hi ghly n ick eled . There(ora
will carry an edge t h e same as any
pie ce of cutlery. As a use.tu ! tool , nothlns
has ever been otte r ed t o th e p u bllc to equal It.
Price, llSc,. mail e d, p ostpaid.
WOLFF NOVE I, TY CO., 29 W . 26th St., ~. Y.
'
GOOD LUCK BANKS.
Ornamental as well as usef-ut.
Me.de ef lalgh!y nickeled !>re.SL
•
ON!
H held ·: just One D•lla.r. When'
I
•
filled , t Q1>ena Itself.
Ren;>aln1
lockad until renlled. C&n be uoed
1
tu. a watchcharm. Mon•v refupd·
ed If net 1&tl1fted.
~rice, lGc,
I'
by man.

I

L. 8e11.arens, 841 Winthrop 8t,. Brookl711, N.

y,

i
-

~

.JAPil'"ESE DIVE'R
The strangest toy on th e m arke t.
The y a.re made in .Ja_pan an d look
like a ll tt'. le r ed mandarin.
E ach
m anik in ts ! u rn ished w ith & cartridge t o whfch a pair of legs a r e
attached. By making two pin-h oles
tn the cartridge, attaching it to t h e
·
ft t a glass

~fu~e~t:rnclth~n?t1:t~:mKgu re

nw11 1 d ar t

_ up and down for an h our like a
r eal diver. P~·ice, by m ail, 25 cents

'

fllE BUGHOUI~Ets PR,~~i:;~t m y•tlty ing p uzzle ever in r
ve n ted, and cons1sts o
H
p ieces
of
meta\,
packed 1..11 a neat little
box.
>\!th them you
•
can
!orm a
check er
boar d-that ts, if you
know how.
T he t rick ls to do it. and a
tou ghe r job you never tackled.
Sever al
ot h er In ter esti n g con1binattons a r e possible.
Ge t a box an d sec h ow many you can d o.
P r ice 1 2 cent• each, by mail, postpaid.
~. F , L ANG. 1815 centre St .• B 'klyn, N. Y.

------------- -------- Ii

H

F.

L~{t· {'8°1~tpC~~tre

st. , B 'klyn, N . Y.

VANISHING CIG.llB.
This c i&"ar i• ma.de in
e xact lmt t a.~ t on or a good.
.
o ne. It i• h eld by a ru b-

I

e

On e o! th e m ost p ecu1ia1· a nd mystl!yln•
pens on the market. It r equires 110 tnk. All
. y ou have to do ts to dip it in water, and It
l wm write !or an indefinite period. The •eci:et
· can on\y b e learn ed by procurin~ one, a nd you
can make it a source of both pleasure and
a musen1ent by clahntn g to your friends w hat
ft can do and then d e.monstrating the tact.
Moreover, it ts a good pen, flt tor practical use.
I a nd w111 never leak ink into your p o ck et, as a
· d etective fountaln pei,.~!~hf :o~ach by mall.

I

.
POCKET W H I SK - BBOOJll
T his

'°"
oo.O "'''"· • "" <>•
0 ~a~ht.; 1:S\a~ ~~
~~~f;~;g

NEW TES -CENT FOUNTAIN PEN•

Is

no

toy,

but

a

r ea l

~"rts~!~e ne°.'.t1im?u~r\~~et~~~~'!,_~3

. , . ,. ,.oom, '" '"'"" ' " " U '

t h e 1leev e. Wh e n ottered
to a friend, a1 It I• about ~o be tak en, It will
tn1tantly disappear.
Prtce, lOc. e&ch by mall, po1tp&ld.
~. BEHR, i so W . 62d St., N e w York City.

can easily be ca r r ied in t h e veet
p ocket, ready tor u se a t a ny momcnt, t or h ats or clotht ni;, e t c.
Price 10 cen t s e a ch , by mail,
pos t p aid.

c.

PIG GY I N A COFFIN.

B E H R . 150 W . 6 2d St .• N . Y.

I,. I

0

WOLFF NO VE L TY C O., 29 W . 26t h St., N. Y.
SLIDE T HE PENCIL.
The pen cil that keeps t hem

'

""""m"
lead just

Mo<o "' wooO

~d

like an ordinary pen cil , but when your victim ~t art s
to write with It-presto . the
lead dloappears. It is so con·
·
str ucted that t he aUghtest pressur e on the paper makes t h e
lead sUde Into the wood. Very
tunny and a practical joke.
!?r ice, lOc. each by mail, postpaid; 3 !or 25e.
H . F. LANG, 1815 Centro St., B'kl;yn, N. Y.
·

BUBBLER.
T h e
greates t
inven tion of the
age. Thebo:;::
co n tai ns a blnw P I p e of neatly
enameled metal,
and five tablets ;
also printe d di•
r ections for p lay·
ing n u m e r o u s
noap- b ubbie games, •uch a Float ing Bubble• ,
R e p eat er!, SurprJse Bubbles. D ouble Bubbles,
The Boxers, Lung Tester, Supported Bubbles,
Jl ol ltn g B u bbles. Smoke Bubbles, Bouncing
B u b b les, and m any others. Ordin a ry bubbleblowtnr-, w ith a p ipe and s oap water, are no t
It produces
In it wi th t his scientific toy.
lar-ge r , m ore beauti fu l and stron ger bubb les
t han yo u can get b :v the o rdinary method.
T l'.. e g ames a re in tense ly interestlng, too.
P r ice, 12c. by m all.
H. F. I .ANG, 1815 Centre St .• B'kly n , N.

LATEST GIANT T YPEWRITER ,
It ts strong I Y
:madt!, but s i myle
in cor..struction, so
Lhat any one can
quickly learn to
operate 1t, an ct
1
w rite a.s rapidly as
th ey would with
pea1 and tn k . The
letters of the a lphabet most freque n tly used Ming so group«1
l\B t o e nable o n e to wrlt.e r a pidly; tbe ,nm::icra.ls,
l •o 10 and the punctuation marks l'e1ng togei her ' W1th this machi n e you can lien i lett ers, ft.ddress envelope,s, make out bills, and
do almost a n y kinrl of w orl< not requiring a
la
exp~ns i YC 1 n3.chine.
With each typerfte, we sen d a tube of ink and full in$.truc ...
~rri;rtor usinr' the machine. Price com,plett~,
.,~ 00 ltY e .l.'.tn·e 1o01.
•
WOLFF NOVELT Y co .. 211 w. !6th St., N . Y.
\

EUD BER

TACK~ .

They com1J sii:c tn e. box.
A wonderful imitation ot
th e r ea l tack.
Made ot
rubber. The '>ox in which
they come ~s tha ord.inary
ta c k box. ThiR is a gre.a.t.
p a rlor en t~rt aine r and you
can play a lot of tricko
with the tacks. Place th em
i n the paln1 of your hanG.,
point upward.
'l"hen slap
tho ot!'o~ r hand o'rer the
tacks and 1t will seen1 :..s
1•
If you are com mitting suicide. Or you can
13how the tacks and then put them 1n yo ur
mouth and chew them, making believe you
have swallowed them. Youi· fri e nds will think
you are a magician.
Then, a g ain . you ca n
f exhibit the tacka and then qulc!<I Y push one
in your cheek or son1Cbody else s chee!c an d
they will shriek ·w:th fC'ar. Ab~o.lutely h~un1 ..
Jes~ and a v.Hy pract ical ana funny Jo15a.
Price by mai', IOc. a he:;: n( G t:icV:;: S !or:.,,,.. ,
» u L n • J\ U\' El .'.t'Y co., 29
26th St •. ~. Y.

I

I

w.

LIOUTJ\'ING· '.l'RIOK BOX.
A startling and pleasing 111usio n ! "The ways of the world u re
d e viouA," says Matthew Arnold,
but the ways of the Lighlning
Trick Box when properly h andled
are adn11ttecl to be puzzli ng and
uncertn.ln. You take of! the lid
and show y our friend3 thn t i t is
full of nice candy.
R epla.ce the
lid, when you can solemnly assure
y ou r frlencls that yo u can instantly empty the
box In th eir prese nce wJthout openi n g it; and
taking' off the lid n;ral'n. Rure enough the candy
has d lsappeared.
O r you can change th&
candy into a pi ece of money by foTlo"tvlng tho
directions se nt with each box.
'l'hi.s ts th e
ne!J te~t and best cl')eap trick ever invented.
Pr:.ce, only lOo. ; 3 for 25c., malled, pos tpaid.
.U. Y. GALJ.I GA.'i', -119 \V. 56th St., N. 'i.
WIDSTJ.El'llONE
This is one o"t the
greatest
21'.lusi c n.l
tu ..
strmnenta e,·e.r Jnvent ed. It Is made entirely
of metal and is ahnost
•
invisible when 1n use.
With it, in a few mo ments, you can learn
to play all kin es ot
tt1nes, :~ave totfi ot fun, pl ea se and amuse
your friends and make some n1oney, too. Fine
for either song or piano accompanime nt or
b )~ iti:telf a.Jone.
You place the whfstlephon e
in th e mouth with half circle out, pla"e en d
of tongue to rounded part and blo"p gentl y
as ft to cool th e lips. A few trials will ena ..
ble one to play any tune or air.
Price .-.; r.enh\ ' ...ch by ma.it, post-paid
II. lf. L A....'\'G, l 81G Ccn !1e St ., B'klyn, N. Y.
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For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, In money or postage
stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

16G West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK .NUM'BE RS
of our weeklies and cannot procure them rrom newsdealers, they can be obtained trom this omce direct.
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ftll in your Order and send It to us with the price of the week Iles you want and we wlll 1end them to you by
return mail
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME
AS MONEY.

FRANK TQUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.
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No. J..
NAP9LEON'S O.RA.CVLVlll AND
DREAM ~~-Cont&lnlns the sreat oracle
of liliman d
y; &lao the true meanins of
almoat any
nd ot dreama, tosether with
oharma, ceremonlea. and cur1o·u • same• of
cardL
No. 2. HOW TO DO 'l'RICK8.-The sreat
book ot maslc and card trlcka, contalntns full
ln.atructlon on all the lea dlns card trick• of
the day. al10 the mo•t popular . maclcal Ulu·
1tc..n1 u perfor med by our leading maclctana;
every boy 1hould obtain a copy ot thl• book.
No. 8. HOW TO FLIB'l'.-The &rta and
wlleo of ftlrt&tlon are Cully explained by thla
Ut1.le book.. Be•tde• t he vartou1 method• ot
)landkerchlet, fan, slove, para•ol. window and
hat ftlrtatlon, It contain• a Cull !lat or the
lansuase and •entlment of nowero.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE 11 the title of
thla llttle book. It contain• Cull lnatructlonl
In the &rt ot danctns, etiquette In the ball0

~i~:u:~: t!~ :!1~~~e;· 0 ~ l':i ~~l '!.z;,e;~i.;na~u~~~

dance•.
No. II. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete sulde to love, cou::-t1hlp and marrlase,
•lvlnc aen•lbl• advice, rtle1 and etiquette to
be ob1erved. wtth many curlou1 and lntereat·
ln.s thins• not senerally known.

-Zr.;1!&Pu~'rn.~~c~:~~~~h-!1':..!"~~~~::
bella, Indian cluba, parallel bare,

horlsontal
bara a.nd varloua other method• of developlns
sood, healthy mu•cle; contalntnc over 1txt1
llluatr&tlona.
No. 1. H9W TO KEEP BIRDS.-H&Dd·
90mely Ulu•trated and contalntnc
!ull ln1tructtona to r the management an<' training of the
canary, mocklr.sblrd, bobolink. olackblrd. parooquet. parrot, etc.
No. II. HeW TO BECOlllE A VENTBILOQVIST.-B:r Harry Kenned y. Eve ry Intel IIsent boy readlns thla book of tnatruct1on1 can
mailer th• art. a;nd create any amount of Cun
for blmaelt and friends. It la the sreate1t
book ever publtahed.
No. 10. HeW Te BOX.-Th• art ot aetfde!enoe ra&d• euy. Contalnln1 over thirty
llluatratlon• ot suard•. blow•, a.nd the different poetth•n• ef a good boxer.
Every bo7
ehould obtakl ene of the•e useful and ln1truo..
tlv• boeka. 11 It wlll te&ch you bow to box
wlthouf an tnatructor.
No 11 HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTER S.
-A moat
complete little book. 4 ont&lnlns full
4lreotloaa tor wr-tt!ns le-ve-letter•. and when
when t • uie them, giving •pectmen lettera
for young a.nd eld.
No. tt. R•W Te ·WRITE LE:m:BB8 r.
LADIEll.-ti.lvl as ceno11Iete lnatru·etlena fer
writing letten ta ta•teo on all eub,lecta; m...
)iett-er• of tntreduet!ea, nete• and req.ue•ta.
. . . 18. H-OW TO DQ IT1 OB, BOOK • OJ!'
l'er we b7 all newldealea, or ·,..111 De MAt to
&

nllx T9USEY, Publisher,

•

ETIQUETTE.- It la a sre&t life oecreL, and
No. llO. H&W TO COO.IL-ne of the moot
one that nery Y.o un1 man deelreo to know all
lruitructhe booka on ooo1'lns eTer pu)>llab•cl..
about. There•a happtneaa ln it.
It containa recipe• tor coaklna !Ui&ta. flab..
No. H. HOW T01 HA.KE CANDY.-A
S&me, and oyatera ; atao pl.., pu'll.-t>sa. cal<..
coniplete hand-book tor making all kinda of
and all kinda ot paatry. and a sra·n d coUeocandy. lee-cream. ay r up1, essen ce• , etc., etc.
tlon ot rectpeL
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
1 No. 81.
HOW TO BECO.lllC A llP.EA.IUCB.
-One of the brlsbteot and moat valuable
-Contalnlns fourteen llluatra'tierui, slvlns the
little booka ever slven to the world. Everydifferent poaltlona requlelte to become a soo4
bl')dy wtabe9 to know how to become beautl·
•Peaker. reader and elocu.ttoni•t.
Aleo coa ..
ful, both male and remal..
The 1ecret la
taintns s•m• from all the popular au.thora of
1tmple, and almoat co1tle1•.
pro1e and poetr7.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENNo. 11. HOW TO &IDB A BICYCLB.ING PARTY.-A complete compendium ot
Contalnlns ln1tructlon• for beslnnera. choice
same•, 1port•, card dlver1ton•, comlo reclt&•
ot a machine hint• on tr&tnln• etc. 4 ooa
Uon•, etc., •ultable for parlor or drawtns·
plete book. iruu of practical tiiu•tratloDL ...
room entert&lnment. It contain• more for
No. 84. HOW TO PLAY OAKE8.-A. oomthe money than any book publlahed.
plete and uoetul little book, contalnlni th•
No n . HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-Th•
rule•
and resulatlona ot bllllarda. llasatella,
moat complete huntlns &nd n1hlns sulde ever
b k
t d
I
t
publl•hed. It contain• Cull lnatructlon• &bout
airo~&~'.'1°:olif 0~~ 'soi'..~ 0~~NV°iDBUllla.
l'Un&, buntlnc dog•, trap•. trapptne and flab--Contatntns all the leadlnc conundruma ot
~':.~. tosetber with deacrlptlon of s&m• and
~~t:•:ayr,:!•lns rlddl.., curloua catcbH and
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 88. HOW TO BECOHB YOUB OWN
Heller'• •econd alght explained by hl1 former
DOCTOB.-A wonderful book. contalntns uaeuilatant. Fred Hunt. Jr. Explalnlns how the
tul and practical Information In the treatm.eAt
aecret dlalosue• were carried on between the
of ordinary 41M&ae• and atlmenta commoa t•
magician and the boy on the •t&se ; &l•o slT~l::Yr;~l':~~Y·fo/~~':,!~!'tsc!':.i;r:f;N.. &nd e • ln1.-:. 11 2~he ~g;
~~k DREAMS.No. 89. HOW TO BAl8E DOGS, POULTBJ:,
Thl1 little book slve• the explanation to all
PIGEONS AND BABBITS.-A u•eful and lakind• of dream•. tosether with lucky antf
atruNoc.tl:o•.
bHo okW
. THOa!'.d.:~~el7 IDllu e!!:tTBecl.. • _
unlu cky days.
•
~ .AN
0
.ca.cm.
11.,..
No. H . HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
-lncludlns hint• oa how to catch mol--.
GENTLElllEN. -Conta.lntn s Cull di rec t ion• for
whoewuetl
a,
coutrt
er
.
krlanta•
.
·
IOQ
uplr
r
•ulaalyanlldluibtlrr~&tecl
..A.I . .
writing to gentlemen on all 1ubject•.
9 1
0
C0 10
No. 211. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.No. U. THE BOYi OF NEW YOB)[ JCNJ>
Contalnlns Cull lnatructlona for all kinda of
MEN'S JOKE BOO.IL-Contal nlns a sreat T&symnaaUc 1port• and athletic exerct1e1. Em·
rle ty of the lateat Jok•• ·uaed by the m.on
:.racing thlrty-ftve llluatratlona. By ProfeHor
Camou• end men. No amateur mln1trela le
w. Macdonald,
complete without tble wonderful little · Wbok.
No. 26. HOW TO BOW, SAIL AND BUILD
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
A BOAT.-Fully IUuatr&ted. Full lnatructlona
STUMP 8PEAKEB.-Co ntalnlns a varied uare slven In tbla little book, tosetber with In1ort1J1ent ot 1tump apeechea, Nesro, Dutch an•
1truc tlon• on 1wtmmtns and rtdlnc. companion
Irt1h. Al10 e nd men'• jokeL Ju•t th• thtna
oporta to boatlnir.
fo~..1:'ofa~ a~:V'T~te~c~,::~e~:,~c~.
No. 21 . HOW TO RECITE A.ND BOOK OF
-Containing the gre.ndeot uaortment of masRECITATION8 .-Con t a.lnlns the mo•t popular
teal llluolon• ever placed before the publlo.
aelectlons ·In use. comprising Dutch d ialect,
Al•o trick• with carda. tncantat!oni. etc.
French dialect, Yankee and lriah dialect
piece•, togethar with man y atandard readlnsa.
Nu. U. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALNo. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.BVlll. -A g rand collectlon of Album Vera..
Etuv·eerJIPifnee wlo d eb1r1rnous1 foofrtkhn, owwhlnesthwerbe.btaphpl•lnfeua 1ultable for any time and occaalon; embr&o1h
11 1
1 , rt
1
y
Ing Line• of Love, Affection, Sentiment, Huor mia&ry, wealt
or poverty.
ou can tell
rnlluol•t.ab~eef~~c1yaie1!i~tn~~n:~env;~dd~~·soa. Ver...
by a rtance at tht1 little book. Buy
one and
be cenvlncecl..
No. '5. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK HIN•
No. 29 • ..-W 'l'O BECOME AN INVEN8TREL G•I•E AND JOKE BOGK.-BomeT6B.-I1Ate17 ).117' ahould know hew lnventlou
thins new and nry lnatructlve. Ever1 bo7
utst nallet!. 'nhle beek expl&ln1 them &II, SIT•
ahould obtain thl• book, u It oentalrui tuU
tnc e~l• in electr.1.atty, hydraulic•. macn..
tn•tru Ct!('lna tor orsantstns an amateur m.la•
tlam, opt4ca. pDMJm&l>lca, mecbanlea, eto.
atrel troupe.
~ a4C- • NCllQC et •nee. 10 ~ per eop7, or 8 for 26 eta., In mone7 or· postage 1tamp1,
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